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Romulu8 - Martian A l m f t  
overview 
Despite the advances in technology that man has accomplished, amanncd martian aircraft that 
~nitially, Group #I setout to design a Martian a i m &  which kould be usedto cdcct samples 
from the ground for scientific cxpahents to transpart men and matuial to distant sites. HOWCVW, 
in trying todevelop amartian aircraft that couldlandon arcasofMarsothatban the home base, 
many obstacles wen encountQcd which could not be O Y C ~ C O ~ ~ .  Getting the plane off the p u n d  
under its own power was the biggest problem Group #I faced ami it fd the p u p  to change the 
mission of Ramulus. 
Therefarc, it is theobjectiveafoaoUp#l Oocmtcamanned Martian aimaft which can 
paform: scientific surveys of particular sites distant dran the base, a dcploymcat of scientific 
instrument packages by air drop that land rovers cannot accompW, rad rescue operations. 
these missionsnquire that Ramulus fly tmcktoits bom base rftatbemission is cmpktd. 
of 
Sincc theairaaftwillbe opaatingin aMartian atmosphae, that willbe some changes ia the 
aircraftgnascotrpedtoaconventiorralEarth lane. 'IbtMarsaamsphmhasaverylow 
bytheairc& Thtrefart,theaircrahwillbe 
P 
density which will reduce the dynamic ~ ~ C S S  
operating in very low Reynolds n u m b  (Re) - approximately 100,OOO as compared to values 10 
times that on Earth. Because ofthis large reduction in Re and thcquiremnt for more lift, a 
wingspan of 44.01 mcm will be necessary to produce enough lift for flight. 
Designing thc airfoil quires a wing which can opaate within the low Re a p p n t  on Mars. 
The Einal airfoil, NASA NLF (1) - 1015 was choscn over the intial airfoil because of its lower drag 
CharaCtUiStiCS. 
As shown on the 3-D view, the design of the aircraft is comparable to a P-38 military airplane. 
Amshed to the fuselage pod is a high Wing device and the two boolns extend from the high wing 
k k  to the horizontal stabilizer. 
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In powaing dre a i m f t ,  the inidrt design of using a axnbimim d b l  ccns and S O I W C C ~  
has bcen rejected. The plane now has only fuel cells to power the two ppcllers. 
Although enough power has been gcnuated fopcruise flight, Rannlus cannot takeoff solely 
with the power from its two engines. ThuefOrc, a TocLct-Bssistcd takeoff analogous to a glider 
takeoff is necessary to enable Romulus to liftoff. The mket still acts as a pulling force, but this 
l imitsRom~ustDlandingandtaking~only~the~base.  
Because more fuel cells were required EO plwidt enough p o w  for Romulus to fly, the initial 
design goal of 4250 Newton-Mars was not met. The weights division then set a new design goal of 
5ooo Newton-Mars that was met in the finat configurations ( In the f-g reports, all weights 
and forces will be assumed to be an Mars). 
Structurally, Romdus has encounted no ma* problems, and in fact, the use of wood on 
some parts of the plane basgrtatlyxducdthe co&t of the aimaft  
Based upon the results of Group W1 work, there appears to be no serious technical difficulty 
involved in operating Rmulus on Mars. Although the design and creation of Romulus would be 
an expensive adventure, such a vehicle could be most useful in evaluating the Mars suxfacc and in 
creating a hatitat fop mankid 
Gross Weight: 4250 N 
Wing Loading: 20.9 N/m2 
Fuel Weight: 471.8 N 
Useful Load Fraction: 0 
Geometry 
2 Ref. Wing Area = 203.2 m 
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AR * 10 
Aerodynaml c8 
DO .0252 Cruise; C 
00 - .a 
CL = .6 
L 
15.3 
lMX 
Take-off; CL 
‘ma, - 1.6 
r -  Landing; CL : 
1.6 C 1max 
Maximum Take-off Power 
Power Loading: 
Fuel Fraction: 
I Propulsion Engine/Motor Type: m i m m t  motor 
No. of Engines/Hotors 
/engine 
c at cruise 
max 
P 
Cruise Performance 
h - 1.5 km 
= 70 m/s  
- 2  
13.0 )rw - 0.0484 
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Gross Weight: 5000 ~a~ 
Wing Loading: 25.8 N/m 
Maximum F u e l  Weight: 472 N 
Useful Load F rac t ion :  0.24 
2 
Geometry 
2 Ref. Wing Area = 193.81 m 
AR - 10 
*LE = oo 
A -67 
t i c  = .15 
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DESIGN DATA SUMMARY 
Performance 
Cruise Re = 500,000 
Cruise h = 1.5 km 
Crulse M - .31 
C r u i s e  V - 7 0  m / s  
Take-off F i e l d  Length 
Take-off Speed 53.5 m/s  
Landing F i e l d  Length 
Landlng Speed 49.6 m / s  
Maximum Landing Weight -5000 N 
OEI Climb GradJent ( I ) :  - -3.09 % 
= 892 m 
- 676.6 m 
2nd Segment = N/A 
Missed Approach 
Sea Level (R/C)max I 1 .16  m / s  
= Can't be done 
/ kw 
Maximum Take-off Power 2~ 
Power Loading: < > 
Fuel  Frac t ion :  .0944 
- - _ _  
Propuls ion 
Engine Descr ipt ion:  w i m a l t  motor 
Number of Engines 
We1 B b E n g l  ne -56.4 N 
cp a t  Cruise = -0484 
Prop. D l a m .  -7 .5 m 
No. of Blade8 
Blade Cruise Re %4,700@ tip 
- 2  
Po /Engine -13.0 kw 
- 2  
Aerodynaml cs I 
NASA NLF(1)-1015 
High L i f t  System: plain flaps 
% -0282 Cruise: 
0 - 08 
CL .6 I 
Take-off; % .6 I 
( LID,,) = 14.3 
=max - 1.4 
Landing; CL .I 1.78 
'Lmax 1.78 
S t a b i l i t y  and Control 
S ta t ic  Margln Range - . l@to  -617 m 
Acceptable C.G. Range 
Actual C.G. Range 
= .3925 forward of a.c.; .1245 aft of a.c. 
=.2850 forward of a.c.; .0005 aft of a.c. 
8 
I--. L'9L -1 
P zo'pp - 
t o 1  
O ' L L  
OoZ T I  t 
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AERODYNAMICS 
Daniel T. Jensen 
As with other aspects of this mission, the aerodynamic rquirements of the 
proposed Mars airplane arc quite challenging. Of primary importance is the unusually low 
Reynolds number (for this plane, & = 500,OOO) at which the aircraft will operate. on 
Earth, applications for airfoils optimized for this Reynolds number are quite limittd, 
Reynolds numbers in this range are usually found only with birds and model aircraft. 
R e w h  into this flight regime has been undastandably sparse. 
With today's level of technology, it is normal to size and configwe the aimail prior 
to selecting an airfoil. Additionally, airfoils arc usually created and optimized for the 
particular design. Design studies with similar mission prOfiles have taken this appmach.1 
Far this aircraft, since design of an opthized airfoil was beyond the scope of the 
project, airfoil selection was done early in the design P ~ S S .  Airfoils optimized for flight 
at very low Reynolds numbers wen compared; the NASA NLF(l)-1015 was selected. 
While other airfoils had similar maximum lift coefficients and drag characteristics, the 
NASA airfoil is unique in that it has been designed to maximiZt n d  laminar flow over 
the chord at design Reynolds numbers. For this airfoil, uppet-surface separation is 
controlled through the use of a "separation m p " .  The ramp limits flow separation to a 
small am near the trailing edge. This is especially helpful with the large chad present on 
this design. Sectional data for the airfoil are presented in Figure 2-1. Because elliptical 
loading has btcn a s s u d ,  the sectional lift coefficient can be assumed to be qual  to the lift 
coefficient for the wing. Lift CUIV~S for take-off, cruise and landing are pesentad in Figwe 
2-2. The aircraft takes off conventionally without flaps. The lift m e  is thus identical for 
takeoff and cruise. 
The ruling factor in the configuration was Simplicity of design. For the mission 
description used, it was felt that the simplest and most conventional design would probably 
also be the most reliable and best. Because of the large Wing area required, a high-wing 
~ ~~ 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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design was chosen. This allows the top of the p h f m  to interact M y  with the incident 
freestrcam and facilitates placement of control surfaces and high-lift devices. Lastly, the 
wing itself must be relatively high off the ground to allow for propelk clearance. This 
configuration therefare d e s  cabin access much easier. The conventional aft tail is 
connected by two booms. Because interior cabin space is minima& the cabin itself fits 
entirely under the wing. The booms at used to allow a a m v e n t i d  mil with minimal drag 
and weight penalties. 
W design was certainly challenghg. Initially a sizing exache was done u&g 
' ( ~ ~ ~ s i t y ) x ( v e l a i t y  squartd)x(sUrface m)xOif t  coef€ici$ Target gross 
weight was used as the required lift at & and lift c~effichtwas et at 0.6. This 
was done tocomparcrtquired Wing arcaversus cruise speed. ARaselaCtionoftheuuise 
'ipced, the next step was providing the requisite Wing am most efficiently. In the wing 
design process, minimization of span was given high priority. Because the plane must fit 
into a small spacecraft compartmcllt for -to Mars, sprn had to be kept as low as 
possible. For this rcason, an aspect ratio of 10 was selected. At the-cruise speed of 
~~mcterspersecand,the~iredwing~is193.81squrulemeterr T h i o ~ t o a  
Q 4.4 I 
section has a rectangular planfann. Outboard of the booms, the Wing tapers to 67% of 
chord This makes the lift distribution much mort elliptical and causes the stall onset to 
move outboard. Because tip stall is not desirable, a 3 dew washout twist is incaponmi 
The wing has 3 degrces of dihedral and is mounted at an angle of -2 d e w s  to piovide 
7 
& C l ' f l i g h $ a t U U k  
Selection of cruise speed was a m s c  b u w a  conflicting inpuk the 
mission piofilc, a modcrate flying speed is mandated by the rate at which'data can be 
(xdlected and transmitted by the equipment aboard.2 Additionally, speeds past 70 mcm 
per second must take compressibility effects into account and require added power. 
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2-3 
However, faster speeds decl.lease required wing area, which is cutainly desirable. The 
design velocity was thus set at 70 mters per sccond as best satisfying the inputs. 
A drag decomposition on the design has been completed. Its results arc presented 
in tabular farm in Table 2- 1. As exptct6d, drag of the wing is dominant, followed by drag 
of the fuselage. Complete polars are presented for take-off, cruise and landing in Table 2-2 
amd F i g ~ r e  2-3. 
Aerodyaamically, fiuther refinements arc botb possible and dcsbble. These would 
best be done with a scale model in a wind tunnel. It would not be ccanamically sound to 
send anything but an optimum aimaft the millions of miles to Mars. 
Mark D. Maughmer and Dan M. Somrs, "Dtsign and Ex 
Airfoil for a High-Altimde, hg-EndUrance, Remotely Piloted Fd chick," The Pennsylvania for  
State University, University Park, PA. 
Mars Exploration," City of Industry, CA, 1978. 
* Developmental Sciences, Inc., "A Concept Study of a Remotely Piloted Vehicle for 
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This would give the pilot 02 env f bm to get back to base oc to find I suitable landing 
spot. 
Tht new airfoil that was chosen by the llcfodynamics ScCtioIl g& a lower power 
rtquircd at each altitude and flight condition. But the overall power rtquircd was high- 
because of the inmast in the weight of the aircraft. Figure 3-1 presents the power 
required and power available at sea level. Power available was obtained from &e 
propulsion section. It also presents the stall spted and the increase of pow= r c q a  
needed close to the stall speed due to the incrtastddrag at stall. "k one engine mmtiw 
power available curve was not shown because it fell below the scope ofthe graph. Rgun 
3-2 gives the same data but at the cruise altitude O@ 1.5 kilometers. All these calculations 
were obtained by using an electric en- with all products retained so that thae was no 
change in weight throughout the fight. 
Figure 3-3 shows the level flight perfcmnancc envelape. Tbe left tide of the figure 
I 
8 
8 
I 
depicts the sta l l  velocity at several Merent altitudes. The middle line presents the &c). 
maximum excess power at the same altitudes. Tbe pirspaed corresponding to the 
maximumrateofclimboccmatabout55m~ p d  The rightlinedepictsthe I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
maximum velocity possible at each altitude due bo the prapllsioa M t a t h r .  W k e  these 
graphs intersect would give the maximum ceiling ofthe 8hafk. This rmuimum altitpde 
occurs at approximately at 2800 meters. Figure 3-4 gave tbe same rtsults using a diffmnt 
method. Plotting the maximum rate of climb versus the altitude also gave I d m u m  
altitude of about 2800 mtm. 
These graphs were used to determine the complete mission profile chsrrcaeristicg. 
The maximum mte of climb at sea level was 1.16 meters pr second. The tim to climb to 
1 
I 
cruise dtihdc was CalculatEd at applwtimattly 36 minutes. Down field m g e  duhg climb 
was calculated at agprr>ximahtly 122 kilometers. The rate ofdtsctnt was detemrined to be 
approximately 2 mttcrs per second at cruise altitude with p o w  off. 3°C timc to descend 
from mise altitude to st8 level was calculated at 12.63 minuttg with power off, Down 
field range was calculated at approximately 42 kilometers for descent. A power off 
descent was chosen to save battery charge and because a long, smooth, controllable 
descent was achieved without power. This leave8 a total maximum cruise time of 
approximately 7 hours. This time includes approXimately 10 minutes far t a k e 4  and 
landing including taxiing time. This maximum cruise time of 7 hours would give a 
maximum total mise  range of 1769 kilomben. This gave a maximum total range of 1933 
kilomteff. All thcsedts  wue bascdoa a m a x i m m p i l o t e ~ d 8  hours. 
These results show a slight decrease in the pcrfammcc cllcalations from the 
plrtliminarydesignnport. Faexampletberange~rrdecrtased by~t loOki lomctcrs .  
If the weight of thc aircdcould have been dccreased and if mom fuel cells could have 
been used then this aircratt would have been able to t a k e 4  unda its own power. It 
would have then been able to climb aut at 8 much fasterrate because oftbe incream in 
exctss power. This ainxlrkt still has nlatively good pedimance c- *swiththir 
low excts~ power. Only 13 percent of the total flight time w u  wed for climb and 
descent, this would k v e  ampk time to@ixm bre acientific studies. 
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POWER & PROPULSION 
Norman Knapp 
The conditions on Mars present unique problems for the propulsion system of a Mars 
Airplane. Due to the low percentage of oxygen in the Martian atmosphere, either a 
monopropellant fuel must be used or the fuel oxidizer must be carried within the aircraft. 
However, combustible fuels may be neglected altogether in favor of sources of electrical 
power. Early in the design process, electric propulsion was considered advantageous in 
that the problems and costs involved with pmuring expendable propellants for each flight 
were overcome. An aircraft powered by solar cells or fuel cells could be ready for use 
every other Martian day. The following design was airiginally based on an airu-aft p o w e d  
by a combination of solar cells and fuel cells. However, a comparison of the two types of 
power systems indicated that fuel cells had a greater energy-to-mass ratio. Thus, the final 
design is powered exclusively by fuel cells. An overview of the power and propulsion 
systems is given in Table 4.1. 
a 
power Svstem: Hv- Oxvsn  Fuel 
Hydrogen and oxygen fuel cells were chosen as the sole power sourct for thc Romulus 
Aimaft because they are characterized by the relatively high energy-to-mass ratio of 3.69 
kW-hrkg. A realistic cell efficiency of 80 percent reduces the ratio to 2.95 kW-hrkg [l]. 
The energy-temass ratio of solar cells depends in part on the cell efficiency and the area 
covered by the cells. "%e Romulus has a total wing and horizontal tail area of 226 m* with 
control surfaces covering 17 percent of this surface. Assuming that the remaining 188 m2 
of the wing could be covered with solar cells having an 18 percent efficiency and that the 
mean solar flux at the Martian surface is 590 W / d  [2], solar cells could p v i d e  the aircraft 
motor or engine with approximately 20 kW. Using silicon solar cells with a surface 
4-1 
! ’  
density of 0.414 kg/m2 and a total mass of 78 kg, an eight hour flight would place the 
energy-to-mass ratio of the cells at 205 kW-hr/kg, well below the ratio for fuel cells. 
There arc two additional drawbacks to the use of solar power an-ays. First, the 
available area on the wings and horizontal tail is not sufficient enaugh to cany solar cells to 
pv ide  the total power necessary to operate the aircraft. An additional some of power 
would be q u i d .  Second, the solar flux of 590 W/m2 rcpmcnts a maximum. The actual 
solar power incident on the solar arrays would be less and would vary h m  hour to hour. 
The combined weight of the fuel cell reactants is 472 N. This value is set by power 
requirements and system efficiencies which are discussed below. The hydrogen is stored 
in gaseous phase under elevated pressures and weighs 52.8 N. The oxygen is atso 
gaseous and weighs 419 N. The reactants are stored in tanks underneath and behind the 
cockpit. Once b y  arc combined in the actual fuel cells, the water that is praiuced is stond 
in a tank in the fusclage area. When the aircraft has rtturncdto its home base, the water 
will be separated by means of electrolysis into hydrogen and oxygen for use on future 
flights. Power for the electrolysis process will be suppliad with ground based solar mays. 
In addition to the weight of the mctants, the weight of the fuel tanks and fuel cell 
accessories must also be considend. Using Table 13 from refirence [l] and assuming a 
reduction in weight due to fum advances in lightweight materials, fuel cell accessodies 
and tanks will have a weight of 205 N. The volume of tach of the holding tanks arc as 
follows: hydrogen, 0.90 m3; oxygen, 2.00 m3; water, 0.13 m3. It is important to note 
that considering the additional weight of fuel cell accessories and tanks, the encrgy-emass 
ratio for fuel cells is 2.05 kW-hrkg, a value equal to the ratio f a  solar cells. Fuel cells rn 
st i l l  favored, however, due to the drawbacks for solar cells listed above. 
power Av- 
Power available data for varying speed and altitude conditions is listed in Table 4.2. 
This data was obtained using the physical characdenstks of the propeller and Figures 4.1 
4-2 
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and 4.2. Power quired data for the same conditions is listed in the performance scction. 
The maximum power available for the propulsion system is set at 26 k W  and carresponds 
to 80 m/s flight at an altitude of 1200 m. This sets the fuel cell maximum fbel flow rates at 
1.75 kg/hr for hydrogen and 13.9 kg/hr for oxygen. However, the aimaft will usually be 
operating with lower power availability and lower fuel flow rates For the cruise condition 
of 70 m/s at 1500 m altitude, the power available for the propulsion system is 24.88 kW, 
and the fuel flow rates are 1.66 kgbr for hydrogen and 13.2 kg/hr for oxygen. For the 
climb condition of 55 ds at ground level, the power available is approXimately 25 kW and 
the fuel flow rates will be similar to the cruise condition. 
With a maximum power available of 26 kW for the propulsion system and a minimum 
electrical system power available of 0.50 kW, system efficiencies (gearbox, propller, and 
motor) requirt that the fuel cells provide a maximum of 46.25 kW. Thc electrical system 
power is used to operate two sets of systems: scientific instrumentation located in the cargo 
area and aircraft avionics. These systems will each require approximately 0.10 kW. 
When the aircraft is in take-off mode, it will be propelled by external means and will 
not be using its own propulsion system until it lifts off the ground Shortly after takeoff, 
the power available will correspond to the climb condition. As for the landing p d m ,  
the aircraft's propulsion system will be shut down at cruise altitude and the plane will gli& 
down to the runway. The purpose of the glide is twofold. First, the time for descent is 
decnased as opposed to powered flight. Second, a savings in power is achieved. At any 
point during the glide the propulsion system could be reactivated in order to effect 
maneuvers. 
tor. Gearbox. and Co- 
The Romulus Aircraft design incorporates two propkr/motor propulsion systems 
located on the wings. Each propeller is linked through a gearbox to a samarium-cobalt 
magnet rotor motor which is a derivative of a design listed in reference [3]. Each of these 
4-3 
-S is monitored by an ekctrmic controlla which is able to analyze conditions and 
sct the propeller rpm in order to maximi= efficiency. The total weight of each propulsion 
system including PIOptllcr, motor, gearbox, and controller is 271 N. 
The m-carth mom was chosen due to its high reliability and lltlatively low mass. 
Each mom weighs 56.4 N and has an average efficiency of 87 percent [3]. Each gearbox 
is of the planetary type and weighs 47.0 N. "he avcrage efficiency of the gcarbox is 95 
pcrrxnt. Each ContrOuer weighs only 18.8 N. The controller is located alongside the xtmtrx 
while the gearbox is located betwetn the motar and the papeller hub [4]. 
ProDcller 
The system propeller is based 011 the 5868-9 propeller with a Clark-Y section and 
consists of two blades. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 refer to this propeller and plot spaad, pow=, 
and toque coefficitnts versus various physical propcrtiCs of the blade such as blade pitch, 
efficiency, and advamx ratio. Tbt p m p ~ l l ~ ~  designfm the cluisc coaditioll was based on a 
advance ratio, J, of me. This value allowed for a reasonable blade pitch and high 
C f f i c i t n c y w t r i l e r m r i n ~ g a ~ ~ e r t i p M a c h m a n b e r o f ~ ~ o a e ,  
The blade pitch ofthe propeller at the thr#quaI'tCrradiw point u 25 degrees. Each 
propeller has a diameter of 7.5 m, an efficienCy of 86 percent, and a weight of 150.4 N. 
When the airmail is at cruise condticms, the propeller operates at 556 p which allowj for 
a tip Mach number of 0.95 and a tip Reynold's number of 84,700. The propellers mate in 
opposite directions in order to avoid instabilities. A final characteristic of intenst is the 
ability of the system to lock tht propellers in a horizontal position during takeoff and 
landing proctdures. This is accomplished with the use of a locking mechanism located in 
the gearbox. 
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TABLE 4.1: POWER 8z p ROPULSION PARA METERS 
I 
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I. -SYTEM: HXPBQGFN AND O U W N  FUEL CELLS 
5868-9 Clark-Y Section Propeller (2) 
Energy Density 
Efficiency 
Maximum Stored Power 
Maximum Propulsive Power 
Minimum Electrical System Power 
Weight of Components 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 
Accessories 
Volume of Fuel and Water Tanks 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 
Water 
11. EQmKlmm 
Samarium-Cobalt Motor (2 1 
Weight 
Efficiency 
Maximum Rated Power 
Planetary Gearbox ( 2 )  
Weight 
Efficiency 
Electronic Controller ( 2 )  
Weight 
3.69 kw-hr/kg 
80.00 % 
46.25 kw 
26.00 kw 
0.30 kw 
676.80 N 
52.80 N 
419.00 N 
205.00 N 
0.90 m3 
2.00 m3 
0.13 m3 
56.40 N 
87.00 % 
16.00 kW 
47.00 N 
95.00 % 
18.80 N 
Weight 
Diameter 
R P M  at Cruise Conditions 
Blade Pitch Angle (0.75 R) 
Efficiency 
Number of Blades 
4-6 
150.40 N 
7.50 m 
556.00 rpm 
25.00 degrees 
86.00 % 
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0.30 
0.28 
0.26 
0.24 
0.22 
0.20 
0.18 
0.16 
0.14 
0.12 
0.10 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
0 
c, 
0. EFFECT OF THE PROPELLER O S  PERFORhfAKCE 
V/nO 
coefficient cunw Car propcllcr 5SQS-9, Clark-Y wtion, two bladcs. 
(A'ACA Tcck. Rcpf. GdO.) 
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Although the Romulus aircraft may be aerodynamically sound and be able to produce enodgh 
powex far flight, it must meet several stability rtQuinments to be safely controllable and 
maneuverable during climb, level flight, and landing. In order to achieve this Romulus must be 
longitudinally, directionally, and laterally stable. 
According to Professor Sivier, a reasonable value for the ratio of the horizontal tail ~IW to wing 
am is 20. Due to the large chord and wing span associBtcd with Romulus, a 
large tail span is also evident - 18 meters. Initially, a larger nctangular horizontal tailspan was 
chosen, but the weight of the tail was so big that it caused the plane to be tail heavy. Therefore, the 
tail has been tapered and its span was reduced to lower the weight of the plane. Also, the 
horizontal tail section was changed from a Wortmann FX 63-137, to a NASA-NLF(1)-1015 in 
d e r  to give the plane better drag CharactMiSticS (Refmnce 1). 
A negative tail incidence angle was chosen for Romulus to ensure that a down farcc is applied 
on the tail and thus to allow Romulus a mort effective lift. Fortunattly, the wing incidence angle is 7 
less negative than the tail incidence angle so that the wing wil l  have a higher effective lift. 
Despite a stabilizing effect from the dihedral angle far the rolling moment due to sideslip, the 
horizontal tail was not inclined because it provided more beneficial effects for longitudinal stability 
at zem dihedral angle. 
tails w e n  designai to have a total a m  q u a l  to .15 of the horizontala ana Once again, the 
@ tails were tapend so as to d u c e  weight and to create a more nose heavy planc.(An 
excellent picture of what the tails look like is shown in the 3-D view). In early design 
configurations, an error was made in choosing the vertical tail sections to be identical to the wing 
ncea~ tails were also selectcd accohding to Professor sivieis recommendations. m e  two 
5 -1 
I .  
I 
I 
I 
will be @d Ud-tcly, the airfoils used for the wing arc cambed and give this 
(Ref== 2). ste Figure 5-1 to get a betta idea of wbat is e g  at thev d d  tails. n e  
unwanted dt. Therefore, thc NACA OOO9 airfoil w118 Chosen to m t  this 0ccurancc 
Aspect Ratio for the veTtic81 t d S  8rCOptrahgat a 
the d arcas involvd 
~ W ~ ~ I I C  than fOathe wings because of 
~n orda to determine an acceptable center of gravity (cog.) range to satisfy longitudinal stability 
and trim quircmcnts in ground effect (IGE), drc neutral point ~OCation must be calculated. With 
IGE, the c.g. wil l  decrease and this results in a larger static Mafgin range (S.M.). S.M. is the 
dimensidess distance between the c.g. and the llcutfal point (See Figure 5-2). See F i p  5-3 
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w- ). Romulm bas amugh c k v ~ o o n t r o l  to lift&. Even though Ramulus is not 
using a mva~ticmal takeoff, the xuckct-assisted takeoff st i l l  acts in the same way by pulling the 
aircraft - analogous to a glider takeof€. 
Another problan which may cause problems for Romulus is ifone of its two engines shuts 
down during the takeof€. Afta the rocket has successfully given the plane enough power to lift, the 
propellers will immediately start to rotate. Although the pcrfarmance &on has shown that the 
plane cannot hold altitude with one engine out (OEI), the plane can still be held in a straight path 
with sufficient directional control. The rudder supplies directional control and produces a yawing 
moment atwd the z-axis that will counteract the drag produced by the inoperative engine. Since 
Romdus has two tails, the rud&r deflection must total 14' (7' on each) to account for the drag with 
OEI at .9 ofthe takdfspacd - well below the Nddermaximum deflection of W. See Figwt 5-7. 
Romdus must also meet the marc diflkult mpircmmt of maintaining straight flight with no m o ~  
than .75 of the availabk dinctional control power and no more than So of bank with the engine 
failed at 1.10 times the takeoff speed. Thc ndda deflection pmduccd by Rmulus is 9.3' on each 
vertical taii - below the maximumrudder&fkctim again. with t h e N d d e r d t f l e  to balance the 
yawing moment ofhe engine, a side force is produced that must be c o u n m  by rolling the 
plane kss than or equal to 5'. This rolling gives a component of weight along the y-axis that can 
thencmntaacttbeNddasidtfOrce. 
h a  coordinatedturn,thedcronsandtheruddersneed~be&flcctcd. Becausethehigher Q, 
+ 
wing has mote drag when a plane is rolled, it causes an adverse yaw which needs to be comctcd by 
deflecting the Nddcr. Rmulus m t  the requirement of sustaining a 300 banked and coordinated 
themaximumsectionallift~ffi~cntofthewing. ~otherw~theliftrequiredtogeneratethe 7 3 
*i* 
turn at cruise speed and altitude because the sectional wing lift coefficient of .470 is much less than $ %  
turn is less than the maximum lift of the wing. 8 
The next step fa Ramulus was to develop a bank angle of 300 in two seconds after the controls 
arc applied. During this maneuver, the ailaons am applied to determine the roll mponse. 
Romulus was able to mtet the specifications, and in fact, Romulus was abk to paform the 
manewefin 1 sccond. 
Although Rmulus wil l  be flying with powa off during the landing appmach, the aimail will I 
stil l  be able to stall just befare landing. In eff- Romulus will be gliding into the base with wings 
~ 
5 -  3 I 
level ; thepkneiEpelfwill be losing altituck witfr the C.6 atbe faward limit# Ramulus only 
needs an elcvatcx Maxian of -2.00 on each elevator. The elevator deflection is so small because 
the tail iacidtnce an@ is already negative. Since the tail angk is negative, adown loadon the tail 
isproduc& andthusaneffcctive lift on the wing is produced. 
In the event that Romulus encounters a crosswind landing, it must be able to produce a 
sufficient diractioaal m m l  so that a steady sideslip an& of loo is dtveloped. A sideslip angle 
creates a yawing moment, Fartunarely, the rudder &flection is 11' on each rudder so that this 
rcquircumt is met (8O below the maximum rudder deflection). 
Using no mrrt than .75 of the lateral control power (ailerons), Romulus is still able to maintain 
wings level flight in a full-rudder sidtslip. 
In covering tk stability and control nquircments, Rmulus managed to pass all of the 
spcdications. However, this dots not man that the initial values w a e  used throughout the design. 
The stability of tk plane depended heavily on tf# d y n a m i c s  and weight of the plane Changes 
w a e  const(ultly being made to llLxomodatc the c.g. bcatiorrs given by tk weights division. In rhe 
final design, the barizontal and vQtic81 tails WQC reduced to 8ccomod8bt the structures and weights 
divisions. 
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STRUCTURES 
Ron Dunn 
Structures ove~vinme 
The Romulus structures group tasks for developing a Martian 
based aircraft were five-fold. The first task was to determine the 
wing d7 )loading, shear, torsional moment (about the elastic axis), and the 
bending moment diagrams for the flight condition which is design 
determining. Second, a wing loading, shear, and bending moment 
diagram for the maximum gross weight on the ramp. 
discussion of the various materials used and how the Weights and 
Balance group influenced the decisions. Fourth, a discussion of the 
methods used to size the Romulus wing. 
structural layout including specialized take-off and landing 
components developed by the structures group. 
Third, a 
Finally, the airframe 
Structwal lhiillsis of IIlmm Conditions 
Romulus will have level flight wing loading of 25.8 N/m2. This 
corresponds to a maximum wing loading of 129.1 N/m2 under the 
maximum allowable load of 5g's. The aircraft will experience a 
maximum 5g torsional moment at the root of 15,595 N*m and a 
maximum 5g bending moment of 5422 NSm also at the root. 
Figures 6-la, 6-lb, and 6-lc illustrate how the wing loading, shear, 
and bending moment behaves along 
Figures 6-2a, 6-2b, and 6-2c will be explained in the ramp section. 
Torsion as a function of span is depicted in figure 6-3. 
the span in level flight. 
0 -1 
Obviously, it is the 5g values which yield the most critical 
information. 
to find materials which could easily withstand the inflated values of 
shear and moment which a high-g manuver induces. The Romulus 
structures group have accomplished these goals and the details will 
be discussed shortly. 
With a safety factor of 1.5 built in, it was necessary 
e .  
a1 &&& of m b  C- at Maxllnug) GrogS . 
Weinnt 
A similiar analysis to the previous section was performed for 
ramp conditions. The only differences considered were the lack of 
torsion and the addition of the effects of the extended landing gear. 
Figures 6-2a, 6-2b, and 6 - 2  illustrate wing loading, shear, and 
bending moment as a function of span. 
values of shear and moment had to be analyzed so that some type 
of failure, such as creep, would not occur while being stored on the 
ramp. 
and the magnitude of values did not intuitively sccm excessive, it is 
assumed that ramp conditions are not inherently dangerous. 
However, in the interest of safety, 8 stress relieving storage system 
will be deployed during long term storage. The details of this 
system can be found in the Maintenance section of this report. 
Naturally, the maximum 
Since this type of failure is beyond the scope of this group 
-
The key selection parameter in the choice of materials was 
weight. 
Romulus. 
Table 6-1 shows the density of the materials selected for 
6 - 2  
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GR(HMS)EP (0/45/90) 5569.9 
(Ref. 1) 
A1 (2219-"857) 9313.5 
(Ref. 1) 
Al7178 9313.5 
(Ref. 2) 
S p c e  1369.7' 
(Ref. 3) 
Birch plywood 2556.6 
(Ref. 3) 
Kevlar-49 79.3 
240 
57 
88 
61 
64 
180 (Ref. 
4 )  
Table 6-1. Densities of Romulus materials. 
With the advent of composite materials it is not surprising to see 
such materials as graphite/epoxy and aluminum alloys as primary 
materials. 
graphitc/epoxy with its 4.8X1011 N/m2 modulus will be the 
material of choice for the spar. 
manufactured by wrapping preimpregnated carbon/epoxy strings 
in helical layers on a varying cross-section aluminum tube. 
composite will then be cured followed by chemically etching out the 
aluminum. 
Since high strength and stiffness is required for spars, 
Romulus will have tubular spars 
The 
While very few materials can match the structural integrity of 
graphite/epoxy and aluminum, wood also has significant structural 
benefits. Spruce, a major material in Romulus' ribs, exceeds many 
6 - 3  
of the mechanical properties of aluminum (except for stiffness) and 
weighs only 15% as much. (Ref. 4) Similiar characteristics are 
exhibited by birch. 
in a significant weight savings. 
cross section constructed of the above materials. 
since NASA has used these types of wood for high altitude earth 
flight where the climate is similiar to Romulus' Martian climate, 
spruce and birch are further justified for structural materials. 
Finally, a decision on the skin for Romulus was chosen. The 
materials are kevlar, mylar,and dacron. "he choice of kevlar as the 
primary skin, especially in the wing, was due to kevlar's higher 
resistance to crack propogation. 
Therefore, combining these two woods results 
Figure 6-4 illustrates a typical rib 
Additionally, 
The advantages of these materials are apparent in the final 
weight breakdown. 
of weight, are listed in the Weights and Balance section of this 
The results for the major components, in terms 
report. 
9 9
A variety of criteria were used in the sizing o i the wing with 
failure criteria being the most critical. A prime candidate for 
is the relatively long spars in Romulus. A 
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qualitative approach to reduce the risk of buckling is to effectively 
make the spar "shorter". 
aircraft must be broken down for transport. 
segmented spar is to increasing the load needed for critical buckling 
7 This is naturally achieved since the 
The effect of the 
* 
! Euler theory. Additionally, Styrofoam biscuits will according to the
be placed inside the hollow spars at the rate of 2/meter. The I 
I 6 - 4  
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biscuits will reduce the chance of local warpage thus further 
increasing the load needed for buckling. Biscuits will also be used 
extensively in the area of the engine in order to act as vibrational 
dampers. 
The spars will also have additional strength by virtue of being 
connected to many ribs. 
attachment of the spar to the ribs. However, the analysis of this 
coupling was beyond the analytical capabilities of this group. 
Therefore the primary area in which failure analysis was 
performed occured by utilizing the torsional analysis of thin-walled 
cylinders theory. 
least 0.5mm would be sufficient to prevent buckling. Although this 
number is valid for a section, it is assumed that an entire spar with 
this thickness would not be applicable. Therefore, a final 5% thick 
spar (upper limit of thin wall torsion theory) with a radius of .13m 
Figure 6-4 depicts the method of 
A preliminary value indicated that a spar of at 
-7 
I 
-2c wz 
,azbl - 0 13* at the root and linearly tapering to 0.09m at the tip was analyzed. 
z.'tr*3cwtP DCNICbC RJ S+'c /y 
This resulted in a 4.64X107N/m2 stress which is tolerable by the 
spar material. 
spar. This spar is also 5% thick and tapers from O.08m to 0.07m 
and exhibits a 1.98X109N/m2 stress under load. Each analysis 
assumed a 1.5 safety factor and assumed each spar carried the full 
amount of torsion in the wing. 
ultraconservative, it should yield a failure free spar. 
A similiar analysis was performed on the secondary 
Although the above method seems 
1 
The details of the airframe structural layout &e illustrated in 
Appendix 6-A. 
Conclusian 
It should be noted that the above discussiions are the resutls of 
detailed analysis. 
consequently many areas were just briefly mentioned. 
foremost topic was skin allocation. Since this group was unable to 
trully analyze skin properties, the design was primarily borrowed 
from current designs that higb-altitude earth aircraft employ and 
However many assumptions were made and 
The 
assumed applicable to Romulus. 
Plates and bulkheads analysis were also essentially ignored. 
They are simply mentioned in an attempt to emphasize the need 
for extra reinforcement. 
A so that a mass of solid areas does not distract from Viewing the 
draw in g s. 
Only the braces arc shown in Appendix 6- 
Finally, the mechanics of Romulus are also assumed. Althought 
many items are accounted for in terms of weight (Le. actuators, 
plumbing, etc.) they are not depicted in any of the views. 
primary assumption was that since Romulus' wing is nearly thirty 
inches thick, more than sufficient room is available for mechanical 
devices. * 
Tbe 
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I '  Surface Operations MaltinKim 
Many previous problems associated with the take-off and landing, TOL, 
performance were finally handled and worked out. A feasible high-lift device was 
designed and incoapoaatad into the airfoil. Finally, the Sizing of the landing gears and their 
placements were calculated. Also, other minor ams of intenst wm dealt with. 
Initially, a conventional TOL with flap deflection was carefully investigated. 
Attempting to take-off conventionally with flaps within the required one kilometers of 
runway was found to be impossible. The best minimal distance possible was 2200 metem. 
Thercfm, other alternatives were investigated for taking of€. The obvious solution was a 
vertical take-off scenario. Unfortunately, it was found that the weight such a system added 
was infeasible for tbe Romulus airplane design goal. An assisted take-off was needed 
without adding any weight to the airplane. A simple solution was found when tbe take-off 
scenario of a glider was investigated. Glidcrs arc usually towed into thc air by airplanes or 
by ground vehicles. Hence, tow the Romulus down the runway with rockets, see Fig. 7- 
1. Rockets w m  choscn because they provided the needed thrust to t a k d  in Martian 
atmosphere. It was calculated that a thrust of SO00 Newtom (N) will be enough for take- 
off. Viking rockets were chosen for its performance and availability. ont rocket products 
2500 N of thrust and it was not too large or heavy. A towing vehicle was designed, Fig. 
7-2, using two rockets producing the n d  thrust. It has a 50 meter cable that keeps the 
airplane far behind the heat produced by the rockets. The towing vehicle is radio 
controlled. Once the Romulus is pnparcd for take-off, the rockets are turned on and the 
vehicle begins to tow. During the transition stage of the &-off, the propellers will be 
turned on as soon as it clears the ground. It was estimated that 6 seconds am needed for 
the propellers to reach maximum power after btmg turncd on. Thmfm, it was found that 
a total of 10 seconds wen needed before the cable can be unhooked from the plane in the 
7 - 1  
.. 
transition to climb stage. Upon release of the cable, the planc will have enough power to 
climb to the dtsind altitude andclcarthe 15 m t c r e k .  At the rrme tim, themkets 
011 the vehicle wil l  be turned off and the vehicle will be caught in a net at the end of the 
runway. Thc vthicleis then scrvicedandprcpamlfcrrthe next takeoff. 
Tht G-forct W r p e r i C M x d  by R O ~ U ~ U S  during the h g  WIU fouad to be 2.7-G'~. 
The structures group found that the plane can handle at least 5 4 ' s  off- during cruise. 
Therefa, no g q u c t u r a l w  will be c8uscd by tbe towing oftk p b .  With all this in 
mind, the total take+ff distance With a 15 meter obstacle was calculrtrA to be 892 meters 
with a climb angle 064 degrees. The stall speed was 48.6 ds and the Mt-affvelocity was 
53.5 Ids. 
High-lift systems wen extensively analyzed far use during the tanning. Plain flaps 
wee chosen far its simplicity in &sign aad lightness in weight. In the initial sizing, a flap 
chad to wing chordratio, cdc, ofO.20 was uscd. Tbis did not produce the necessary drag 
for landing Within the loo0 meter h k  It wu found that 8 c$c d o  ofO.30 will be 
it 
suitable. Tbe span afthe flaps wcze 6 meters long. The ratio &flap E# to wing tuea was 
0.3049. A flap deflection of 45 &per  was used. Tables1 ibts the chmp in 
--,* I. ;- ;q"* ' 
coefficients of I& maximum lift, and drag due to flap deflacdoar. 
produced was 43.1 m/r, thc 8ppNMlCh spead wad 56 Id& urd tk tooth &wn S p d  wad 
49.6 m/s2. The drag was 4516.17 N and the lift was 3659.47 N which produced a 
s t d l  speed' -- I 
deceleration of 3.83 m/s . The total landing distance was 676.6 mebar. A conventional 
landing with flaps can bt achicvcdwithout the needforexscfilal assia 
~ b c  next arm of interest covers the TOL gcar design. I& iocations of the gear 
plactmenu, are shown in figunf-3. The method ofcalculations waefibuadindcrmcc - 1. 
The main gears B F ~  located 6.1 metera from the tip ofthe l ~ w c  md 8 xmtm out from the 
center of the fuselage. The nose gear is at 0.5 meters from the tip of nose. All the gears 
rn 2.2 meters long fn#n the vertical ccntcr oftbe plane to the cmmofr 15 inch diameter 
whtels. This distanx mainly dcpendcdon a 12 to 15 degree allowance fixthe clearance of 
r Y '  
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the tail. The clearance for the propellera was not I concun since r& propellers will be 
locked horiuMtally during taxing and TOL. The main gears will retract into the underside 
of the booms. The nose gear will ntractundathccockpit into thefudagc. The weight of 
the whole system is less than 150 N. The maximum static loads on each main gears am 
2187.5 N. The maximum and minimum static loads on the nose gear is 1092.85 N and 
625 N respectively. 
Finally, the plane will be taxied by a towing vehicle from tbe h p r  t~ the runway 
and back since the plane was not designed to taxi on its own. Once the plane is ready on 
the runway, a step ladder will be placed for the pilot to get in andcmt ofthe plane. All 
scrvicing of the plane will be handled by the maintenance and servicing dtpartmnt in the 
hanger. A detailexinport on this is found in the auxiliaTy sdon.  
In conclusion, it was a challenging task far thesurface aperaxions gmup as It was 
for all other groups., Many problems wen encountered and interesting and creative 
solutions w m  found. The majot design philosophy was on basics and simplicity. A 
summary of results is listed in Table 7-2. All the n q u k m c n t s  were able to be mct and 
everything was able to be inttgratcd with the plane as a whole. 
- 
Refennces 
1. N. S. Cmy, Gear De- ,Lockheed-oeorgia company, m e a  
Georgia, 1982 
2. DATACOM Matcrial on High Lift Wing Systems 
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?4ible 7-1. i n  mfficients of L i f t ,  hhximun Lift, 
and mag Ixle to Flap DeflecUans. 
S O A %  "L 
15 0.5034 0.1944 0.0326 
20 0.5424 0.2399 0.0415 
25 0.5678 0.2812 0.0521 
30 0.6203 0.3143 0.0677 
35 0.6762 0.3412 0.0846 
40 0.7322 0.3639' 0.1044 
45 0.7932 0.3805 0.1250 
5000 N af thrust 
= 48.6ds 
Noflapdeflectial . 
mlmr off 
Fhp def1-m = 45O 
= 43.1 m/s  vstall 
= 56 m/s vlo = 53.5 mls vaPP-ch 
Vta = 49.6 m / s  
climb angle = 4' stat = 892 m 
D I 81.79 N 
L = 1084.86 N 
Flare angle = 4.8' 
Stat = 676.6 m 
D = 4516.17 N 
L - 3659.47 9 
Zi I 3.83 m / s  
W = 5000 N 
Q 
Max. static load 
Max. static load on nose gear 
Min. static load on nose gear 
Estinrated weight of gear system 
each main gear = 2187.5 N 
= 1092.85 N 
= 625.0 N 
= 150 N 
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WEIGHTS AND BALANCES 
SAMUEL HUBER 
"he Romulus aiFcraft has mission o b ~ t i v e s  of flying a 12CKl N-Mars payload far eight hours at 
an altitude of 1500 m. In &signing this aircraft, the main c o n s i w o n  was to kecp the aircraft as 
light as possible. The design process led from a CN& estimation of total weight to a detailed 
calculation of all components of the aimaft and center of gravity calculations far all possible 
configurations. 
Various methods can be used to estimate the p s  takeoff weight of the aircraft. Far a first 
estimation of weight, Lnfton's method far estimating gross &-off weight as presented in 
Professor Sivieis M U 1  notes was u d ( n f .  1) Using 1200N-Mars as the payload weight, 
usem load &tion of .525, and a futl fraction of .IS, Lofton's method resulttd in a i  estimabed 
gross take-off weight of 3200 N-Mars. 
A second estimate of gross takedf weight was madt Using Roskam's 
v : -t wwtimaw. (ref. 2) This method d s t s  ofa series of wight famulas 
that calculate the weights ofthe various components of an airrraft by an iterative process. After 
gathering required information from the other group members, Roskam's method was utilized. This 
method calculated a gross &-off weight of 4250 N-Mars. This weight was used as the target 
weight. 
Aftcr actual component weights wcn found, the actual weight of the aircraft excctdcd the 
target weight by 1200 N-Mars. An incnast in composite usage to the maximum extent possible 
reduced the weight to 4800 N-Mars, but this weight still exceeded the target weight by a significant 
and unacceptable amount. Examinatian of the weight breakdown showed that propulsion system 
8- 1 
i- 
and strucnpal weights wue not ec~usaatly@ctdby Roskam’p mctbDd ’RE mson fmthe 
failm of Roslarm’s mthod is that the mthod p d k t s  the wight farearlh-based general aviation 
aircraft. The Martian cnyiromtnt andoperating objectives ofthe Rmmdus aim&= sigdiantly 
different than those assumtd in the formulas used by Roskam. After a gmup discussion, a 
decision was ma& to increase the target weight to so00 N-Mars. 
< I _ .  
This target has been met. The gross &-off weight of the Ramulus a h a f t  with full payload 
is 5oOO N-Mars (see table 8-1). The weights of various components wac h v e d  at in various 
ways. The weight ofthe wing, fuselage, and nacelle =actual wights crlculatsd from the amount 
of material u d  in c~~~~tnrctioa. The weight ofthe tail was found by tbcUSAFfanazlla as 
presented in Roskam. (ref. 2) The weight of the tailboams and landing gear wen cakxlated &om 
methods used in NASA Coatractol Repat 172313. (ref. 3) The weight of the prapllsion system 
was~vicicdbythcpropulsionsy~atmdeJigna= AvioniCsmdotherfaadequi~tweights 
were calculated from methods used in R o h m .  (nf.2) The combinad weight ob all fixed .‘ 
cquipmntwasredudb lOpcrantmrmmtf~dvanceddssignde~~urd 30 
lightwltightmatcrials. Thegrwstakc4weight o f t h e ~ w i t h m p a y l o a d w a s 4 M 3  
N-Mars. An air s~pply of47 N - b  wu placed in t b e c a r g ~ m  t a m -  
Fesevairin case tbe plane went down away h n  tbbua TM6-** ~ m b x i f f w e i g h t  
t 0 5 o o o N - m .  - - “I” -- I ” r  -.. 
A nobe should be rmdt about the extensive we of wood in the Randus rirrrrft. ’Ihe stmctml 
properties of wood ~vt -ble to duIIlin\rm andcarbon-basada~~~~~& mataids in dl 
respects except far stiffness. Stiffness is not a critical prapetty for wing ribs and tailbooms, and 
the multant weight savings arc significant. The weight a€ spruce, the rrrraMial used in the 
Romulus aircraft, is only 15 ptrcent oftbe weight ofthc rhinnest dtdnum alloy, and 25 percent of 
S I  the weight of carbon graphite epaxy. 
Man, and maximum fuel fractioa ~ l r t  pnstnaed in table 8-2. Maximpmtakdandlanding 
I .  
Maximumcaia~~~~ngemptywtight,mrudmMl~~~rrsciul~ 
weight arc the same since the combustion prodpct (water) is kept for rewe. 
Center of pvity calculations wae madt using the weight brtalrQwn ofthe aircraft and 
3 H o r u A L  1s 
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r . i 
stability limits as set by the stability and amml designer. Tbe center of gravity ofthe various 
aircraft components was calculated from infomation presented in tables 8.1,8.2,and 8.3 of 
Roskam's V : * ' (rcf.2) Ascanbcsttnintable 
8-3, the center of gravity far all flight conditions is within stability limits. The main landing gear is 
located 6.1 meters behind the nose. This is .32 meters behind the extreme center of gravity 
location. The center of gravity in the z-direction shifts down 0.033 mtas during a flight with a 
full payload 
References : 
1) Sivier K. R c 2 4 1  N o m  
University of Illinoh, 1988 
2) Roskam, Jan 
Roskam Aviation and Enginccrhg Corp. ,1985 
. .  3) Hall, D.W. and Hall, S.A. & 
NASA Contractor Report 172313 ; NASA Langley Research Center, 
Hampton, VA 
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TABLE 8-1 
COMPONENT WEIGHTS AND CENTER 
OF GRAVITY LOCATION 
COMPONENT WEIGHT 
(N-MARS) 
AIRFRAME STRUCTURE (2435) 
WING 
TAIL 
TAllsooMS 
FUSELAGE 
LANDING GEAR 
NACELLE 
PROPULSION GROUP 
McrroR 
GEARBOX " 
oD(yGEN 
FUEL CELLS (ACESORIB) 
(WATER) 
ENGINE CONlRUS 
PmPELLERs 
AIRFRAME SERVICES 
AND EQUIPMENT 
AVIONICS 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
F L t G H T m 0 l - S  
FURNISH1 NGS 
EMERGENGY AIR 
1300 
300 
150 
51 5 
150 
20 
(1210) 
113 
94 
53 
41 9 
205 
25 
301 
(472) 
% DISTANCE 
FROM NOSE (M) 
(48.70) 
26.00 
6.00 
3.00 
10.30 
3.00 
0.40 
(24.20) 
2.26 
1.88 
1.06 
8.38 
4.1 0 
0.50 
6.02 
(9.44) 
(3.1 0) 
0.76 
0.40 
0.50 
0.40 
0.94 
5.960 
15.225 
9.1 30 
2.800 
4.483 
3.700 
4.500 
4.200 
5.01 9 
3.000 
3.1 35 
4.545 
4.500 
3.500 
0.600 
3.500 
7.430 
1.750 
5.600 
MOMENT 
(NM) 
7748 
4567 
1369 
1442 
672 
74 
509 
395 
266 
1257 
643 
( 2145) 
113 
1054 
23 
70 
106 
35 
263 
BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT 3800 76.00 5.443 20686 
PILOT 600 12.00 1.750 1050 
PLANE + 1 PILOT 4400 88.00 4.940 21 736 
CARGo(PASsENGER) 600 12.00 6.300 3780 
PLANE + FULL PAYLOAD 5000 100.00 5.1 03 2551 6 
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TABLE 8-2 
AIRCRAFT WEIGHTS 
MAXIMUM TAKE-OFF WEIGHT 
OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT 
MAXIMUM LANDING WEIGHT 
USEFUL LOAD FRACTION 
MAXIMUM FUEL FRACTION 
8- 5 '  
5000 N-MARS 
3800 N-MARS 
5000 N-MARS 
.24 
,0944 
~ 
~ 
TABLE 8-3 I 
I 
I 
CENTER OF GRAVITY RANGES 
WEIGHT (N) MOMENT (NM) CENTER OF GRAVITY 
(METERS FROM NOSE) 
EMPTY-WITH FUEL 
-ON RAMP 
PILOT-ON RAMP 
PILOT & CARGO 
-ON RAMP 
PILOT-WITH FUEL 
EXPENDED 
PILOT & CARGO -WITH 
FUEL EXPENDED 
EMPTY-WITH FUEL 
EXPENDED 
EMPTY-WITH NO FUEL 
3800 20686 5.443 I 
4400 21 808 4.940 I 
5000 2551 6 5.1 03 I 
I 4400 22322 5.073 
I 
I 
5000 261 02 5.220 
I 3800 21 272 5.598 
3504 19228 5.770 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FORWARD STABILITY LIMIT 4.838 METERS FROM NOSE 
AFT STABILITY LIMIT 5.349 METERS FROM NOSE 
ALL CENTERS OF GRAVITY ARE CALCULATED WITH GEAR IN THE DOWN 
GRAVITY FOR ALL CASES MOVES 0.01 METER REARWARD. 
POSITION. WITH GEAR IN THE RETRACTED PosinoN, THE CENTER OF 
8-6 
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1. 
380C 
35 04 
FM3lJREa-1. 
l l  
++ 
4 
I I 
S 
c 
b e  
A F  
4 0  a 
6 , 
FORWARD STABKrrY LMT-  4.838 M FROM NOSE 
AFT STABILCTY LMK 5.349 M FROM NOSE 
8.1 ptl#I-oNFuMp 4.040 
C - PILOT& CA#K) -ON RAMP 5.1 03 
0 -  PILOT-WlTH FUEL MPENOEO 5.073 
E PILOT & CAF#o Wmr FUEL MPENDEO 
F - MFlY Wmr FUEL =NED 
Q - MPlY- WlTH NO FUEL 
5.220 
5.508 
5.m 
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING ON MARS 
Norman Knapp 
Between flights the Romulus Aimaft will be towed to a special hanger area for 
protection and necessary maintenance and servicing. The Romulus will not feature folding 
wings or a folding tail section, so the hanger will have minimum dimensions which 
cornspond to the aircraft's 44 m wingspan and 20 m tail-to-nose distance. The hanger will 
be constructed in order to withstand the Martian weather extremes, but it will not be able to 
contain a pssurized environment. Instead, the pressure and composition of the 
atmosphere inside the hanger wil l  coprespond to conditions outside the hanger. Thus, 
personnel providing maintenance services for the Romulus will be rcquirtd to wear 
protective gear. 
OMX the aircraft is parked within the hanger, stress relieving supports will be placed 
underneath the wings in order to keep them from sagging. The water from the fuel cells 
will be extracted from its holding tank and separated into hydrogen and oxygen by means 
of electrolysis. The hydrogen and oxygen will then be reused on future flights. Power for 
the electrolysis process will be obtained from ground based solar arrays. If necessary, 
scientific instruments will be removed h m  the cargo a m  and repaired or replaced. In 
addition, maintenance will be conducted on major systems such as powertrains, conml 
surfaces, and structures. Necessary replacement parts will be kept on inventory at the 
hanger. It is important to note that since the mid-point of the aircraft is located 2.5 m off 
the ground, ladders and scaffolding equipment will be required to conduct much of the 
servicing. 
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COST ANALYSIS OF THE ROMULUS AIRCRAFT 
SAMUEL HUBER 
The cost of developmnt and production of the Rmulus aimaft was estimated by the 
IMIZJS spmdshctt program "Planetary Program Cost Model" developed by Science Applications 
International carparation. The estimate is somwhat inaccura ust ofthe inhmnt diffemnces 
between aircraft and spacecraft. However, therc a several similiarities between spaccaaft and 
aircraft in developing a cost estimate; specifically, the structural and propulsion components arc 
very similiar in terms of cost 
4 
The spI.eadshect was utilized by placing tbc components of the aima€t in the categorits 
shown on the spreadsheet. The Romulus aircraft used four of the seven categories; structures, 
attitude control and determination, Communications and data handling, and paapulsion. 
The estimate af total costs for development and production of tbc Romulus ainxaft is 223.5 
million dollars. This figurt is broken down into two main components; 194 million dolla~~ for
dtvelopmnt &sign, testing, and engineering, and 29.5 million dollars for production managemnt 
and support. A detailed breakdown of costs is shown an table Wl. 
Scvcral paramem on the spreadsheet could be varied. These parameters included budget 
constraints, technical complexity, ability of the &sign team, and inheritance factors. Various 
combinations of these factors yielded costs between 205 and 283 millian dollars. The 223.5 
million dollar figure is based on the common set of parameters used by all design groups. 
Raw matuials for the Romulus aircraft before fabricatan cost appoXimately one million 
dollars. 
10-1 
TABLE 161 
COST CHART FOR THE 
ROMULUS AlRCRAR 
I 
CATEGORY DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, PROOUCTlON TOTAL 
TESTING,& ENGINEERING & s m  
STRUCTURES ' 43.8 
ATTmJDE & CONTROL 14.6 
COMM. & DATA HANWNO 5.7 
PROPULSION 0.5 
12.8 
3.3 
,0.8 
0.0 
56.6 
17.9 
6.6 
0.5 
SUBTOTAL 64.6 
SYSTEMS TEST HARDWARE 26.7 
SYSTEM TEST OPERATIONS 16.3 
GSE 13.4 
SE&I 14.2 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 8.8 
16.9 81.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.6 
1.5 
26.7 
16.3 
13.4 
. n 17.8 . 
10.3 
SUBTOTAL 144.1 
CONTINGENCY 20.8 
FEE 17.3 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 3.8 
21.9 166.0 
4.4 33.2 
2.6 19.9 
0.6 4.4 
TOTAL 194.0 
ALL FIGURES ARE IN $(MILLIONS) 
~~ 
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Internal Configuration . 
Samuel Huber 
and cargo space. The cockpit has a length of 2 mters, a width of 1.15 xmters, and a height of 1 
meter. The seat is similar to a m  scat in b n t i m s  andpnwides a camfbaablc position from 
which to operate the airaaft far an extended period of time. The aircraft instruments 81rt placed just 
below eye level in front of the pilot. A cadrode ray tube display adjacent 90 the instruments can 
show additional information about tht aimaft, flying conditions, or the status of any instruments or 
experiments in the cargo bay. 
The configllTatioLl of fuel tanks and cells was designed to minimkc total velum andcenrer 
of gravity shifts in both the x andz dincticn.18. Tbedotalvolum of the fuel tanks andcells is 4.225 
cubic mctc~s. The center of gravity oftbe a b a f t  with I €id payload shifb 0.280 nmas in tbe 
x-dinCtionandO.O33 mtersintbttdirectian. 
* 
Tht cargo area, located in the back ofthe hlagc ,  has 0.863 cubic mtas o f v d u m  fm 
cargoor apassenger. Apassengerwouldbc seated011 the bottanofthefuscla& with his back 
against the m u  of the fuselage. 
Figure 11.1 shows the internal confguration of the Rmulus aircraft, figure 11.2 shows 
body cross-sections, and figure 11.3 shows the plan view of the aimaft- 
11-1 
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PACKAGINQ' AND ASSEMBLY 
Ron Dunn and Greg Maloney 
3 -1 
Figure 12.1 a illustrates an end view of the storage canister and how 
the individual pieces of Romulus will be stowed. Fgure 12.1 b shows the 
system's five main cargo bays in a profile view. The individual pieces will 
have to be packed with braces similiar to a scaffold in order to immobilze 
the individual assemblies during transport. 
In assembling Romulus the ribs of the inboard wing section should first 
be put together as shown in figure 6-4. After completing this operation 
the outboard 10 meters of the wing section should be bolted at the ribs of 
the inboard section. Appendix 6-A depicts the location of the reinforced 
ribs by two parallel lines in close proximity to each other. 
bolted to the upper surface of certain reinforced ribs. Similiarly, the 
fuselage will then be bolted to the underside of the wing at a bulkhead. 
This bulkhead consists of a plate which covers the entire area under the 
wing and encompasses the ceiling of the rear cabin area. 
Finally, the horizontal and vertical tail are assembled and attached to 
the tail booms by inserting the spar of the tail into a opening located 
within the tailboom. The spar runs along the entire middle 16rn of the tail. 
After, the horizontal tail is assembled, the vertical tails can be bolted to 
the upper surface of the horizontal tail. 
At this point it is benefial to note that the storage canister can hold 
the entire aircraft without any modifications needed do the space shuffle 
cargo bay. 
With the wing section completed, the one piece tail booms can know be 
, 
I 
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RESCUE: 
Ken Markuson 
The Rescue Scenario has changed from the preliminary design mrt due to the 
exclusion of self-powered take-off. Since this aircraft would be unable to take-off under 
its own power the scenario of landing and picking up the survivm had to be cancelled. In 
this case the backup scenario would be implamntcd. 
This scenario consists of dropping the survivor a package containing certain 
equipment needed by the survivor to last 10-12 hours on the Mars surface The survivor 
would then have to wait until a &round unit could come and pick him up. 
The package would be deployed &om the cargo area in the aircraft. The scientific 
equipment in the cargo area would have to be taken out to llccommodatc this rescue 
package. The package would be spring loaded in the cargo area such that when the pilot 
triggers the spring, the package would be f d o u t  thecargo m Then w d d b e  spring 
loaded doors in the back of the cargo m a  that would open when pushed by the package 
and to close automatically when it was gone. The package would be dropped at 
approximately 300 meters above the ground, terrain permitting, by a parachute of 
approximately 20 meters in diameter. The package would also be constructed in der to 
survive a 300 meter drop, because in the Martian atmosphem the parachute will be unable 
to bring the package down softly. 
The package would weigh approximately 68 kilograms. It would contain oxygen, 
food and water, a battery, a battery operated d o  and transponder, medical supplies and a 
survival tent for moderate pmtcction against the elements, for a duration of 10-12 hours. If 
the aircraft survives the crash the survivm could ust the extra oxygen that would be on I 
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Spacecraft Interface Status 
MartinKim 
It has beendttermintd by the spacecraft person that the cargo area for the airplane 
will be 15 feet in diameter and 60 feet long. This is a very limited amount of space, 
themfart, the airplane wil l  have to be shipped in pieces. The 15 feet diameter translates 
into 4.2 meters in diameter. This posed a serious problem for the packaging group since 
the chord of the aidoil is 4.925 meters. This meant that the airfoil had to be cut not only 
span-wise but chord-wise. With this in mind, the stNctutes group was consulted for the 
best place to be sectioned off. A feasible place was located and the problem was solved. 
"he final package just fits into the &en cargo atea cud weighsjust ovtt 5000 Newtons. 
I” ) J R <
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The objective of this design project is to design a 
manned aircraft that will operate from a base on the sur- 
face of the planet Mars. The aircraft must satisfy the 
following requirements: 
Payload weight: 318 kg mass, 1200N on Mars 
Endurance: eight hours 
Cruise altitude: 1500 meters 
Landing field length: 1000 meters 
The design philosophy followed in this project is depend- 
ant on the conditions under which the aircraft must operate. 
The atmosphere on Mars is comprised mainly of carbon 
dioxide and its density is approximately 1% of that on 
Earth. The low density reduces the dynamic pressure that 
can be attained in flight so a large wing area is required 
to produce enough lift for an aircraft to fly in the Mar- 
tian atmosphere. Also, the low density and corresponding 
viscosity of the atmosphere produce Reynolds numbers over 
the wing in the range of 100,000- 300,000. This range of 
Reynolds numbers requires an airfoil specially designed for 
low Reynolds number flight. 
sophy was to design a lightweight aircraft of simple con- 
struction that would satisfy the design requirements. The 
light weight would keep the wing area and the corresponding 
wing drag as small as possible. The simple construction 
would allow easy packaging for transportation to Mars and 
easy assembly on the planet surface. 
The configuration finally decided upon is shown in a three 
view drawing on page 5 and has been named the HIF 11. The 
aircraft consists of a wing of sixty meters span mounted 
high on a six meter fuselage. The wing is linearly tapered 
with the root chord equal to 3m and the tip chord equal 
to 2 meters. Two booms connect the tail assembly to the wing. 
The aircraft is powered by an electric motor mounted 
in the rear of the fuselage. The motor operates with pow- 
er obtained from batteries and solar cells mounted on the 
wing. The pusher type propulsion system allows laminar 
flow over the fuselage which reduces the skin friction drag 
over the fuselage. 
cise at a constant cruise velocity of 65 m/s is displayed 
on page four. During the design process, the values ob- 
tained from the initial sizing exercise have changed. A 
complete list of the current values for the HIF I1 is pre- 
sented on page three. 
There have been several problems encountered while 
assembling the final design report for the HIF 11. The 
first problem involves the location of the center of gra- 
vity. In order to keep the center of gravity within the 
Considering the above conditions, the design philo- 
Several different design configurations were considered. 
The design point chosen from the initial sizing exer- 
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allowable range of the center of gravity, the nose of the 
aircraft must be heavily weighted. This was accomplished 
by placing the batteries, instruments, and the pilot as 
close to the nose as possible: but the result is a cramped 
pilot compartment and unused space in the rear of the fus- 
elage. These problems could be corrected by lengthening 
the fuselage in front of the wing. If the length from the 
nose to the leading edge of the wing was 3 meters instead 
of the two meters it currently is, the center of gravity 
would be in the acceptable range and pilot comfort would 
not be sacrificed. 
The second problem involves the power required by the 
aircraft. An estimated power required at cruise of 13.5kw 
was given to the propulsion section for engine and propeller 
sizing. Recent performance analysis of power required at 
cruise have produced values of approximately 6 . 5  kw. This 
value seems very low. Since the propulsion system was sized 
for a power required of 13.5 kw, the aircraft is over-pow- 
ered. The low power required is probably due to the small 
minimum drag coefficient of the drag polar. The minimum 
drag coefficient is .01753 and occurs at the cruise condi- 
tion. Calculation of the drag polar should be reexamined. 
The last problem is the fact that there is no surface 
operations member in this design group. Therefore, the 
surface operations report had to be assembled by several 
group members. In addition to the fact that these member) 
hadn't been instructed in surface operations, they also had 
their own reports to work on and didn't have as much time 
to spend on the surface operations. 
The result is an inadequate report based on many esti- 
mates, but under the circumstances it will have to suffice. 
I 
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DESIGN DATA SUMMARY 
Cross Weight: 44 16 
Wing Loading: 30.77 h/M' 
Maximum F u e l  Weight : 0 
Useful  Load F r a c t i o n :  
Geometry 
Ref. Wing Area 150mf 
AR = aq 
= o  *LE 
a * b 6 6 7  
t / c  = ,157 
Performance 
C r u i s e  R, = 1.33 x jos 
Cruise h - Ismrn 
Cruise M = a i 6  
Take-off F i e l d  Length = 594m 
C r u i s e  v - 7 0 ~ 1 ~  
r ake -o f f  Speed = 6 5 ~ s  
Landing F i e l d  Length = 1 1  34  m 
Land1 ng Speed = 58.4 nl/5 
Maximum Landing Weight 
O E I  Climb Grad ien t  ( I ) :  - N / d  
= 4616 /v 
2nd Segment = N P  
Missed Approach = /V/# 
Sea Level  (R/CImaX = 3.14 
S t a b i l i t y  and C o n t r o l  
S ta t ic  Margin Range 
Accep tab le  C.G. Range = h apt e# nose 
Actual C.G. Range 
- a 6  t o  . I  
= 3.00a%* * 
Maximum Take-off Power I0.5 I(w I 
Power Loading: . as0 N l w * f t  - 
F u e l  F r a c t i o n :  0 
P r o p u l s i o n  I 
samaeium - bb't 
Engi ne Descr i p t  i on : e \ecC c ;e woCo* I Number of Engines = I  
I 
I 
I 
Po /Engine = 1 0 . f ~ u  
Wei %t/Engi  ne  
Prop. D l a m .  = 8.3- 
No. of Blades 1 2  
= a2.6 K9 
cp a t  Cruise = o  
Blade Cruise R e  &ttd 
Aerodynamics 
Airfoil :  LA a034 
High L i f t  System: N a m e  
Landing; CL = 1.16 
%ax - 1.72 
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Gross Weight: aqoo d 
Wing Loading: 15 h l / W f  
Fue l  Weight: 0 
Useful Load F r a c t i o n :  30 
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I N I T I A L  S I Z I N G  DATA S U M M A R Y  
Geometry 
Ref. Wing Area = 190 m’ 
A R  = ao 
Aerodynamics 
Cruise; .I boa5 
Take-off ;  CL = 1. (I 
- 1.7 C Lmax 
Landing; CL 1 . a ~  
‘lmax - 1.0 
Maximum Take-off Power 
Power Loading: , l o o  ‘Iwdt 
3 4 1( 
Fuel  F r a c t i o n :  0 
Po /engine  = 2q Kw 
rnax 
c a t  c r u i s e  0 0  P 
C r u i s e  Performance 
i 
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c 
1 
I 
Lk 9 
H 
3 n .  a 
4 a 
s 
4 e 
k 
E 
5 
0 cl E 
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OF: QUALITY Aerodynamics 
Grant Eaton 
Several restrictions are placed on the wing design of 
the HIF I 1  by the conditions under whjch it must operate. 
The Martian atmospheric density is very low, approximately 1% 
of that, on Earth. The low atmospheric density and the 
corresponding Lliscosity produce Reynolds numbers in the 
vicinity of 100000.  The low Reynolds numbers require an 
airfoil. that is specially designed f o r  this flight condition. 
A l s o ,  the low density of the Martian atmosphere produces low 
dynamic pressures in flight. This requires a large wing area 
in order to produce enough lift f o r  the aircraft to remain 
aloft. 
The wing configuration of the HIF I T  is simple. The 
wing is a rigid wing with a span of 60 meters. The chord at 
the root is 3 meters. The wing is  linearly tapered to a 
chord length of 2 meters at the wing tip. The resulting wing 
area is 1 5 0  meters squared. 
The Reynolds number f o r  this wing, calculated at the 
root, is 2 3 3 0 0 0  a t  cruise condit,ions. With this condition 
in mind, the airfoil chosen for the wing is the Lieheck I j l  
2 0 3 A  airfoil. The two dimensional data for this airfoil was 
talcen from Reference 1 and is present,pd in Figure 1 . 3 ,  Figure 
1 . 2 ,  and Figure 1 . 3  . This airfoil performs well at a 
Reynolds number very close to the actual Reynolds number of 
the wing. The minimum drag coefficient of the airfoil i s  . 
1 - 1  
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,0135 . The lift curve slope and the maximum lift 
coefficient, of the airfoil are . 1 0 1 /  degree and 1 . i  
respective1 y .  
This airfoil is different, than the airfoils used for the 
wing in the preliminary design report. The wing in the 
preliminary report consisted of a rigid wing for ten meters 
on either side of the center line. The rigid wing used a 
Wortmann FX-63-137 airfoil. The remaining twenty meters on 
either side were a sail wing using a Princeton sail wing 
airfoil section. Data for these airfoils can we found in 
References 2 and 3 .  The rigid wing -sail wing combination 
was used because it was thought that the weight reduction 
that would be realized by the use of the sail wing would be 
beneficial to the design. The rigid wing was needed for the 
placement of solar cells, control surfaces, and for a place 
to attach the tail booms. 
For several reasons, this preliminary wing configuration 
was unsatisfactory. First, the ailerons would not provide 
adequate r o l l  control for t,hP aircraft because they could not 
be placed far enough out. on the wing. 
Second, the area available for the placement of solar 
cells on the rigid wing was only about 5 0  mz. Assuming that 
the solar cells provide more power per unit weight than the 
batteries, the weight savings that would be attained by 
using solar cells to replace some of the batteries would 
increase as the wing area available for the placement, of 
solar cells increased. 
( - 2  
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The third and strongpst reason for the change in wing 
design i s  that. the parasite drag coefficient o f  the sail wing 
is approximately . 0 4 4  . This i s  more than three times the 
minimum drag coefficient for the LA 2 0 3 A  airfoil which is  
currently being used. The power required for sn aircraft 
increases linearly as the drag coefficient increases; 
therefnre an aircraft using the sail King requires 
approximately three times as power as an aircraft using the 
LA 203A airfoil. After weighing the advantages and 
disadvantages of  the sail wing with the propulsion and 
structures sections, it was discovered that any xeight 
reduction in the structural weight by the use of the 
lightweight sail wing was by far outweighed by an increase i n  
the weight of the propulsion system due to the increased 
power required. 
The Wortmann FX-63-13:  airfoil used for the rigid wing 
in the preliminary design also has a minimum drag coefficient 
greater than that of the L.4 203.A . The LA 203A also has a 
larger maximum lift coefficient and ljft curve slope than the 
F X - 6 3 - 1 3 7  . F o r  these reasons, the L A  203A airfoil was 
selected for the final wing design. 
The wing is mounted on top of the fuselage at an 
incidence angle of 2 . 7 5  degrees. The dihedral angle i s  zero 
due to the high wing configuration. The high wing 
configuration is used to eliminate interference from the 
fuselage on the boundary layer of t h e  upper :.ring sur.face 
which could cause a loss of lift due to flow separation. The 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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wing is mounted at an incidence angle of 2.75 degrees so the 
lift coefficient, needed for the cruise condition can be 
reached when the body is at zero angle of attack. This 
eliminates body drag due the angle of  attack. 
A list of the geometry is presented in Chart 1 in the 
Appendix. A high aspect ratio wing was chosen to lower the 
induce drag. The value for the aspect ratio and for t h e  
taper ratio shown in Chart 1 were picked after a trade-off 
study of the effective aspect ratio versus the taper ratio. 
In general, a tapered wing is more efficient than an 
untapered wing. To show the reason behind this , two 
equations are needed to explain this more clear1 
equation is the parabolic drag polar shown belor; 
CD = C D r i  8 + c L 2  / ( p i  * eo * AR 
where 
CD = Drag coefficient 
. The first 
CDmin = minimum drag coefficient, Cia = lift 
&--- - - - ._ -- /
coefficient eo = Oswalds efficiency factor A R  . -- . - -  -- - 
=&aspect ratio ( pi * eo  * AR *--------- J 
aspect ratio 
= effective 
By studying the parabolic drag polar above, it shou1.d be 
obvious that as the effective aspect ratio increases or more 
specifically, as eo increases, the induced drag decreases. 
From this point of view, it is therefore beneficial to make 
1-4 
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e o  a s  l a r g e  as  p o s s i b l e .  
The  s e c o n d  e q u a t i o n ,  f o u n d  i n  r c f e r e n c e  4 - pg 1 9 4 ,  
n e e d e d  t o  r e l a t e  e f f e c t i v e  a s p e c t  r a t i o  a n d  t h e  t ape r  r a t i o  
i s  a n  e q u a t i o n  u s e d  t o  c a l c u l a t e  P O .  T h e  e q u a t i c > n  i s  shown 
b e l o w .  ydr--fy 3 opop s y w u  
d’ 
eo = 1 / ( 1 t&t k * p i  * AR ) 
w h e r e  
k is  a c o n s t a n t  r e l a t i n g  t h e  r a t e  o f  i n c r e a s e  
of  Ca w i t h  C I  
st is  a f a c t o r  t h a t  i n c r e a s e s  somewhat  w i t h  a n  
i n c r e a s e  i n  AR and i n c r e a s e s  r a p i d l y  w i t h  
i n c r e a s e  i n  t h e  t a p e r  r a t i o  ( a t a b l e  o f  
v a l u e s  f o r  B L’S AR a n d  t a p e r  r a t i o  c a n  be 
f o u n d  i n  R e f e r e n c e  4 ,  pg 1 9 1  ) 
The only v a r i a b l e  i n  t h e  a b o v e  e q u a t i o n  is  & a n d  as t h e  t aper  
r a t i o  i n c r e a s e s  i t  s h o u l d  b e  oblvious t h a t  eo  a n d  t h e  
e f f e c t i v e  aspect, r a t i o  d e c r e a s e .  
A r e s u l t  o f  wing  t a p e r ,  wh ich  must b e  t a k e n  i n t o  a c c o u n t  
when c h o o s i n g  t h e  t a p e r  r a t i o ,  i s  t h e  e f f e c t .  o f  t ape r  on t h e  
spanr;ise s e c t i o n a l  l i f t  c o e f f i c i e n t  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  As t h e  
t ape r  of  t h e  wing  i n c r e a s e s ,  t h e  l o c a t i o n  o f  t h e  maximum 
s e c t i o n a l  lift c o e f f i c i e n t ,  moves t o w a r d  t h e  t i p .  T h i s  i s  
u n d e s i r a b l e  b e c a u s e  i f  t h e  l o c a t i o n  of  t h e  m a s i m i i m  s e c t . i o n a 1  
l i f t ,  c o e f f i c i e n t  is  n e a r  t h e  a i l e r o n s  a t  t h e  onse t ,  o f  s t a l l  
t h e  f l o w  s e p a r a t i o n  cou1.d s p r e a d  o v e r  t h e  a i l e r o n s .  T h i s  
ORlGlNRL PAGE IS 
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would result in a loss of lateral control. This effect can 
be controlled by the use of wing twist. 
In the process of choosing the taper ratio for the HIF 
11, two restrictions were placed on the process. First, the 
wing span would remain a constant 60 m. Therefore as the 
taper ratio decreases the aspect ratio increases. The second 
restriction is that the taper ratio will have a value such 
that no wing twist would be required to control the location 
of the maximum sectional lift coefficient. 
With the above restrictions and conditions in mind, the 
equations on pages 5 and 6 and values for & interpolated from 
reference 4 ,  pg 191, were used to select the taper ratio. 
After comparing the effects of many different taper ratios on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of t h e  wing, a taper ratio of 
.667 was chosen. This taper ratio makes the wing root at the 
wing tip 2 meters and the surface area of the wing equals 150 
meters squared. The aspect ratio of this aircraft is 2 4  and 
eo is calculated to be . 70  . These values work very well in 
the design. 
Figures 1 . 4  and 1 . 5  show the sectional lift coefficient. 
and the spanwise lift distribution, respectively, at the 
cruise condition. These distributions were calculated using 
the Schrenk Approximation found in Reference 5 ,  pgs 228-229 .  
The maximum sectional lift coefficient is equal to . 9 3  and is 
located ten meters from the wing root. The sectional lift 
coefficients decrease more rapidly toward the wing tip t h a n  
toward the root. If stall starts at the location of the 
1-6 
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maximum sectional lift coefficient, the stall will spread to 
the root of the wing before it reaches the ailerons. This 
wing requires no twist in order to reduce the sectional lift 
coefficients near the tip. 
The effective aspect ratio of the HIF I1 wing with a 
taper ratio of , 667  is equal to 16 .8  * pi. A rectangular 
wing under the above mentioned restrictions has an effective 
aspect ratio of only 13.06 1: pi. Therefore, the wing induced 
drag coefficient of the tapered wing is less than that of the 
rectangular wing. 
The lift curve of the wing is shown in Figure 1.6 . The 
curve was obtained by correcting the two dimensional lift 
curve for aspect ratio effects. The lift curve of the 
trimmed aircraft is presented in Figure 1 . 7  . Since there 
are no high lift devices on this aircraft, this curve is 
valid for the cruise, take-off, and landing configuration. 
The drag polar at cruise is presented in Figure 1 .8  . 
The drag polar was calculated by adding the parasite drag, 
the wing induced drag and the body induced drag. The 
equation for the drag polar at cruise is presented along with 
the graph. 
The drag polar for the take-off and landing 
configuration i s  shown in Figure 1 . 9  . This value was 
obtained by adding the parasite drag coefficient jncrempnts 
due to the landing gear and the propeller. The propeller is 
locked in a horizontal position for take-off and landing. 
The parasite drag increments and the new drag polar are shown 
1-7 
with Figure 1 . 9  . The drag increment due to the propeller 
was supplied by the propulsion section and has a value of 
. 0 7 3  . This value seems large, but recalculation yielded 
similar results. The tabular breakdown of the parasite drag 
coefficient is shown in Chart 2 in the Appendix. The 
procedure used to determine these values is shown in 
Reference 4 ,  pg 1 9 6 - 2 0 3  The drag coefficient at zero lift is 
equal to .02704,  but the minimum drag coefficient is .01753 
at a lift coefficient of , 875  . 
The cruise velocity was selected so that the cruise lift 
coefficient is , 8 7 5  . This gives a cruise velocity of 70 m/s 
The cruise condition of velocity = 70 m/s and lift 
coefficient = .875 correspond to C D a i n  on the drag polar. 
The only problem encountered is that the calculated drag 
polar gives a power required at cruise of 6 . 5  Kw . This 
value seems very low. The most likely explanation is that 
the method used to calculate the parasite drag coefficient is 
inaccurate. A value of C D ~  = .04 seems like a better 
number, but some recalculations of the parasite drag 
coefficient should be done. 
I - a  
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2.1 
PERFORMANCE 
Bryan Matzl 
The performance of the HIF 2 has changed many times during the 
design process. Every time the weight or drag increased or 
decreased, it affected the performance of the aircraft. During the 
final stages of design, it was reasoned that too much power would be 
better than too little. Assumptions were made for aircraft drag and 
weight before the final data was obtained. From these assumptions, 
power needed to climb and cruise was obtained (see Figure 2.1) and 
the powerplant sized from these results. It will be shown that the 
aircraft is over-powered and that the powerplant could be down- 
sized. The final aerodynamic and propulsion data used for 
calculations are shown in Table 2.1. Portions of the surface 
operations report have been evaluated and are contained herein. 
The following is the performance characteristics of the aircraft. 
For take-off, two Viking thrusters provide the thrust to get the 
aircraft off the runway and over 
placed under the wings similiar 
will be locked in a horizontal 
from hitting the ground. Once 
the 15 meter obstacle. They will be 
to air-to-airhissles. The propeller 
position to keep the propeller tips 
the aircraft is safely off the ground, 
~ -1 
'. . 
the motor will begin to turn the propeller. 
to speed by the time the thrusters are out of fuel, and it will propel 
The propeller will be up 
2.2 
the aircraft for the rest of the flight. The thrusters will then be 
jetisoned to reduce drag. At maximum thrust of 2500 N for each. 
thruster, minimum take-off distance is accomplished in 594 meters. 
Take-off velocity is 65 mps. The take-off will take 17.3 seconds. 
The thrusters will require 21.5 kg of fuel for take-off. 
The aircraft was then evaluated for its climb performance. 
Maximum rate of climb was calculated at intervals of 300 meters 
from 15 meters to 1500 meters (see Figure 2.2). The maximum rate 
of climb was 3.2 mps at a velocity of 57 mps. The climb took 7.9 
minutes and covered 27.4 km. 9060 KJ were required for this climb. 
The climb velocity of 57 mps was judged to be too close to the 
stalling speed of the aircraft. Theref &) climb performance was 
evaluated again for a constant climb velocity of 65 mps. The 
average rate of climb at this velocity was 2.9 mps. It took 8.5 
minutes to climb and covered 33.0 krn. 9693 KJ were required for 
this climb. When the aircraft reaches its cruise altitude, it levels 
off and accelerates to its cruise speed. The aircraft will use 690 
KJ, take 52 seconds, and cover 3527 meters during its acceleration 
period. 
The aircraft will cruise at a constant velocity and altitude. This 
can be accomplished because there is no weight loss with its 
electric powerplant. 70 mps was chosen as the cruise velocity. The 
specified cruise altitude was 1500 meters. An aircraft endurance of 
8 hours was required. From the 8 hour endurance, time to climb and 
descend were subtracted to give a cruise time of 7.38 hours. During 
this time the aircraft will cover 1860 km and will use 170195 KJ. 
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2.3 
A maximum cruise velocity of 98.8 rnps can be attained at a higher 
altitude (see Figure 2.3). A greater cruise velocity did not seem 
economically feasible due to the large increase in induced drag 
above 70 mps. 
For the descent phase of flight, the aircraft will glide with 
engine power off. The propeller will be allowed to spin freely to 
reduce drag. Descent was evaluated from the final cruise altitude of 
1500 meters to the approach altitude of 15 meters. During each 
descent interval, the velocity of the aircraft was reduced. Descent 
began from the cruise velocity of 70 mps and was reduced to the 
approach velocity of 58.4 mps at the end of the descent. The average 
rate of sink was 1.14 mps. Descent will last 21.4 minutes and will 
cover 80.5 km. 
At the end of the approach, the propeller will be locked in a 
horizontal position. This will keep the prop tips from hitting the 
ground during landing. This is 
1.2 times the stall speed of 48.7 mps. Total landing distance 
required is 1883 meters. This includes an approach distance of 680 
The aircraft will land at 58.4 mps. 
meters, a flare distance of 69 meters, and a ground roll distance of 
1134 meters. The ground roll requirement of 1000 meters was not 
achieved by the HIF 2. A small speed brake was used which poped up 
on top of the canopy. It could be activated by the pilot from inside. 
Obvoiusly, more deceleration is needed to stop in the required 
distance. This may be accomplished with the use of wing spoilers, 
wing flaps, or parachutes. These options need to be further 
evaluated before application. 
2.4 
The total range of the HIF 2 was calculated at 1979.5 km. The 
energy used during the 8 hour flight was 182682 KJ supplied from 
the batteries and solar cells. Also, 21.5 kg of fuel were used for 
take-off. 
The level flight envelope constructed for the aircraft is shown in 
Figure 2.3. This shows that because the power available varied with 
altitude only and not with velocity also, the maximum speeds were 
not reduced until the absolute ceiling was almost reached. Also, the 
stalling speed governed the minumum speed until very high altitudes. 
If better power available data was available, the level flight 
envelope would look more rounded at the top. Also, the maximum 
speed of the aircraft would occur at a lower velocity. The maximum 
velocity at cruise is not reached until very near the absolute ceiling 
of 16.04 km. 
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TABLE 2.1 
PERFORMANCE INPUTS 
SYMBOL VALUE 
AR 24 
S 150 m2 
GToW(lo) 
GToW ( cr ) 
‘Do 
‘Do (1g) 
‘Do (boost ) 
‘Do(f ,Prop) 
Hcruise 
4756 N 
4616 N 
19631 W 
0.01753 
0.0041 
0.0020 
0.073 
1.72 
1.5 km 
& 
77 
1 
I 
1 Y 
tP 
b rl 
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Fiqure 2.2 
R/C vs. Altitude 
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Rate of Cl* (nps) 
Figure 2.3 
Level Flight Envelope 
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Power and Propulsion 
Dion L.  Buzzard 
The propulsion system is an electric motor which is powered 
by a solar array and a battery. The electric motor powers a 
single pusher-type two-bladed propeller which is fixed pitch and 
variable rpm. The samarium-cobalt motor includes a solid state 
invertor and planetary gearbox. The power system has a power 
conditioner which directs power to the motor, avionics, 
experimental instruments. and back to recharge the battery. The 
layout of this system can be seen on the flowchart as well as 
numerical values for efficiencies, power output, and masses. The 
following will discuss the subsystems chosen. 
First, the samarium-cobalt engine has several advantages 
over other motors. It is on mlmctric motor with an internal 
permanent magnet rotor, which is very efficient and lightweight. 
It is also very, compact. For example, a ferrite motor which 
provides the same power would weigh twice as much.s The 
disadvantage of samarium-cobalt is high rotation rates on the 
order of 20,000 rpm. This will require a large reduction of rpm 
in the gearbox. Therefore, the gearbox must be very efficient 
and lightweight. The samarium-cobalt motor, which includes a 
solid state invertor and planetary gearbox, has an efficiency of 
87% and provides 21.9 kw at a mass of 22-6 kger This is done by 
3-1 
assuming a linear relationship between shaft power and motor 
weight of the 4iResearch motor.1 The planetary gearbox was 
chosen because of its simplistic design and high reliability. 
The power conditioner is used to maintain maximum efficiency 
of the solar cells by channeling the power input to the power 
output. The power conditioner will be able to divert excess 
power to recharge the battery or obtain more power from the 
battery at low solar flux densities. This power conditioner is 
92% efficient and has a m a s s  of 13.5 kg.= This is an important 
component o f  the power system due to variations of the solar flux 
on the solar cells during the eight hours of flight. 
The solar array of  gallium-arsenide (GaAs) is better because 
it is more efficient and lighter than the silicon cells (Si).= 
The base efficiencies are 20% and 15% for gallium-arsenide and 
silicon cells, respectively.3 It has been assumed an efficiency 
increase of 5% will occur before production. Thus, the 
efficiency of gallium-arsenide will be 25% and 20% for silicon. 
It has been noted that the efficiencies of solar cells are 
inversely proportional to temperature.= There is a larger change 
in efficiency in silicon cells (.OS% / OK) than gallium-arsenide 
(-03% / OK) with temperature.= Therefore, a trade study will be 
made. The atmospheric temperature on Mars at different flight 
altitudes is essentially constant with an average temperature of 
215°K which means that the power available does not vary with 
altitude for the solar cells.. The velocity of the plane is also 
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independent of the so lar  power avai lable. The standard operation 
temperature f o r  the c e l l s  i s  298°K which i s  83°K higher than the 
actual operating temperatures. This lower temperature resu l t s  i n  
a t o t a l  e f f i c i ency  of  27.6% f o r  gallium-arsenide c e l l s  and 24.15X 
f o r  s i l i c o n  ce l l s .  Gallium-arsenide i s  s t i l l  the best choice. 
The qallium-arsenide has a mass per u n i t  area o f  0.026 kg per 
m=.- The so lar  array w i l l  be placed under a transparent sk in  
ins ide  87% o f  the wings, which i s  130 square meters. T h i s  i s  
done t o  el iminate drag charac ter is t i cs  and t o  protect  the c e l l s  
from the elements. The so lar  f l u x  on Mars has an assumed average 
value of 0.5 k w  per m" which var ies w i t h  l a t i t u d e  and time o f  
day.3 I t would be benef ic ia l  t o  f l y  a t  equator ia l  regions since 
the so lar  f l u x  would be greater. The data used w i l l  provide a 
power density o f  5.3 k w  per kg f r o m  the so lar  array w i th  a t o t a l  
power output o f  18 kw.  
The other power source w i l l  be a rechargeable bat tery  which 
has an u l t ra -h igh  energy density. A l i thium-type bat tery  has 
been chosen because o f  its l i g h t  weight, long storage l i f e ,  and 
high r e l i a b i l i t y . -  The problem wi th  l i t h i u m  ba t te r i es  i s  tha t  
they tend t o  be explosive upon recharging. T h i s  hazard can be 
minimized by adding other elements l i k e  molybdenum and the 
carefu l  venting of  the tox ic  gases.' I n  order t o  maximize the 
bat tery  energy density, i t  w i l l  be necessary t o  m a k e  one battery. 
The energy density o f  t h i s  bat tery  w i l l  be 515 w-hr/kg from the 
use o f  references 6 and 7, which w i l l  provide an average o f  9.1 
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kw f o r  e i g h t  hours t o  the power condi t ioner  w i t h  a mass o f  141.3 
kq. The ba t te ry  has a volume o f  0.28 m3 which assumes the 
ba t te ry  i s  pure l i t h i u m  w i th  a densi ty o f  499.3 kg/m3.8 The 
ba t te ry  w i l l  be placed w i th  i t s  center o f  g rav i t y  a t  0.75 meters 
f r o m  the nose t i p .  The ba t te ry  output w i l l  vary inverse ly  w i t h  
so la r  f l u x  var ia t ions.  The ba t te ry  w i l l  be recharged when excess 
power i s  provided t o  the power condi t ioner,  and the ba t te ry  w i l l  
discharge a t  a greater r a t e  when ex t ra  power i s  needed. The 
power densi ty  o f  the bat te ry  i s  64 w/kg fo r  e i g h t  hours, which 
compares t o  the 5300 w/kg power densi ty o f  the so la r  c e l l s .  T h i s  
suggests t h a t  the use of the so la r  c e l l s  i s  benef ic ia l .  The 
power ava i l ab le  from the ba t te r i es  is also independent o f  
v e l o c i t y  and a l t i t u d e  l i k e  the so la r  ce l l s .  T h e  t o t a l  average 
power ava i l ab le  from the power source w i l l  be 27.1 kw. The use 
of a f u e l  c e l l  may be more feasible,  but  s u f f i c i e n t  data were no t  
avai lab le.  
The HIF2 w i l l  requ i re  a p rope l le r  t h a t  can operate i n  Mars' 
th in  atmosphere. This makes the prope l le r  very l a rge  and 
operat ional  a t  low sha f t  speeds. The minimizat ion o f  sha f t  power 
fo r  cl imb, cru ise,  and maximum condi t ions r e s u l t s  i n  a p rope l le r  
diameter of 8.7 meters, which i s  shown on the graphs. The 
maximum power i npu t  i s  minimized because this a f f e c t s  the s i z e  
of the t o t a l  power system. The p rope l l e r  has a constant blade 
p i t c h  angle which i s  very re l i ab le .  I t  has a blade p i t c h  angle o f  
25 degrees which provides the best performance. The prope l le r  
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tips operate below the transonic regime for all flight 
conditions. The shaft rotation rates are 400 rpm for climb, 475 
rpm for cruise, and 500 rpm for maximum power. These values were 
obtained from graphs provided. The data for these graphs were 
obtained from a propeller design chart 5868-9 of NCICCI Tech. 
Report 640. The static performance has been eliminated since a 
rocket assist will be used for takeoff. Once the HIF2 reaches 
climb conditions of 55 m/sec, the propeller will take over and 
maintain flight conditions. Before landing, the propeller will 
also be locked in horizontal position to avoid the use of large 
landing gear. The use of a three-bladed propeller has been 
considered. It has the advantage of reducing blade diameter and 
vibrations. but it would reduce efficiency and require larger 
landing gear because it could not be locked in horizontal 
position.= The HIF2 has a propeller with an efficiency range of 
84-86%. The propeller has an approximate mass o f  37 kg which was 
obtained from a graph in reference 2. This design produces a 
maximum power available of 18.5 kw at cruise conditions of 70 
m/sec and a density of 0.014 kq/m3. The power available from 
the propeller is a function of altitude because of density 
variations, but it is not a function of velocity. The power 
available at ground level is greater than at altitude and has a 
value of  19.63 kw. This corresponds to a power available at 
cruise of 18.5 kw and 19.1 kw for  climb conditions. The 
inoperative drag estimation at cruise for the propeller has a 
3-5 
v a l u e  of 375 newtons,  which s e e m s  v e r y  l a r g e .  
I t  h a s  been assumed t h a t  a v i o n i c s  and e x p e r i m e n t a l  d e v i c e s  
w i l l  r e q u i r e  100 w a t t s  o f  power each .  T h i s  power is o b t a i n e d  
f r o m  t h e  power c o n d i t i o n e r  which o b t a i n s  an a v e r a g e  power of 18 
k w  from t h e  so la r  a r r a y  and an a v e r a g e  power of  9.1 k w  f r o m  t h e  
b a t t e r y .  fill p r e v i o u s  subsys t ems  a re  independen t  of a l t i t u d e  and 
v e l o c i t y  e x c e p t  f o r  t h e  p r o p e l l e r  which is d e p e n d e n t  on 
a1 ti t u d e .  
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Siqnif icant data: 
Engine description: 
Number of engines: 
P,(max 1 : 
Weight of engine: 
C, at cruise: 
Prop. diameter: 
Number o f  blades: 
PIvLIl [climb): 
P m w s m x  (cruise): 
F1 iqht duration: 
Blade pitch: 
Climb (N): 
Cruise (N): 
Maximum (n): 
* includes invertor 
Nomenclature list: 
km - kilometers 
Samarium cobalt 
1 
18.5 kw 
86.3 N* 
0 
8.7 m 
2 
19.1 kw 
18.5 k w  
8 hrs 
25" 
400 rpm 
475 r p m  
500 rpm 
and gear box 
kg - mass in kilograms 
N - weight on M a r s  
k w  - kilowatts 
rpm - revolutions per minute 
m - meters 
OK - degrees Kelvin 
X - percent 
k m  - kilometers 
hrs - hours 
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- STRUCTURES 
Glen W .  Brown 
Successfu l  f l i g h t  of an a i rc raf t  i n  t h e  Mar-ian atmosphere 
r e q u i r e s  a v e h i c l e  of minimal s t r u c t u r a l  mass. A wing composed 
o f  p a r t i a l l y  s o l i d  and p a r t i a l l y  f l e x i b l e  materials w a s  a 
pre l iminary  concept. However, upon f u r t h e r  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  a 
more convent ional  so l id  wing s t r u c t u r e  has now been chosen. 
High-strength advanced composite materials w i l l  comprise the  
main load-bearing s t r u c t u r e s  of t h i s  v e h i c l e .  Composite 
materials have been s e l e c t e d  due t o  t h e i r  h ighe r  s t r e n g t h  
and h ighe r  s t i f f n e s s  q u a l i t i e s  and due t o  their s i g n i f i c a n t  
reduct ion  i n  s t r u c t u r a l  weight. A d i s c u s s i o n  of material 
s e l e c t i o n  w i l l  be d iscussed  la ter  i n  this t e x t .  
The computation of wing loadings  w a s  t h e  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  
f o r  s t r u c t u r a l  a n a l y s i s  of t h i s  a i r c r a f t .  The fol lowing 
v a r i a b l e s  must first be def ined.  
V = Shear (Newtons) 
M = Bending Moment (Newton-meters) 
X a c  = Torsional  moment about  t h e  aerodynamic c e n t e r  
(Newton-meters) 
Y = S t a t i o n  a long  wing semi-span (meters) 
Af te r  r ece iv ing  the  l i f t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  and s t r u c t u r a l  weights 
from corresponding design areas loadings,  s h e a r s ,  and bending 
moments were c a l c u l a t e d .  For a n a l y s i s ,  t h e  l i f t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
5-1 
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w a s  segmented i n t o  two p a r t s :  t h e  c o n s t a n t  upward l i f t  along 
the wing added t o  t h e  remaining e l l i p t i c a l  l i f t .  The wing 
w e i g h t  w a s  d iv ided  i n t o  f i v e  meter s e c t i o n s  (except  f o r  the 
3 
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outermost  t e n  meters which w a s  analyzed i n  i t s  e n t i r e t y )  as it 
w a s  reasonable  t o  assume each of these as cons t an t  loads .  
This is because the main s p a r  i s  t h e  p r i n c i p l e  component of 
wing weight  and each five-meter s e c t i o n  of spa r  i s  of c o n s t a n t  
th ickness .  These th icknesses  c o n t i n u a l l y  decrease along the 
wing towards the t i p ,  t hus  making each f i v e  meters a very 
n e a r l y  c o n s t a n t  load .  (The l a s t  t w o  f ive-meter s e c t i o n s  of 
s p a r  are the same th ickness ,  t hus  analyzed as one ten-meter 
s e c t i o n . )  Each wing a l so  suppor ts  a tailboom, one-half the 
empennage, and landing  gear  and a small pod t o  house t h e m  
dur ing  f l i g h t .  A l l  are located a t  the five-meter s t a t i o n .  
The s t r u c t u r a l  weights  are summed and i d e a l i z e d  as a p o i n t  
load. Shear  and bending moments due t o  the above loadings w e r e  
c a l c u l a t e d .  Summing t h e  appropr i a t e  shear and bending moments 
and p l o t t i n g  t h e  r e s u l t s ,  corresponding diagrams are ob ta ined  
f o r  1-g Martian loading (see Figs .  5 .1 ,  5.2, and 5.3) and for 
4-g ( c r i t i ca l )  Martian loading (see Figs. 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6). 
For on-ramp cond i t ions ,  the  l and ing  g e a r  of each wing has  been 
determined t o  suppor t  41% of t h e  g r o s s  weight  of t h e  a i r c ra f t .  
Corresponding loading,  shea r  and bending moment diagrams have 
been p l o t t e d  (see Figs .  5.7,  5.8 , and 5 . 9) . Bending due t o  
t o r s i o n  w a s  also c a l c u l a t e d  using t h e  equat ion  (1/2)qc Cmac. 
(q is  atmospheric Xar t ian  dens i ty  m u l t i p l i e d  by maximum c r u i s e  
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v e l o c i t y  squared ,  C i s  the chord l eng th  and C m a c  i s  the  
p i t c h i n g  moment about t h e  aerodynamic c e n t e r ) .  The t o r s i o n a l  
moment about  the aerodynamic c e n t e r  as a func t ion  of wing 
semi-span can be seen i n  F ig .  5.10. 
The s t r u c t u r a l  design of the  H. I .F. I1 Martian a i r c ra f t  
i s  expected t o  exper ience  a v a r i e t y  of loadings .  T h e  wing of 
this v e h i c l e  i s  designed t o  endure bending and t o r s i o n a l  
loadings  associated wi th  4-g Martian f l i g h t .  4-g f l i g h t  i s  
the u l t i m a t e  s t r e n g t h  load. factor t h a t  has  been selected. 
To endure such loading,  the primary load-bearing s t r u c t u r e s  
o f  the  wing w i l l  be cons t ruc t ed  o u t  of l o n g i t u d i n a l  l a y e r s  of 
graphite-epoxy t ape  (4 .8  x 1 0 "  N/m2 modules) o v e r l a i d  a t  '60 
degrees  and -60 degrees.  Over la id  l a y e r s  of t h i s  g r a p h i t e -  
epoxy material w i l l  e a s i l y  wi ths t and  t h e  most severe bending 
and t o r s i o n  encountered. The s t r u c t u r e s  t o  be comprised of 
this material are the c y l i n d i i c a l  primary and secondary wing 
s p a r s ,  t h e  t a i l  s p a r ,  the tailbooms, and t h e  f u s e l a g e  frame. 
The  c y l i d r i c a l  s p a r s  and tailbooms can be made by wrapping 
pre-impregnated graphite-epoxy s t r i p s  on a p p r o p r i a t e  aluminum 
tube diameters and c u r i n g  i n  an oven. The aluminum can then  a 
be removed by chemical ly  e t c h i n g  it ou t .  
w i l l  be d i scussed  s h o r t l y .  
Some o t h e r  materials 
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From loadings ,  shea r s ,  bending moments and material 
6 s e l e c t i o n ,  minimum th ickness  of t h e  main s p a r  a t  va r ious  wing 
s t a t i o n s  were ca l cu la t ed .  This w a s  done by employing t h e  n e t  
maximum moment from 4-g f l i g h t  (My), t h e  u l t i m a t e  y i e l d  stress 
of graphite-epoxy composite material ( U = 9 . 8  x 1 0  N/m ) , 
i n c o r p o r a t i n g  a s a f e t y  factor of 1 .5 ,  and the  geometr ic  monent 
of  i n e r t i a  of the  c y l i n d r i c a l  tube c ros s - sec t ion  ( I  = m r  t) . 
Using t h e  equat ion  Q = My/I, t h e  moment of i n e r t i a  w a s  
8 2 
3 
c a l c u l a t e d .  Equating t h i s  va lue  w i t h  t h e  geometric moment of 
i n e r t i a  of  the c y l i n d r i c a l  tube,  t h e  minimum material  t h i ckness  
a t  var ious  s t a t i o n s  along t h e  wing were computated. These 
minimum th i cknesses  were then b o l s t e r e d  so as t o  
achieve a b s o l u t e  s a f e t y  i n  the design.  The s u p p r t  of t h e  wing 
i s  seen  i n  a c ros s - sec t iona l  view of t h e  wing a i r f o i l  and the 
geometry a t  va r ious  s t a t i o n s  is summarized i n  Fig.  5.11. 
A schematic t o p  view (Fig.  5.12) of t h e  H . I . F .  I1 shows 
r i b  placement i n  t h e  wings and t a i l  to preserve  a c o n s t a n t  
a i r f o i l  shape. Wing r i b s  (see Fig.  5.13) placed a t  0.5 meter 
s t a t i o n s  along t h e  wing (1.0 meter s t a t i o n s  i n  t h e  t a i l )  are 
made of S i t k a  spruce  wood as it is  of very l o w  d e n s i t y  (550 
kg/m ) and w i l l  keep the  a i r f o i l  shape c o n s t a n t  a long t h e  wing. 
These r i b s  are f i v e  m i l l i m e t e r s  t h i ck .  A l s o ,  c y l i n d r i c a l  
wooden d i s k s  o r  p lugs  (Fig.  5 .14) ,  f i v e  m i l l i m e t e r s  i n  t h i ckness  
are p laced  i n  the  main s p a r  of the wing every 0.5 meters and 
between each r i b .  I n  the s p a r  of t h e  t a i l ,  the d i s k s  are 
3 
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placed a t  one-meter i n t e r v a l s  and aga in  between each r i b .  
There w i l l  be fou r  one-centimeter t h i c k  plugs i n s e r t e d  i n  
each tailboom a t  the two7 four-, s ix -and  eight-meter s t a t i o n s .  
These d i s k s  preserve  the c y l i n d r i c a l  shape and deter local 
deformation of  the aforementioned s t r u c t u r e s .  The  wing and 
t a i l  a i r f o i l  s k i n  as w e l l  of t h e  s k i n  of t h e  f u s e l a g e  w i l l  be  
made o f  one m i l l i m e t e r  t h i c k  wooden panels  a t t a c h e d  t o  the 
r i b s  and a i r f r ame  ske le ton .  Once a t t a c h e d ,  the wooden s k i n  
w i l l  be  wrapped i n  o v e r l a i d  s h e e t s  of  k e v l a r  fabric and this 
th i ckness  w i l l  be approximately t w o  t e n t h s  of one m i l l i m e t e r .  
Kevlar w a s  chosen to  wrap t h e  s k i n  as it w i l l  add much 
s t r e n g t h  and i s  extremely l i gh twe igh t .  
As a l r eady  mentioned, the fuse l age  s k i n  w i l l  be  made 
of  s e v e r a l  l a y e r s  of k e v l a r  wrap. This s k i n  w i l l  surround a 
graphite-epoxy frame shown i n  a three-view s k e t c h  (Fig.  5.15 
a , b , c ) .  
and crewman w i l l  be l o c a t e d  i n  the forward f o r t y  p e r c e n t  (2.5m) 
of t h e  fuse l age  pod. 
is a r e s u l t  of these  loads t h a t  must be supported.  A f i v e  
m i l l i m e t e r  t h i c k  angled floor w i t h  a rear ' ' l ip"  o f  aluminum 
7075 w i l l  suppor t  and secure  t h e  b a t t e r y .  This f loor  ex tends  
from the nose t o  approximately 1.5m h o r i z o n t a l  d i s t a n c e .  Then, 
a two cen t ime te r  t h i c k  b i r c h  plywood l e v e l  f l o o r  ex tends  t o  
the three-meter s t a t i o n .  This f l o o r  w i l l  suppor t  t h e  crewman 
and equipment. 
of b i r c h  p l y  loca tdd  behind the crewman, from t h e  th ree - to  four-  
A b a t t e r y  o f  s u b s t a n t i a l  s i z e  and weight  and a p i l o t  
The beefed-up framework i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  
Fur ther  equipment may be placed on a "wedge" 
5 -6 
meter s t a t i o n s .  (See Fig.  5.15b).  A bulkhead a t  the f a r  
a n t e r i o r  of the  fuse lage  secures  the p r o p e l l a r .  The p i l o t  seat  
w i l l  b e  supported by angled aluminum suppor ts  j u t t i n g  from t h e  
s i d e s  of the pod (secured i n  a frame suppor t )  and secured t o  
aluminum runners  under h i s  seat .  (See Fig. 5 .16) .  The 
crewman w i l l  be supported by v e r t i c a l  aluminum suppor ts  b o l t e d  
t o  runners  both on the plywood f l o o r  and under h i s  seat .  The 
fuse l age  pod, t h e  b a t t e r y ,  and t h e  p i l o t  and crewman and 
equipment are a l l  w e l l  supported. 
The H .  I .F. I1 is  a s t r u c t u r a l l y  sound a i r c r a f t  t h a t  w a s  
kep t  r e l a t i v e l y  simple y e t  q u i t e  durable .  
Martian a i r c r a f t  capable of c a r r y i n g  o u t  a range o f  missions.  
The materials s e l e c t e d  are very h igh-s t rength  and l i gh twe igh t ,  
which w a s  an abso lu te  must design c r i t e r i o n .  From an a n a l y t i c a l  
s t andpo in t ,  t h i s  a i r c r a f t  w i l l  suppor t  a l l  the loads  it w i l l  
encounter  on Mars. With adequate t e s t i n g  t h i s  veh ic l e  should 
be proven r e l i a b l e  and s t r u c t u r a l l y  sound. 
des ign  c r i te r ia  i n  capable hands t h e  H.I.F. I1 w i l l  c e r t a i n l y  
be a b l e  t o  achieve success fu l  Martian f l i g h t .  
I t  i s  a reliable 
With the  o t h e r  
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STAEILITY & CONTROL 
Richard R. Monke 
The text that fo1lows is split into two parts. First, 
essential data and calculations are presented. Then, stability 
and control is demonstrated a% three different flight 
conditions. Throughout the calculations, all stability and 
control derivatives were calculated using methods presented by 
Jan Roskam. Professor of Aerospace Engineering at the University 
of Kansas. (1) 
The stability and control of an aircraft is dependent upon 
the geometry. Control surface areas as % of wing area ( 150 
meters squared ) were chosen as follows; horizontal tail - 18%, 
vertical tails - 12%, and ailerons - 10%. The flap chord to 
total chord ratio for both the horizontal and vertical tails was 
chosen to be .25. Full span plain tralling-edge flaps were used. 
For the ailerons the flap chord to total chord ratio was chosen 
to be .375, with the inboard location of the aileron 20.72 m 
f r o m  the centerline and the outboard location at the wing tip. 
The above configurations are shown in Fig. 1. Distance between 
the aerodynamic center of the wing and aerodynamic center of the 
tail was set at 10 . 'D 
With the geometry set, the neutral point was then located. 
In order to obtain its value, the lift curve slopes of the wing 
and the tail were calculated to be 6.57/rad and 4.75/rad, 
respectlvely.<2> Also, the derivative of the downwash angle with 
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respect to angle of attack was found to be .17. F o r  these 
values, the neutral point was located 3.58 m from the nose of 
the aircraft. 
In order to trim at cruise the tail was fixed at an angle of 
incidence with respect to the horizontal. This angle was found 
to be -5.3 degrees. 
Next the center of gravity ( c.8. ) range was calculated. A 
static margin of 10% was to be demonstrated at a l l  flight 
conditions. Using this value, the most aft position was found to 
be 3.33 m from the nose of the aircraft. The maximum static 
margin was then calculated to be 60%. Corresponding to this 
value, the most forward c.g. location was found to be 2.09 m 
from HIF 2’s nose. 
In order to assure the stability and control of HIF 2, 
several criterion had to be met during takeoff, cruise, and 
landing. 
In takeoff, it was necessary to lift the nosewheel at 90% 
takeoff speed ( 51.3 m/s > .  To satisfy this requirement, the 
summation of the pitching moments about the nosewheel was set 
equal to zero. Fig. 2 shows the various forces acting on the 
aircraft and their respective moment arms. Using this static 
analysis, the necessary lift coefficient on the horizontal tail 
was found to be -.057, which corresponds to an elevator 
deflection of -2 degrees. 
At cruise conditions ( V=70 m/s 8i altitude=1.5 km ) ,  one of 
the requirements was to show sufficient lateral and longitudinal 
control and power to sustain a 30 degree banked coordinated 
turn. For  a roll angle of 30 degrees, the corresponding load 
fac tor  was 1.155. With this value, an iteration was performed to 
find the necessary angle of attack. Its value was found to be 
5.7 degrees. At this angle of attack, the drag was calculated to 
be 107 N. The power consumed was then 7.5 kW. This is 42% of the 
maximum power available 
The second requirement at cruise was to develop a bank angle 
of 30 degrees in 2 . 0  s after control application. A step change 
in aileron deflection was assumed. The formula used in ths 
calculation and an approximation formula for the moment of 
inertia about the x-axis are found on page 8 of the text. The 
former was solved for the product of variation of rolling moment 
coefficient with aileron angle and the aileron deflection. 
Solving this expression, the necessary aileron deflection was 
found to be -3.91 degrees. This is an antisymmetrical deflection 
with right aileron up 3.91 degrees. 
In landing approach, it was necessary to trim at the maximum 
lift coefficient ( C1=1.72 ) with the c.g. location at the 
forward limit. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that a control moment 
coefficient of .50 was needed. The elevator deflection needed to 
produce this moment was found to be 12.9 degrees. 
A roll response of 30 degrees in 2 s was also a requirement 
for landing. Using the same procedure as before, the aileron 
deflection was found to be -4.36 degrees. Again, this is an 
antisymmetrical deflection with right aileron up 4.36 degrees. 
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Crosswind l a n d i n g  is a n o t h e r  r e q u i r e m e n t .  Enough d i r e c t i o n a l  
c o n t r o l  w a s  needed t o  d e v e l o p  a s t e a d y  s i d e s l i p  a n g l e  of 10 
degrees. 
U s i n g  t h e  c r i t e r i o n  found on page 8 ,  t h e  r u d d e r  d e f l e c t i o n  w a s  
c a l c u l a t e d  t o  be greater t h a n  or e q u a l  t o  - 2 0 . 8  degrees. 
A NACA 0006 v e r t i c a l  t a i l  cross s e c t i o n  w a s  chosen .  (3) 
T h e  f i n a l  c r i t e r i o n  w a s  t o  manta in  wings - l eve l  f l i g h t  i n  a 
f u l l  r u d d e r  s i d e s l i p .  T h e  e q u a t i o n  t o  s a t i s f y  t h i s  requiement  is 
found on page 8 .  An upper  l i m i t  w a s  p l a c e d  on t h e  a v a i l a b l e  
l a t e r a l  c o n t r o l  power. I t  w a s  75%. For  a maximum r u d d e r  
d e f l e c t i o n  of 30 d e g r e e s ,  t h e  s i d e s l i p  a n g l e  was found t o  be 
1 4 . 4  degrees. Only 38% of t h e  a v a i l a b l e  l a t e ra l  c o n t r o l  power 
w a s  r e q u i r e d .  
(1) Methods for Estimating Stability and Control of Conventional 
Subsonic Airplanes 
.Jan Roskam 
University of Kansas 
(2) Airfoil Design at Low Reynolds Number with Constrained 
Pitching Moment 
R. H. Liebeck and P. P. Camacho 
Douglass Aircraft Company 
(3) Theory of Wing Sections 
Ira H. Abbot and Albert E. Von Doenhoff 
NASA 
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Surface O p s  -- Landing Gear 
The design, sizing, and placement of the landing gear 
for the HIF I1 is somewhat of a reasonable guess and an 
estimation due to the loss of the surface operations design 
member. However some effort by the design team was under- 
taken to help shore up this design srea. The nose gear 
is located 1.5 meters back of the front edge of the fuse- 
lage and centered underneath. Its length is 0.5m from the 
bottom of the fuselage to the center of the wheel. The 
wing landing gear are located 4.25m behind the front edge 
of the fuselage (2m behind the wing leading edge) and five 
meters out from the wing root. A length measured from the 
bottom of the wing to the center of the wheel is 1.75m. 
The diameter of the nose wheel and both wing wheels 
is 0.5m. The thickness of all three tires is approximately 
twenty centimeters. The wing tires are normal, grooved and 
wear-resistant while an anti-shimmy tire will be used on 
the nosewheel. The inflation pressure of all three should 
be approximately 2.5kg/cm . A s  the wing wheels will be 
located towards the anterior portion of the wing airfoil, 
they will retract in a forward manner and into a small pad 
under .the wing during flight. The nosewheel will retract 
in a backward fashion. It will be housed in a small com- 
partment under the wood floor of the fuselage, but will 
have to be rotated over (i.e. the side of the wheel will 
be parallel to the ground) to accomodate the small housing. 
All retractions and/or deployment will be accomplished by 
electrically powered hydraulics. Due to limited knowledge 
2 
6-1 
assumed the landing gear can be handled in the above manner 
in all respects. 
The take-off and landing analysis of the surface op- 
erations report is included in the perframance section of 
this design report. 
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The E17 2 weipht  was a r r i v e d  a t  by performing  a nanual  i t e r a t i o n  
w i t h  an F Z - 1 5 C  on a n  e q u a t i o n  i n  te rms  o f  ; / to ,  T h i s  e q u a t i o n  was found 
by t h e  s immaticn of a l l  t h e  component w e i g h t s .  The r e s u l t  was p i v e n  
i n  l b T  and t h e n  chanped t o  Newtons on Kars. 
I.' 
The w e i p h t s  and c e n t e r  of c r a v i t i e s  (C.G.'s) o f  t h e  comgonents 
o f  t h e  E I F  3 were a r r i v e d  a t  by s e v e r a l  d i f f e r e n t  neans .  F o r  t h e  
l a n d i n c  p e a r ,  f u s e l a g e ,  empennage, s u r f a c e  c o n t r o l s ,  n a c e l l e ,  and 
e l e c t r i c a l  sys t em,  weipht  e q u a t i o n s  g i v e n  i n  Roskam's book were used .  
A l s o ,  weipht  r e d u c t i o n s  f o r  use  o f  advanced compos i t e s  i n  t h e  f u s e l a g e ,  
e m r e m a p e ,  and n a c e l l e  were t a k e n  f r o r  N i c l a i ' s  book .  
I 
2 
. t e lgh t , s  for t h e  wine ,  t a i l  booms, and a i r  brake were found by 
?ass d e n s i t y  c a l c u l a t i o n s  t a k e n  on each i n d i v i d u a l  p a r t  o f  t h e  component. 
These i n d i v i d u a l  weights were t h e n  surmed ove r  t h e  conponent t o  g e t  
t h e  weiyht  o f  t h e  e n t i r e  component. F o r  example,  t h e  wine weight  was 
found by summine t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  w e i c h t s  o f  t h e  s p a r s ,  r i b s ,  and 
c c v e r i n p s .  
The we iph t s  f o r  a l l  components i n  t h e  p r o p u l s i o n  p o u r ,  ( e n g i n e ,  
power c o n d i t i o n e r ,  b a t t e r y ,  s o l a r  c e l l s ,  p r o p e l l e r )  were g i v e n  t o  
i e i g h t s  and Ba lances  by t h e  Zropu l s ion  g roup ,  which g o t  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  
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t hey  w i l l  have no e f f e c t  on t h e  C . G . .  
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83.6 2.4 i 3ngine ,Controller 
1 & Gearbox 
i 
1 Eower Conditioner 50.0 1.4 
i 
i f Sattery 522. ~3 15.2 
solar C e l l s  12.5 0.5  
Power Flant Totals 835.8 23.5 
[ Fropeller 136.0 4.0 
I 
i 
f 
i Zquipment 
3lectrical 3ystem 98.0 2.8 1 Air Brake 25.0 3.8 
! 1:iscellanuous Totals 198.6 
1 Total Cperational Empty 3441.8 
1 Instrunents & Nav. 8.4 0.2 
i Seats ( 2 )  67.2 1.9 
I 
I 5.7 
I 
100.0 -- ---- --- - -.--.------ 
Table 7 . 3  
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
7 -  5 
T a b l e  ? . b  
1 n s t r u r . e n t s  5: ?;av. 
Fila-: 3 e a t  
Crew :eat 
Z q u i p e n t  
S . 7 G  
1.5C 
1.80 
C . G .  f o r  C r e r a t i o n a l  ZrnFty 3.736 
i i r c r a f t  
of  LPl las t  
C.:. f o r  1 P i l o t  & 295 N ;.3cr 
C . G .  f o r  2 F i l o t s  3.2C5 
The ba l las t  needed f o r  t h e  1 p i l o t  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  i s  l o c a t e d  
d i r e c t l y  on t h e  c rew ( r e a r )  s e a t .  
A l l  l o c a t i o n s  a r e  n e a s u r e d  from t h e  nose  o f  t h e  c r a f t .  
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Center  of Gravi ty  Locations and Allowed 5.mpes 
3 .  oo3m 
1 
I- 3.; !a 
Xf t 
L i n i t  
3. -? 30m 
C . G .  for 1 P i l o t  
Without Ballast  
3.410m 
a 
C . G .  when ;; 
‘i Empty A 
3 736m 
i 
I 
Yote: The ba l las t  i n  t h e  above c h a r t  i s  taken  t o  be 295 N (80 kg) and i s  
pos i t i oned  d i r e c t l y  on t h e  r e a r  s e a t .  
The above l imits were e s t a b l i s h e d  by S t a b i l i t y  3-d 2 o n t r o l .  
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, . ; a r t s :  ;i ? r e ' r , l n a r y  S tu?y  of  3o lar  Fo-glered Ali-rcraft  and ~ s s o c l a t ~ l  
;or.rer Trains. -i.&; C o n t r a c t o r  ? , epor t  3603, DeceE'cer 1023. 
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:!-,ere are only two z ! x i l i a r y  s v s t e r - . ~  2es2eL: :I? th2 riIl - _  2.  
r-, . -. .'ie ?:?-:;? is th?e 1 ; ~ n i ? i n ~  r e a r  retraction systev-:. ' i . r ! ~ z  zy : l s te~  
. ~ n l y  e f T e c t 3  t h e  ;lz?s j a ~ t  zfter t a k e o f f  and just b e f s r e  landi.n,,s-. 
T ?  secon2 i s  t h e  c o g t r o l  s u r f a c e  s y s t e r .  ' Ik . i s  sy5ter.l is neecie6 
thrcuehclut t h e  e n t i r e  flipht, for obvious  r e a s o n s .  2 0 t h  
s y s t e x s  a r e  h y d r a u l i c  and a r e  d r i v e n  by e l e c t r i c  m o t o r s .  
The added  weipht  o f  t h e s e  two  sys tems is on ly  142.1 N ( s u r f a c e  
c o n t r o l ? -  77.5?, l a n d i n p  p e a r  r e t r a c t i o n -  64.6N), which i s  on ly  
3,; of t h e  t o t a l  t a k e o f f  we iph t .  The l o c a t i o n s  o f  t h e s e  sys tems 
( s u r f a c e  c o n t r o l s -  2.2m, l a n d i n g  gea r -  above t h e  r e s p e c t i v e  
pea r )  h e l p s  move t h e  a i r c r a f t ' s  C . G .  u p ,  sorrethinp t h a t  l l e i @ t s  
and Salar ices  h a s  been workinp toward.  
At c r u i s e ,  t h e r e  a re  14.3 a v a i l i a b l e  k i l o w a t t s  t o  be ?Jsed 
for a u x i l i a r y  sys tems and whatever  e l e c t r o n i c  d e v i c e s  a re  b e i n g  
used f o r  exper iments .  T h i s  i s  p l e n t y  o f  power t o  run t h e  c o n t r o l  
system and t h e  expe r imen t s  ( l a n d h e  pear r e t r a c t i o n  i s  n o t  needed 
d u r i n p  c r u i s e ) .  During t a k e o f f ,  t h e  e x c e s s  power is c u t  t o  7.3 
k i l o w a t t s ,  due t o  t h e  e x t r a  power t h a t  t h e  eng ine  r e q u i r e s .  
S i n c e  d u r i n e  t a k e o f f ,  t h e  e l e c t r i c  exper iments  wou ldn ' t  be r u n n i n p ,  
a l l  o f  t h i s  power may be used  f o r  t h e  c o n t r o l  s u r f a c e s  and 
l a n d i n g  g e a r .  Again,  t h i s  would be s u f f i c i e n t  power t o  r e t  t h e  
j o b  done. 
COST ANALYSIS 
DION L. BUZZCIRD 
The cost of the HIF2 has an estimated value of 245.3 million 
dollars from the program used. This analysis assumes that there 
is a strong relationship between mass and cost. It has also been 
developed for costing of spacecraft not airplanes therefore the 
result at best is an approximation. The power systems of the 
HIF2 are based on future technological improvements which will 
add to t h e  costs in research, development and testing. The 
structure is made of advanced composites with more detailed 
surfaces than that of a typical spacecraft. This alone could 
raise the cost to over a billion dollars since the plands weight 
is mainly structural . A final note is that cost is hard to 
determine especially for the future. 
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COS'TS FROM THE F'Rr3GRAM ANALYSIS 
DDT & E : D E S I G N  DEVELOPMENT AND TEST 
F t i A  : MANAGEMENT AND FHODUCT' ION 
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winp and e l e v a t o r  Sect  ions  a r e  Sro'xen down, The rerr,aininF twz Soxe.7, 
f u s e i a p e ,  and a i r f o i l  s e c t t o r s  2 re  placed i n  t h e  t ransFGrt  as shmm 
i n  fi2. l.o.1. The two remainine boxes a r e  equal  i n  weicht S G  t h a t  
t h e  t r a n s _ r o r t  c a r F o  Fay is symmetr ica l ly  weiphted. 
~ ; f t e r  z r r i v a l  cn I 'ars,  the  HIF  2 has  been designed sc: t h a t  t h e  
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1 
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broken down s t r u c t u r e s  yay be assembled e a s i l y .  The c y l i n d r i c a l  
Frashi te-e?oxy spars w i l l  have s h o r t  ex tens ions  t h a t  w i l l  slide i n s i e e  
t h e  next  spar. They w l l l  then be l o c k e d  toFe the r  with t h r e e  b o l t s :  
two v e r t i c a l  and one h o r i z o n t a l ,  as shown i n  f L f .  ' 2 .  C;ke lan: ' inp 
r s a r  i s  then  b o l t e d  t o  t h e  winp spars and t h e  e x t r a  SupIJorts. Next,  
Flywood pane l s  a r e  a t t a t c h e d  over t h e  b o l t  oFenings and p r e l i m i n a r l y  
yecured by wood p l u e .  Then Kelvar i s  wra3ped over t h e s e  ylyvvcorl 
cane15 and s u f f i c i e n t l y  secured t o  t h e  s k i n .  The t a i l b o o m s  can then 
3e bo l t ed  t o  t h e  spars of t h e  t a i l  and wine: throuph t h e  s k i n .  The 
fuse l ape  i s  then  secured t o  t h e  winps by l a r g e  b o l t s  through b o t h  
S F a r s  of t h e  wing and t h e  beefed-up f u s e l a e e  r o o f  frame. 'The l a n d i n r  
pezr s t o r a c e  pods a r e  a l s o  bo l t ed  throuph t h e  s k i n  t o  t h e  wine syars.  
Yext ,  t h e  i n t e r n a l  components a r e  bo l t ed  i n t o  t h e i r  ass ipned p o s i t i o n s .  
F i n a l l y ,  t h e  2 r o p e l l e r  i s  bo l t ed  onto t h e  t ransmiss ion  d r i v e  t h a t  
runs  through t h e  r e a r  bulkhead o f  t h e  fuse l age .  
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RESCUE SCENARIO 
Richard R. Monke 
A rescue operation is to be provided f o r  a survivor of a 
crash. With the survival kit, the stranded p e t  will locate 
himself near a plain and radio in his coordinates. The rescue 
plane will then land at this location. Next, the solid rocket 
thrusters and ballast are removed from the second seat. The 
thrusters are then attached to the fuselage at the assigned 
location. With @s aboard takeoff is commenced. Due to lack 
of surface operations personnel, this rescue scenario is 
unce r t a i n . 
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The objective of the Mar's aircraft project was to generate a preliminary 
design for a manned vehicle capable of extended flight in the Martian 
atmosphere. The main design criteria were as follows: 
Capable of being packaged into a compact unit for transfer 
to Mars via spacecraft. 
Easily assembled after delivery to the Martian surface. 
Ability to sustain two pilots aloft for a target endurance of 
eight hours. 
VTOL capabilities to allow the aircraft to operate from 
desolate areas and to provide grounds for a useful rescue 
scenario. 
Reasonably within the grasps of present or near-future 
technology. 
Pilot procedures similar to those of a standard airplane for 
the normal flight regime. 
Pilot procedures similar to a helicopter for VTOL 
operations. 
Because of the requirement for the airplane to fit inside of a transport 
vehicle, the design was made as small as possible. However, the wing and 
canard spans (37.5 m and 25 m) were required to be quite large due to the 
extremely 1- of the Martian atmosphere. This also mandated the 
use of airfoils specifically designed for low Reynolds numbers for both the 
wing and the propellers. 
Construction materials consist mainly of composites with Boron epoxy 
making up the spars and webs, while the wing "skin" is made of graphite. 
0 -  1 
The large wing span and the requirement to minimize weight made the 
structural design and choice of material a very critical one. 
The gross weight of the aircraft is 7500 Newtons (Mar's Newtons), and it 
is stable for all configurations and possible weight loadings. It has 
excellent rescue capabilities due to its VTOL abilities - greater single pilot 
rescue radius then the normal two pilot radius since the second pilot can be 
replaced with fuel. 
The aircraft, which is powered by three rocket driven propellers 
(separate from the VTOL propulsion system) provides a large safety factor 
by having the ability to achieve excellent climb performance utilizing only 
two of its engines. Hydrazine powers both the cruise and VTOL propulsion 
systems and is stored in the fuselage. 
The design of the Mar's airplane does not rely on speculation of future 
technology nor does it rely on complicated concepts. By virtue of its 
simplicity it is hoped that reliability and actual feasibility of the project 
will be increased. 
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AAE 241 
Spring 1988 
INITIAL SIZING DATA SUMMARY 
Gross Weight: 7000 N 
Wing Loading: 93.3 
Fuel Weight: 3500 N 
Useful Load Fraction: 0.671 
Geometry 
Ref. Wing Area = 75 m 2  
AR - 35 
Aerodynamics 
cDO 
Cruise; I 
I 
a CL 
I 
L (TI 
max 
Take-off; CL = 
CLmax = 
Landing; CL a 
%ax I 
0.0300 
0.80 
1.5 
5.0 
not known 
not known 
not known 
not known 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
0-4 
Maximum Take-off Power 1030 kW 
Power Loading: 1 .o 
Fuel Fraction: 0.5 
Propulsion 
EngineIMotor Type : pro Pe 1 ler rocket 
No. of EnginesIMotors = 2 
Po /engine - 3500 W 
c at cruise = 15.0 N/kW , 
max 
P (Mars N) 
Cruise Performance 
h -  600 m 
v -  85 m/s 
AAE 241 
S p r i n g  1988 
DESIGN DATA SUMMARY 
I 
1 
Gross Weight: 
Wing Loading: 
Maximum Fue l  Weight: 
Useful  Load F r a c t i o n :  
Geometry 
Ref.  Wing Area 
AR 
*LE 
A 
t / c  
Performance 
C r u i s e  Re = 2.0244 
C r u i s e  h - 1500 m 
C r u i s e  M = .35 
Cruise v = 85 m/s 
Take-off F i e l d  Length 
Take-off Speed 
Landing F i e l d  Length 
Landing Speed 
Maximum Landing Weight 
O E I  Climb Grad ien t  ( I )  : 
2nd Segment 
Missed Approach 
Sea Level  ( R I C I m a x  
S t a b i l i t y  and Con t ro l  
Stat ic  Margin Range 
Acceptable C.G. Range 
Ac tua l  C.C. Range 
I Maximum Take-off Power 1000 N 7502 N 
66.7 Power Loading: 1.124 kW 
2500 N 
0.493 
75 m 2  
18.75 
0 ”  
1 
0.157 
Fue l  F rac t ion :  
Proouls ion 
0 .333  
I 
Engine D e s c r i p t i o n :  r o c k e t  driven 
3 
4000 W 
Number of Engines = 
W e i s t / E n g i n e  = 100 l b  1 
c P a t  C r u i s e  f 1 8 . 2  N/kW 
Prop. D i a m .  I 
No. of  Blades = 
Blade C r u i s e  R e  I 
Po /Engine = 
5 m  I 
O - 2oo’l 
2 
Aerodynamics . 
l o 5  A i r f o i l  : LA 203A 
High L i f t  System: none 
0.0215 
0.080 
1.1830 
7.3849 
7502 @ 80 m / s T a k e - O f f ;  cL = 1.5425 
a 
cD 
79 m/s 0 
1 k m  cL 
57 m/s ( L / D ~ ~ ~  1 
1.56 k m  Crui se; 
e 
I 
I 
‘,ax 31 2.15396 
Landing; CL I 1.784 
4.35 m/s 
0.325 - 0.10 
9.35 - 9.8 
9.359 - 9.798 
I 
0-5 
- - ---- 
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AEROOVNAMlCS PAT MORONEY 
Before presenting the airfoil selected for the Mars aircraft, it is 
necessary to discuss the Reynolds number calculated for the wing and 
canard sections. Because accurate coefficient of viscosity data is not 
readily available, a value of p is estimated using the following procedure. 
Accurate atmospheric pressure, temperature, and density data obtained from 
Ref. 1 is plotted and compared to other values of pressure, temperature, and 
density from Ref. 2. The values from Ref. 2 are based upon a NASA,1967 
model of the Martian atmosphere; however, when the curves of the 
maximum, minimum, and mean values from the model are matched with the 
actual atmospheric data, the mean model data is coincident with the actual 
values. Consequently, mean values of p from Ref. 2 are chosen for the Re 
calculation. A plot of the maximum, minimum, and mean p values appears in 
Fig. 1. At sea level: 
p = 1.31 x 10-5 (kg/m-s) 
Rewing = 2.0244 x lo5 and Recanard = 1 S183 X l o 5  
When designing airfoils to fly at the very low Re calculated above, the 
formation of a laminar separation bubble and its effects on boundary layer 
separation are of primary concern. This bubble is formed when the laminar 
boundary layer separates from the upper surface of the airfoil and then 
1- 1 
attaches itself once more as a turbulent boundary layer. According to Ref. 
3, as the Re number decreases, the length of the bubble increases. The 
bubble can become long enough so that it breaks and causes flow separation 
over the remaining downstream portion of the airfoil's upper surface. 
Because of this separation, pressure drag is increased and lift is decreased. 
In order to achieve high lift at low Re, a gradual transition from laminar to 
turbulent flow needs to be achieved so that the condition of flow separation 
due to the bursting bubble does not occur. Although there is an increase in 
skin friction drag, if the flow is systematically transformed into a 
turbulent boundary layer, separation and stall are delayed. For high lift and 
very low speed flight regimes, turbulent boundary layers are desired. 
The airfoil selected for the Mars aircraft is the LA 203A and is a 
member of the Liebeck class of subsonic, high lift airfoils designed for use 
in low Reynolds numbers. These airfoils achieve an orderly transition to 
turbulent flow by incorporating a "transition ramp that will destabilize the 
laminar boundary layer and induce transition ahead of a severe pressure 
gradient where laminar separation is expected" (Ref. 4). More specifically, 
the Liebeck airfoils consist of an, "'optimum' design pressure distribution 
comprised of a laminar 'rooftop', a Stratford pressure recovery, and a 
transition ramp between the two" (Ref. 4). From data on the LA 203A, the 
laminar bubble is practically non-existent at Re numbers of 6.5~105 to 
5x1 05- The bubble is first noticed at Re=2.5~105. Additional data from Ref. 
1- 2 
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3 shows the flow not separating before stall throughout the entire Reynolds 
number test range of 25x105 to 65x105. Other reasons which justify the 
selection of a Liebeck class airfoil are mentioned in Ref. 5. Liebeck airfoils 
typically , "approach the upper limit of lift coefficient achievable with a 
sing le-element section without mechanical boundary layer con trot.. . . (and) 
also exhibit commendably low drag coefficients in the region of the design 
lift coefficient and low pitching moments." For ease in calculations during 
this preliminary study, the same airfoil is used for both the wing and 
canard. Although the Re of both the wing and canard are less than the 
lowest design Re for the LA 203A, it is assumed that Liebeck will develop 
another advanced airfoil with similar sectional characteristics to operate 
at a lower Re (i.e. 1.5 x 105) in the near future. Data for the LA 203A was 
obtained from Ref. 3. 
For the Mars airplane, the efficiency of a canard configuration is 
most beneficial from a stability point of view. Trimming the aircraft with 
an upload on a canard instead of a download on an aft tail makes possible a 
lower wing loading, delay in stall, and probably a decrease in drag. A 
rectangular planform (Le. S 4 . 0 )  is employed for both the wing and canard. 
Because the spar and rib sections are constant across the span, there are 
cost benefits to this simple design. In addition, an untapered planform will 
probably keep the aircraft's total weight low. Since the Re at the wing tips 
is already 2 x 105, any further decrease in chord will most likely lead to 
, 
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flow separation 
taper ratio (for 
this aircraft by 
near these tips (if it has not occurred already). An ideal 
minimizing induced drag) will increase the root chord of 
a few meters in order to maintain approximately 2 meters I 
of chord at the tips; therefore, the weight of the wing would be much 
greater than it is now. As stated in Ref. 6, "the simplest way to obtain a 
satisfactory wing from the standpoint of stalling is to force the stall to 
occur first at the root, with a relatively slow rate of progress toward the 
tips .... the problem of delaying stall near the tips with a tapered wing is 
more difficult than with a rectangular wing because of the lower Reynolds 
number at the tips, which favors early tip stall." Therefore, in the low Re 
flight regime of the Martian atmosphere, a rectangular wing should have 
more favorable stalling characteristics. A final reason supporting 
rectangular planforms is that the possibility of the aircraft going into a 
spin is minimized because, as mentioned in Ref. 6, both wings are likely to 
stall simultaneously. The wings are also unswept and have no dihedral for 
simplicity in design and because these stabilizing contributions are not 
needed. All calculations in this preliminary study neglect the effects of 
wing and canard twist; however, these factors and the effects of the canard 
vortices on the wing should be accounted for in a future iteration. 
Airfoil sectional data, wing data, Vcruise and CLA vs. a values, and a 
drag polar with parasite drag breakdown are given below: 
AIRFOIL SECTIONAL DATA: 
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Clma -1.7 %c/4 = -0.17 aOL= -6.0' 
cia = 0.1 OOO/" VC m a  115.7% 
Figures 2,3,4, and 5 at the end of the aerodynamics section show the 
geometry of the LA 203A, a graph of CI vs. a, cl vs. cd, and Cl vs. Cmc/4 
respectively. 
CRUISE VELOCITY & Cw vs. a 
The stall speed of this aircraft was one of the first calculations made 
in the design; consequently, it is based on the clmax of the airfoil section 
and not the aircraft because the incidences of the wing and canard were 
unknown at the time. Using the relation: 
b a l l  = ( ~ ( W W P  cimax) 1 /2 
the stalling velocity was computed to be 70.92 m/s. Therefore, to provide 
1- 5 
the pilot with a 
was determined 
comfortable envelope in the event of OEl, the cruise speed 
to be: 
Vcruise = 1.20(Vstall) = 85.0 m/s 
which also corresponds to a: 
CL = 1.1830. 
Once Stability and Control computed the incidence angles of the wing and 
canard, the CLA (aircraft) vs. a (body) was calculated using the relation: 
CLA - CLWB + qC(Sc/Sw)C~c. 
From the plots of CLA vs. a, CLC vs. CLA, and CLC vs. CLWB shown in Figs. 
6,7,and 8 respectively, the following values were determined: 
aaircraft = .1315/O 
CLmax aircraft - 2.3132 (when C L ~  = 1.7, Le. canard stalls) 
Vstall of aircraft 60.79 m/s 
Therefore, at Vcruise - 85 m/s, there is a comfortable velocity margin 
above the aircraft's stalling speed. 
DRAG POLAR 
Using methods in Ref. 7, a drag polar for the Mars aircraft was 
calculated. A graphical illustration of this drag polar is presented in Fig. 9. 
Since this aircraft does not utilize flaps in the take off or landing 
configuration, the same drag polar shown below is used throughout the 
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design. The drag polar includes the following contributions: 
CD = (cDo)W + (CD0)B + (cDo)V + (cDi)WB + ACDmisc 
where: 
( C D ~ ) W  = zero lift drag coefficient of the wing 
( C D ~ ) B  = zero lift drag coefficient of the body (fuselage) 
( C D ~ ) V  
(cDi)WB = induced drag coefficient of wing-body combination 
AC Dmisc5 estimation of miscellaneous zero lift drag contribution 
= zero lift drag coefficient of the dorsal and ventral fins 
and the calculated drag polar is: 
CD = .0215 + .0331C~2 + 3.0001a3. 
The parasite drag is broken down into the following components: 
(CDolwing: 
( c  D o h a r d  : 
(CDo)wing + canard: 
(CDo) body: 
(CDo)booms: 
(c Do) nace I 18s: 
(CDo)ventral fins: 
(CDo)dorsal fins: 
A c  D m isc : 
(C D i) W B : 
,0106 
.0053 
.0159 
.0022 
.0017 
.0003 
.0004 
.0006 
.0004 
.0463 (at cruise and assuming a = 0') 
Note that a is the angle of attack of the fuselage. 
distribution for the parasite drag components is given in Fig. 10. 
A graphical percentage 
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PERFORMANCE Karen E. Forest 
When reviewing the performance of  an aircraft, the f i r s t  things t o  look 
ar are the power cclrves The Power available and Power requred versus 
velocity curves are shown in Figure 2.1 and 2.2. In Figure 2.1, aleng w i th  tne 
P c w r  ciJrves, i s  the Power available wi th  one engine inoperative. In this case, 
tne available power i s  reduced by one third (this aircraft is  operated w i th  3 
propellers). As can be clearly seen, a missed approach i s  not a problem since 
there i s  s t i l l  plenty of excess power. It i s  necessary a t  this point to  comment on 
the seemingly infinite Power available. The numbers on the graph are accurate In 
the flight regime that this aircraft w l l l  be performing (Le., crulse veloclty of  85 
m/s). However, once above our cruise velocity, the propeller t ips w i l l  reach a 
velocity such that the Mach number w i l l  approach one. A t  this point, transonic 
drag effects w i l l  begin t o  reduce the shaft power. Because the loss of power is  
beyond this aircraft's requirements, these effects were lgnorcd. (This 
discontinuity w i l l  be discussed further in Power and Propulslon.) There i s  a 
sllght problem with using inaccurate data for the Power curves, even above our 
area of interest. Because the Power data i s  not computed correctly above cruise 
veloclty, tne maximum excess Power cannot be determined. However, the rate of 
Climb can be found wi th  a given velocity, which 1s done in this case. 
~ 
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A mission prof i le  i s  given in  Figure 2.4. The conditions for both conventional 
and VTGL take-off and landing are given. The conventionai take-off w i l l  place 
the a l rcraf t  a t  IS meters 3lt i tude w i t h  a ve!ocity of  79 m/s. During c l imb the 
plane w i l l  ascend the remaining 1485 meters !cruise alt i tude i s  1500 meters! 
and reach a velocity of 85 m/s (cruise velocity). The maximum amount 9 f  fi!el 
That can be used during cruise i s  2236 N (as shown in Figure 2.4). The next 2 
values for fuel Weight !26 15 N and 2836 N) are instances where there i s  only one 
passenger w i t h  no equipment. The weight that is  allowed for a second person can 
be used t o  carry fuel, thereby increasing the endurance of the a i rcraf t  by 
approximately twenty percent. This would be very useful in the rescue scenario. 
Only one passenger without equlpment would be f ly ing t o  reach the injured or 
stranded party. The extra fuel that could be carried (600 N) minus the fuel 
needed for VTOL would al low the a i rcraf t  t o  rescue someone 154 km outside the 
normal radius of the alrcraft.*Figure 2.5 shows a summary of  a i rcraf t  
characterlstlcs, includlng the absolute celllng. The level f l i gh t  performance 
ope which also shows the absolute cel l lng i s  given in  Figure 2.3. enve 
*it should be noted that the to ta l  amount of fuel allowed was used in the 
endurance calculations. In real i ty, those values would be less t o  allow for a 
safety factor. 
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This a m r a f t  has very reasonable performance characteristics. Howew-, i t  
has not reached tne eignt hour endurance required. There have been suggestions 
made to  increase the endurance by carrying extra fuel instead of equipment or an I 
e m a  passenger I f  the purpose of thls Mars plane is  t o  investigate the planets 
surface, then six hours endurance is  not only reasonable but practical. A person 
would not functlon well in a small aircraft for eight hours. The orlginal reason 
for the Mars plane was to  carry men and materials to  distant sites that could not 
be reached by land vehicles. In thls case, the range of 1854 km (927 km radius) 
i s  suff icient. 
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CONI21 T ION FUFL USFD (N 1 RANGF ( km) FNDU RANCF ( $ 9 ~ 1  
CONVENTIONAL 
- Take-of f 168.0 
- - Landing 32.0 
VTOL 
- Take-of f 159.0 (at  W = 6252 N) 
Take-off 230.0 (at W = 7502 N) - 
- - Landing 62.0 
CLIMB 38.7 26.4 322.70 
252 17.8 209.70 DESCENT 
CRU I SE 
2236.0 18 10.0 21 295.0 (5.9 hr) Normal 
21 18.0 249 12.0 (6.9 hr) Rescue (carry fuel) 26 15.0 
1 Pass (carry fuel)  -2836,o 3795.0 77000.0 (7.5 hr> 
TOTALS conventional, normal 
2499.9 N 1854.2 km 6.1 hours 
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*I 
CHPPkCTFRI S T l c  C! iMB !2ulxLc OESCENT 
P/ c 475 m/s 4.96 m/s -7.15 m/s 
Angle of  attack 3.16 deg 3.35 deg 
yb h i 5  b? 
c ,*w 
ua &5'4& 
w 
Preq 24.1 kW 24.4 k W  24.4 kW 
Pavai 1 56.0 kW 60.6 kW 60.0 kW "> ? 
Velocity 79.0 m/s 85.0 m/s 85.0 m/s 
Vstall 71.0 m/s 74.0 m/s 61.0 m/s 
4 
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POWER AND PRO PULSIOtq JAMES V. LEROY 
General D iscuss ion 
The Martian atmosphere, as can be seen from figure 1, is such that the 
options for propulsion systems are quite limited. Because of the extremely 
low oxygen content, any type of "air breathing" engine would be required to 
carry its own supply of oxygen. The on-board storage of the oxygen and the 
weight of the storage system thus add complexity which may or may not be 
feasible depending on the aircraft's design function. 
Another possible option is that of a solar/battery powered system. 
However, with this design the need arises for heavy batteries and solar arrays 
which may require that the aircraft be "built around" the propulsion system. In 
other words, the entire aircraft may have to be designed in such a manner as to 
accomodate the propulsion system (for example - the use of an unnecessarily 
large wing in order to carry all of the solar panels required). Also with this 
system, the design team would probably be forced to rely heavily upon the 
speculation of future technology. 
Martian Atmosphere Composition 
NZr 
neon, C 8 , krypton, 
95% 
3% 
2% 
co2 
1 Yo water va or, oxygen, 
xenon, ozone 
Figure 1 
Rocket power has the definite advantage of being available with today's 
technology, relatively simple and easily capable of providing the requirec 
power. The main drawback of the rocket system is the associated massive fue 
consumption. This factor alone makes rocket power inadequate for a 
3- 1 
I 
lightweight, extended endurance aircraft. 
After analyzing the formentioned possiblitites and associated drawbacks, 
I 
I 
a decision was made. Instead of designing the aircraft around a propulsion 
system, a somewhat unusual system was designed which takes advantage of 
the benefits of several concepts. 
The Propu lsion Svste m Chosen .... I 
1 
I 
propeller blades. U 
I 
I 
I 
consumption, however, this is balanced out by the elimination of large bulky I 
I 
possibly suffer overheating problems.) I 
I 
I 
The propulsion system chosen for the Mar's reconaissance aircraft 
consists of three, rocket powered, controllable pitch, dual bladed propellers 
mounted in the pusher configuration. In short, the system consists of a 
propeller which is driven by small rockets built into the extreme tips of the 
The system thus combines the advantages of rocket propulsion (i.e. 
simplicity, reliability, high thrust) with the fuel efficiency advantages 
associated with the concept of a high bypass turbofan engine. In addition it is 
simple in construction and in concept. The technology required to design and 
develop such an engine is well within the grasp of present technology. 
The main disadvantage of this system is a somewhat larger fuel 
machinery - the rocket prop requires no engine to drive it other than the small 
rockets in the propeller tips. In addition, with the elimination of the engine 
hardware there is a elimination of the required cooling systems. (Since t h e 1  
Martian atmosphere is so thin, an aircooled internal combustion engine would 
Because of its extreme simplicity, the rocket-prop system might easily 
prove to be more trouble-free and thus more reliable. This is a great advantage 
since rnaintanance and replacement parts on Mars will be extremely limited. 
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Description of the Rocket Propeller Svstetq 
As previously stated, the rocket propeller propulsion system consists of 
three, rocket powered, controllable pitch, dual blade propellers mounted in the 
pusher configuration. The system yields a fuel consumption rate which is 
lower than that of a conventional rocket propulsion system by a factor of 2.25. 
Specific fuel consumption remains approximately constant over the entire 
operating range: cp = 18.2 N/Kw.hr (Mar's newtons) both at sea level and at 
cruise altitude (h = 1500 m). 
Figure 2 shows a front and side view of the engine as well as the 
associated dimensions. As can be seen, the system is quite simple consisting 
of a rather large propeller (5 m diameter) with two small rockets built into the 
tips. The propeller is mounted on a 10 cm diameter hollow steel drive shaft. 
The shaft is then mounted into three support bearings. Each bearing is enclosed 
and is bathed in a lubricating fluid. A fuel pump and an alternator are also 
geared to the drive shaft. The propeller pitch is controlled by a small hydraulic 
system which automatically feathers the propeller should the rotation rate 
decrease below a specified limit. 
The cockpit engine controls associated with this system consist of a 
throttle (fuel flow control), and an RPM control (blade pitch control). The pilot 
simply sets the RPM control for the desired rotational rate and then applies 
throttle as needed. Because of the increased efficiencies obtainable with 
higher propeller rotation speeds, a design RPM of 812 RPM was chosen. At this 
rotation rate, the transonic effects at the tips are negligible but are 
approaching unnegligible limits due to critical Mach. 
Fuel is pumped through the hollow engine crankshaft into the hub of the 
It is then fed radially outward through fuel ducts located inside the propeller. 
propeller blades to the small rockets located at the tips. 
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The propeller blades are detachable from the hub which will allow access 
to the fuel ducts. The rockets are also detachable to accomodate servicing 
and/or replacement and contain ceramic sleeve inserts which serve as 
I 
combustion chambers. Since the required rocket thrust is so low (5 IbF/rocket 
at cruise) the rockets are expected to last for at least several flights. After 
rocket deterioration has progressed beyond a safe limit, the ceramic insert is 
simply replaced. 
It was first thought that an attempt should be made to keep the heat 
produced by the rockets contained at the tips of the propellers. However, after 
further consideration it has been determined that the heat should be allowed to 
conduct itself through the propeller. In this way the propeller serves as a 
large cooling fin and thus operating temperatures are reduced considerably. 
h 
NOTE: All engine performance numbers and graphs are relative to one engine 
thus to obtain "total values" it is necessary to multiply by a factor of three. 
Because of the rather low thrust required by the rockets at the propeller 
tips (5 IbF/'OCket at cruise) , the limiting factor in terms of performance is 
considered to be the propeller (propeller design will be discussed later). Thus 
in determining the various engine performance graphs it was assumed that the 
rockets were capable of providing the required thrust at all conditions. This is 
of course an extreme assumption but for the flight regime of the aircraft in 
question, it is acceptable. 
From figures 3 and 4, extrapolation yields a static maximum thrust and a 
static maximum shaft power of 175 N and 4.3 Kw at sea level. Figures 5 and 6 
give the identical parameters at cruise altitude (1500 m) to be 155 N and 3.0 
Kw. 
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200 
I 
As vehicle flight veloci,j is increased it is necessary to Lacrease the 
rotational speed of the propellers to avoid large drag increases due to 
I 
I 
I 
transonic effects at the tips. 
rad/s) except when it becomes necessary for a reduction. 
number for the tips is .95 and all transonic effects at the speed are ignored. 1 
Once again, the propeller blade itself (not the tip - rockets) is consider to be 
the 
Rotation rate is kept constant at 812 RPM (85 
The design Mach 
limiting factor for engine performance in all calculations. 
Figures 7 and 8 show fuel flow data per engine at sea level and 1500 m 
respectively (V = 85 m/s). Although fuel burn rates increase steadily with 
airspeed, specific fuel consumption remains approximately constant: cp = 18.2 I 
N/Kw-h r. 
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The design of an efficient propeller was considered to be the single most 
important feature of the report, since propeller performance influences total 
engine performance more than any other single feature. 
Because of the extremely low Reynold's numbers associated with the 
Martian atmosphere, standard propellers containing standard airfoil designs 
are unacceptable at best. Proper propeller design includes selecting airfoils 
which are appropriate for the low Reynold's numbers (0-200000) and which 
also provide acceptable structural margins (i.e. thick near the hub and thin at 
the tip). 
Three airfoils were chosen for the design: 
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Airfoil I ocatioq 
1) LA203A Inner thid of radius 
2) LNVlOSA Middle third of radius 
3) Eppler 387 Outer third of radius 
1 
I 
All three of the above are specifically designed for low Reynold's numbers. 
The LA203A is a thicker airfoil thus it was selected for use near the hub! 
where the stress concentration will be the greatest (1). The Eppler 387 is a 
relatively thinner airfoil section thus it is adequate for the outer regions m 
1 
I 
a I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
support the computer procedure. The resulting geometry is shown in figure 9 I 
1 
near the tip (2). The LNV109A is an "in between" thickness and thus allows 
for a smooth geometric transition from the hub to the tip (1). 
An algorithm was obtained from a paper written by Eugene Larrabee (3) 
for determining optimum propeller design and "off-design" performance. The 
algorithm, which utilizes Goldstein's solution, was then incorporated into 
computer program which proved to be instrumental in determing the best 
design for the given conditions. 
The lift and drag curves for each of the three airfoils were plotted and 
modelled mathematically. The resulting equations were then incorporated 
into the propeller design program. An optimal angle of attack was selected( 
for each airfoil (based on maximum UD) as well as the associated drag vs. 
lift ratios. A design point 
was then decided upon (design criteria - engine out climb capabilities at 
cruise velocity) and a propeller design was specified by the program. 
These values were also included in the program. 
The propeller was then analyzed utilizing momentum theory and modified I 
blade element theory (4),(5). Both methods verified the design and thus 
where "r" is the distance from the hub, "R" is the propeller radius, and beta is 
the angle between the chord and the plane of rotation. 
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Propeller Geometry (V = 85 m/s; T = 200 N) 
r/R .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .? .8 .9 
beta 85 74 64 56 49 44 39 36 33 
(deg.) 
chord (m) .I . I7 .26 .40 .42 .39 .35 .29 .20 
Figure 9 
As can be seen from figures 10 and 11, efficiency at cruise (roughly 100 
Nhngine) is around 88%. Figures 12 and 13 show the necessary change in 
beta (beta prescribed by figure 9) necessary for a given thrust when at cruise 
velocity (85 m/s). 
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Fuel Selection 
The ideal fuel would be a monopropellant that offers no storage or 
stability problems, is liquid at the operational temperatures and affords a 
high specific impulse. The fuel found to match this description most closely 
is hydrazine (6), however a somewhat. optimistic value for specific impulse 
was used to attain the present fuel consumption data (assumed specific 
impulse = 350 s). 
The advantages of hydrazine (monopropellant) are: 
1) Can be decomposed by a suitable solid catalyst (Iridium) 
2) Reliability and simplicity of a single feed system 
3) Stable up to 530 OK 
4) Easily stored for long periods of time 
3- 13 
The hydrazine will be pumped into the rocket and ignited via a catalyst( 
1 
mesh. For starting, the mesh will require pre-heating. 
I 
1 
1 
I 
E nai n e  InoDe r a tve  i Dr ag 
All three engines have feather capabilities such that beta is increased by 
400 over the values specified in figure 9. The result of this is an engine out 
drag of: Drag = .0195 Rho (Vel)2 Newtons, where Rho is expressed in Kg/m3, 
and Vel is expressed in m/s. For cruise conditions this results in a drag of 
2.2 N for a feathered inoperative (not turning) propeller. 
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that although this system may not I 
1 
I 
be as fuel efficient as various other types of propulsion syustems, it offers 
extreme simplicity and eliminates the need for heavy machinery. By virtue of 
the fact that there are less moving parts the rocket-prop could quite possibly I 
prove to be more reliable and easier to maintain. 
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. .  ab i l i ty  and Cont ro l  Phil ip Lange 
This section covers the information pertaining t o  the stabil ity and 
control of the aircraft. The development of the various control 
components w i l l  be examined. First, the sizing of the canard and 
elevator i s  presented, followed by the vert ical  t a i l  and rudder 
selection. Next, the proper aileron size i s  calculated, followed by a 
discussion of  the aircraf t 's  abi l i ty  t o  meet  the l i s ted  design 
requirements. 
Sizing the canard consists of determining the best combination of 
canard area and distance between wing aerodynamic centers. A f te r  
numerous iterations, the combination chosen fo r  this aircraft i s  a 
canard area of  37.5 m2 and a distance of 15 m between wing 
aerodynamic centers. This results in the neutral point being located 10 
m behind the canard's aerodynamic center. (See figure 1 )  Using a 
cruise weight of 6252 N ( a i r c r a f t  weight with only half fuel), a 
cruising altitude of 1.5 k m  and speed of 85 m/s, the wing incidence is  
set a t  6.18" t o  enable the fuselage to be level a t  this configuration. 
The corresponding canard incidence is then 8.59'. (See reference 1 and 
2) 
I 
I Next, the area of the elevator is chosen t o  be large enough t o  
provide sufficient control of the a i rcraf t ,  ye t  small enough so the 
I 
I 
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canard is  not overloaded. Since the elevator span is  equal t o  the span 
of the canard, an overly large elevator would cause much torsion in  the 
canard, thus necessitating more structure and weight. Hence, the chord 
of the elevator remains a t  0.30 m, corresponding t o  an elevator 
effectiveness of 0.30 (6e max= 30"). The structure group confirms that 
such a small elevator would pose no structural problems. As shown by  
Table 4.1, the elevator is of adequate size to  furnish ample control 
power. 
In order t o  keep the a i r c r a f t  sufficiently stable, the smallest 
al lowable stat ic margin must be equal t o  0.10. In following this 
constraint, the most rearward center of gravity is restr icted t o  9.8 m 
behind the aerodynamic center of the canard. Using the above 
configuration, the center of gravity range is  equal t o  2.47 m. Such a 
large theoretical range is  desirable fo r  weight and balance, but i s  
unfortunately inconsistent with the f lying requirements outl ined in 
Table 4.1. When confined t o  these requirements, the most forward 
center of gravity i s  l imited t o  9.35 m aft  of the canard's aerodynamic 
center. The l imit ing condition, namely the canard power needed fo r  
take-off rotation, i s  i tself  constrained by the take-off velocity. The 
center of gravity range i s  thus l imi ted t o  only 0.45 m. This range 
corresponds to  a maximum static margin of 0.325 and a minimum static 
margin of 0.10. Wing sweep i s  not incorporated in this design due t o  
the possibi l ty of wing damage from the exhaust of the rocket  
4-2 
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propellers. 
With the above configuration, the a i r c r a f t  exhibits sufficient 
longitudinal control power for  the f lying requirements, and i t  has 
adequate stabi l i ty. In addition, the actual center of gravity range is 
consistent with the allowable range as outlined in Weiaht and Balance. 
A f te r  the canard i s  sized, the various s tab i l i ty  and control 
derivatives are calculated according t o  reference 3. ( See Table 4.2) 
The vert ical  s t a b 0  1 1  ers are then sized, and checked against the 
control requirements found in Table 4.1. Due to  the area of the required 
structure t o  raise the engines, the vertical stabilizers, which contain 
the rudders, needed t o  be smaller than expected. The rudders are 
placed beneath the main wing in order to  prevent disturbing the flow to  
the propellers. (See figure 4.1 for  exact placement) Two rudders, each 
of 1.5 m2 , are sufficient t o  provide directional control as defined by 
the flying requirements outlined in Table 4.1. 
The remaining requirement i s  for  ro l l  control. Spoilers, desirable 
because of the i r  design simplici ty and proverse yaw effects, are 
unacceptable due t o  the possibil i ty of separating the flow from the 
wing when deployed. Because of the undesirable spoi ler effects, 
ailerons are used fo r  r o l l  control. The init ial  choice of aileron 
dimensions of 3 m by 0.50 m is unchanged. This size provides the 
aircraft with adequate ro l l  control for  a l l  f lying requirements. In order 
t o  avoid performance problems encounterd from producing turbulence 
4-3 
forward of the propellers, the ailerons are positioned lateral t o  the 
propellers. The proximal end of the ailerons are 8.5 m from the 
centerline. (See figure 4.1 1 A maximum aileron deflection angle of 20' 
i s  sufficient to conform t o  a l l  the flying requirements found in  Table 
4.1.  
The various control, surfaces outl ined in  this repor t  w i l l  be 
control led by electr ic servos. This system i s  designed t o  be 
dependable, easily maintainable, and simple enough for  the fabrication 
of the aircraft in space. Since such servos are now used extensively on 
mi l i tary aircraft, they are already proven to  be reliable. The ease of 
maintenance i s  accomplished by having only three systems in the 
cont ro l  loop. These divisions are the p i lo t 's  controls, the 
signal-carrying wires, and the servos, each of which are easily 
accessed. Since the servos are mounted and calibrated a t  the factory, 
and the wires are disconnected a t  the aircraft's seams, the fabrication 
i s  t r iv ia l .  One last  characteristic i s  that since the servos are 
electrically activated, they can also serve as t r im tabs since they may 
be moved during fl ight to  correspond to  a neutral st ick position. As 
discussed above, th is system i s  well suited f o r  the design 
requirements. 
In conclusion, the designed control  surfaces and overal l  
configuration are consistent with, and frequently perform be t te r  than 
the design requirements. 
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Flulna Reauirements; 
Gondi tion Reaui rem en t 
Take-off rotat ion The abi l i ty  t o  r o t a t e  
a t  0.9VTO. 
Engine-out control The abi l i ty  t o  maintain 
a straight f l i gh t  path a t  
0.9VTo w i t h  OEl, D = 0, 
and dr max. 
ne-out control The abi l i ty  t o  maintain 
a straight f l i gh t  path a t  
1.1 OVTO, 0.75dr ma%, 
and f = So 
Ban ked turn Sustain a 30' banked, 
coordinated turn a t  
Vcrui se and hcruise. 
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Perf orrna nce 
Rotation velocity i s  
0 . 9 5 V ~ o  
A t  V = 70 m/s, w i t h  OEl 
only 2.4' o f  rudder 
deflect ion i s  needed t o  
maintain a straight 
path. 
A t  V = 85 m/s only 72% 
( 1  8 9  o f  rudder 
deflect ion i s  needed 
whi le f = 1.70'. 
A 40" banked turn i s  
possible a t  these 
conditions. 
R o l l  response 
S t a l l  
R o l l  30' wi th in  2 sec. 
o f  a maximum aileron 
deflection a t  Vcruise 
Only 1 l o  o f  aileron 
deflection i s  needed t o  
r o l l  30" i n  2 s. 
Suff ic ient  control power See explanation* 
t o  hold Cm = 0 a t  CL max 
a t  landing conditions 
Roll response R o l l  30" wi th in  2 seconds Same r o l l  response as 
o f  f u l l  aileron deflect ion previously stated since 
a t  Vapproach the veloci t ies are 
s i  m i  1 ar. 
Crosswind landing Suff ic ient  directional A loo sidesl ip can be 
maintained using only 
4.89* o f  rudder 
deflection. 
control t o  hold D = 10' 
Ful l  rudder Maintain wings l e v e l  A 51" sideslip i s  
sidesl ip i n  a fu l l  rudder sideslip maintained w i t h  a f u l l  
using only 75% o f  the 
l a t e r a l  control power 
rudder deflectionof 2S0 .  
This requires a 67% 
aileron def.( 1 3 . 6 O )  
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* Due t o  the canard conf igurat ion,  i t  i s  impossib le  t o  s t a l l  the 
a i r c r a f t  unless the  center o f  g rav i ty  is located 0.31 m behind the 
neut ra l  point. A t  landing, 
a i r c r a f t  angle o f  a t tack  equal t o  4.84". 
CL = 0.89C~ max i s  a t ta inab le  w i t h  an 
Tab le  4.1 
S t a b i l i t u  and Con t ro l  D e r i v a t i v e s  
S ides l ip  angle,D 
 cy^ = -0.765/rad C ~ D  = 0.05 17/rad CnB = 0.089/rad 
Roll ing velocity, p 
Cyp = 0.041 /rad C lp  = -0.622/rad Cnp =-O.l85/rad 
A i l e ron  deflect ion, da 
Cyda = O.O/rad c1 da =-0.195/rad Cnda = 0 .0063I rad  
Rudder deflect ion, d r  
Cydr = 0.05 12/rad Cldr  =-O.O344/rad Cndr =-0.182/rad 
Angle o f  attack, a 
CLa = 7S06 / rad  C M ~  = -3.1 S i r a d  - 
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STRUCTURAL ANA1 YSlS MICHAEL ENRIGHT 
? .  
- 
I ne s n c t u r e  o f  the Mars a i rcraf t  i s  a relat ively simple structure consisting 
of spars, WPDS, and skin covering, i n  addition t o  the engines, iandlng gear,etc. 
F13~1res 5.1 t m c u g h  5.7 i l lustrate the moments, snears, and loads acting on 
2 
v ? ~ ? p t i c  b b -  - 5 , r - C  4 .  b d  9f ;he wing. Tae loads for the wing hf t  and tne wing weight were 
- m e  x i n o  Snrenk approximations. From these loads i t  then SeComes necesmy  t o  
:es!r?? 4 2 structure that w i l l  support these loads. Tne maximum momlent tT\e wing 
e x p e r m c e s  occurs at  the root and has a value of  20,292 N-M In 1G f l ignt ,  This 
nmber  was then multipllecl by 4.5 t o  accomodate a maximum 3G f l igh t  ana a 
safe;y factor of 1.5. From th is  value, other parameters had t o  be incorporated t o  
fin3 :he Cirnensions of the spar that wouid sugport i t, these belng where along the 
cncrc! snouid tne center of the cross section be placed, and which type o f  ma te fM,  
OW tc i t ' s  ult imate yleld strength, should be used. Because of  the high moment on 
-W 2 t m  wing it became necessary to abandon the idea of  a circular cross 
Sec:m, anr: try ones of  a different shape. Af ter  experimentation w i t h  S e W a l  
lyes ,  ar! Ell i9t ical cross section w2s chosen, which w i l l  be centered 2 t  the 
quzr;er c:md iength. FIgure 5.8 illilstrates tne wing cross section at  t h e  rW:, 
~ 9 E . f :  ".e X Z x i i Y i W l  thicknesf Is .36 meters. FOllo\%'iPg are t!Y ClTensiSX fCT I!?? 
2;- 3r: 
q; &A?. 
-c1 
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.' semi-horizontal axis = 0.30 meters 
semi-vertical axis = 0.15 meters 
thickness = 4.5 x 1 OE-4 meters 
" .  
5 e m s e  r,ef:ain i;arts o f  the aircraft experience greater stresses than otners, the 
a:rcrzfr: w:i Se made out o f  two different Advanced Composite MaI?TialS, 
&ror,/Eaoxy and Graphite/Epoxy. Some characteristics of each are shown b e h w :  
Densitv (lb/in3) 
Eoron/Eooxy 0.070 276 
Graph i te/Epoxy 0.055 214 
Ultimate S trenath (hi) 
Borsn/Epoxy "3s chosen for the spars and webs on the main wing and the cznard. 
i t  will aiso be used for the frame o f  the fuselage, which w i l l  consist of t w o  spars, 
m e  m each siqe of  the pod, and cross-fasteners wi th  a Mylar covering over the 
top. Tne pod w i l l  be made out of Graphite/Epoxy except for the clear plasticpanel 
"cn w i i i  also serve as an entrance into the pod. The rest of  the a i rcraf t  wnich 
I 
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ctxr  than the wing i tself  past the 7 meter point is  outrigger gear, which $as 
neg1:gible weght. A t  six meters along the span both the engine and the thruster 
x? iorated, which again can be seen in figures 5.1 and 5.4, in addition t o  figures 
?e:s~s+ of the weight concentraticn a t  this point webs were put direct ly on each 
5 _ .  69 art l l j J  n 3 . E  The engine and :ne thruster weigh 150.33 N and 23.6 N, respexively. 
- 
I 
e.. Je c: :ne q i n e  and thruster The spacing for the remaining webs is  as follows: 
0.50 meiers 
0.75 meters 
0 < span < 7 meters 
7 < span < 10.75 meters 
The cmard consists o f  only a thruster located a t  5 meters, which like on the 
vain wing w i i l  nave a we0 directly on either side, but other man these, tney will  
also be spaced by 0.75 meters. Figure 5.7 describes the loads acting on the canara 
f o r  1G f l p t ,  the i i f t ,  the canard welght, and the thruster wight. As was done for 
:ne m m  wing, the canard's l i f t  and weight 
were der:vec using Shrenk apl;roximations. 
L m i y  figures 5.9 and 5.10 show all  the important structural dimensions and 
6 p m t s  were the structure w i l l  be disassembled for transport. This along 
:WT, 2 ;itlore In depth discussicn of  the fuselage w i l l  be discussed in the secticn on 
h r q y  ana Assembly. 
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Surface ODera t i ons: Nick Jasper 
The landing and take off systems in this a i rcraf t  offer a large degree of 
variability in  how the aircraft i s  operated. The systems are designed t o  provide 
both conventional landing and take off and ver t ica l  landing and take off. It i s  
intended t o  be used primarily in  a conventional mode due to  the fuel limitations 
imposed by VTOL maneuvers. The VTOL capability enables the craft t o  perform 
rescue missions and operate from unprepared sites. This make's i t  useful for  
ferrying personnel and small payloads t o  remote outposts. Also because of the 
VTOL capability, the aircraft can be delivered t o  Mars and put into operation 
before a landing strip i s  completed for it. It would, however, suffer an endurance 
penalty i f  i t  had t o  VTOL at  a l l  times. 
The VTOL Sustem: 
The VTOL system consists of  five, vectorable, 2500 N thrusters based on the 
design used for Viking lander's main engines. The possibility of just taking them 
'off the shelf,' and making the necessary modifications makes their use a l l  the 
more attractive. They are hydrozine fueled and share a common fuel system with 
the main propulsion system. They have a length of 23 cm and a diameter of 22 cm. 
( 1 )  In order t o  allow them to  be swept 9 5 O  from the vertical i n  any direction 
without striking the aircraft, they are mounted with a ball-in-socket joint a t  the 
end of an 13 cm, rotating shaft. The ball-in-socket joint pivots 95' from the 
vertical and the shaft can rotate 360O; i n  this manner the thrusters are fully 
vectorable. The extra 5" i s  t o  allow the thrusters t o  be vectored horizontally 
regardless of the body angle of attack, which i s  always less than 4 . 9 O ,  according 
t o  Stability h Control. 
I 
1 
The layout of the thrusters r e l a t i w  t o  the aircraft can be seen in  figure 1 .  
There are three thrusters on the rear wing, two o f  which ars 5 m o f f  t-he center 
line and st .75 chord and the third i s  along the center line a t  the trailing edge of 
the fuselage. The two thrusters up front are also located 6 m o f f  the center line 
and are 3 t  the half chord of t-he canard. The spacing off the center line of b m 
corresponds t o  the same longitudinal axis as the propellers. This makes tying them 
into the fuel system simpler, and, by displacing them from the center axis, 
provides better control. The center a f t  thruster i s  positioned further back than 
the others due t o  a space conflict wi th the rea r  landing gear. Also due t o  the gear 
location, i t s  range o f  motion i s  l imited from facing forward at  a l l .  This does not 
cause any diff iculty. The three back-two up configuration works out very well f o r  
the center of gravity location. A t  gross take off weight, t o  hover wi th  no nose up 
o r  down moment, the :'NO front and one center line rear  thruster must put out max 
thrust while the two outer thrusters i n  the back need only provide 81.2% of their 
to ta l  thrust i n  the vertical direction. This corresponds t o  a yaw moment 
capability of 17.5 kN-m o r  2.8 kN-m of r o l l  moment. These moments would be 
higher a t  lower weights but the percentage o f  thrust provided by the two outlying 
rear  thrusters compared t o  t o  the other thrusters remains approx. 8 1 %. 
The choice of f ive 2500 N thrusters instead of four larger  thrusters also 
provides survivability should one thruster fail. I t  can be seen from fig. 1 that i f  
any one of the thrusters were t o  fail, the cg would remain inside the trapezoid 
formed by the other four. This indicates that the aircraft could maintain an even 
keel and not r o l l  o f f  on a wing as i t  descends. I f  any one o f  the thrusters off the 
center line were t o  fa i l ,  then the pilot should immediately shut down the thruster 
which i s  across the diagonal from i t  and go t o  fu l l  vert ical  thrust on the remaining 
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two diagonal thrusters. He then needs t o  add enough vertical thrust from the a f t  
center thruster t o  counteract the resulting ro l l .  When a worst case, computer 
aided, analysis i s  done (2) (3) (thruster failure after a 15 m VTOL from maximum 
take oft' weight) the weight a t  faiilire (due t o  a minimum required fuel burn) i s  
7454.6 N. The single rear  thruster applies 32.Y of i t s  t o t a l  thrust and this leaves 
the thrust short of the weight by 1641.7 N. After the craft drops 15 m, taking into 
account the decreasing weight due t o  fuel burn and drag, it strikes the ground wi th  
a velocity of  5.255 m/s. This corresponds t o  dropping the plane from a height of 
3.67 m wi th  no thrusters. It was wi th  this i n  mind that the landing gear was 
designed, and it should be survivable wi th  no damage. 
The only other, single thruster, failure which would result i n  a situation 
other than that just discussed, would be i f  the single center line thruster were to  
fail. If this were t o  happen, then the vertical component of  thrust i n  the 
remaining rear  thrusters would have t o  be increased, and, other than that, i t  would 
not present any severe problems. The pilot i n  the heaviest load scenario described 
above would s t i l l  have 1250 N of excess thrust t o  either complete his maneuver, 
o r  make a regular VTOL landing. 
The Landina Gear: 
The landing gear design has many criteria which i t  must satisfy, and i t  has 
done so reasonably well. The general configuration of  the gear can be seen on the 
3-view a t  the beginning o f  the paper, and consists of two main gear, located along 
the center line (Fig 21, and two outrider gear, t o  keep the plane from tipping, 
located 10 m o f f  the center line along the main wing. It should be noted that the 
nose gear i s  exceptionally close t o  the cg. This i s  due t o  a communication problem 
before the freeze date. Believing the cockpit t o  be located directly above and 
6- 3 
extending t-o just behind the canard, the nase gear was t o  be placed below the 
middle of  the cockpit. Later, when the cockpit was moved further aft, the nose 
gear inadvertently got moved wi th  it, and this change was not noted unti l  after the 
freeze date. The nose gear was not intended t o  be so close t o  the cg. It would be 
preferable f o r  i t  t o  be approximately as far from the cg 3s the r e a r  gear. The rest 
of  the gear design has been affected by this change. Although i t  i s  not optimum, 
the gear configuration appears t o  be adequate. 
First o f  all, as mentioned above, the landing gear must survive an impact of  
5.255 m/s. There i s  a direct relationship between impact veloci ty and shock 
absorber stroke i n  the gear, and that i s  given by (ignoring wheel displacement 
under impact): (4) 
where: S total shock displacement, all gear 
qs efficiency of shock absorber 
w impact velocity 
g gravitational acceleration on Earth 
1 reaction factor of the aircraft 
By choosing the impact velocity t o  be 5.255 m/s, the shocks to  be liquid 
springs w i th  an efficiency of .8S, and the frame t o  have the same reaction factor 
as 8 transport (2.51, i t  i s  found that the t o t a l  shock displacement needed i s  721 
cm. The design chosen, as seen in  figure 2, can easily displace up t o  60 cm apiece 
and, i f  forced t o  maximum deflection, may even displace as much as 85 cm apiece. 
6- 4 
This maximum displacement just keeps the middle section of the gear l eg  from 
moving between the wheels. This i s  because there may not be enough clearance 
due t o  flattening o f  the t i r e  under such a heavy impact. This gives a total 
deflection of 1.7 m and, theoretically, could withstand an impact of 8.07 m/s, or, 
i n  other words, a free fa l l  from 8.66 m. More than likely though, such an impact 
would overstress the wing roots, since i t  i s  highly questionable that the wings 
could deflect sufficiently 10 m away, where the outrigger gear are located. Even 
i f  the wings could deflect enough, since the outrigger gear contain no shock 
absorbing mechanism, they, along with the vertical stabilizer bui l t  around them, 
would probably be crushed. The 1.5 m length of  the landing gear, i n  addition t o  
being able t o  take a high impact, also serves the purpose of keeping the thwsters 
away from the ground. With the thrusters pointing straight down, this keeps them 
1.14 m above the ground. This elevation i s  necessary t o  keep the rockets from 
throwing up excessive amount of debris, which could cause damage t o  the aircraft. 
Normally, landing gear struts are about three times the shock absorber 
stroke. (4) This problem i s  avoided by the use of  l iquid springs as mentioned 
before. Instead of keeping all the liquid i n  the strut, as i s  usually the case, there 
is B liquid reservoir above the shock i n  the fuselage. When the shock deflects, the 
fluid goes into the fuselage, and back out again as the shock extends. There are 
also small electric pumps in  the fuselage that allow the gear t o  be pumped UP o r  
bled off t o  whatever length desired. The purposdor this w i l l  be discussed i n  
more depth later. 
The t i r e  size choice for the gear was based on observation of t i r e  sizes on 
comparably sited aircraft (Leer Jet, Aztecs, Dornier commuter aircraft) rather 
than empirical formula since the fomula do not appear t o  interpolate t o  other 
, 
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gravities (4). The tires are a t  a differential pressure of approx. 4.2 kglcrr? (60 
psi). This fal ls into the range of what i s  used for operation from hard desert sand, 
hard grass, and tarmac wi th  a poor foundation (4). These conditions seem t o  be 
most l ike that which exists on Mars. Therefore construction of  the runway i s  less 
expensive, since i t  needn't he concrete. The braking coefficient o f  the system i s  
equal t o  .6. 
The two main gear are retractable. They don't tuck into the fuselage, 
however. They merely move up out of the way as much 8s possible t o  l ay  
lengthwise along the fuselage. They ut i l ize an electrically driven, four bar l ink 
and the front gear fold rearward, while the rear  gear, t o  avoid the center thruster, 
fold forward. The two outrigger wheels, which are part of  the vertical stabilizer 
structure, do not retract, but are obviously streamlined by the stabilizer. 
Conventional LandinQ & Take off:  
For a conventional take off,  the aircraft's gear must a l l  be pumped up so 
that the plane si ts high and level. If the aircraft i s  not level, (angle of attack = 0) 
then the canard cannot generate enough l i f t  t o  ro ta te  the plane around the rear  
gear, which i s  substantially further back than the cg (the normal point of  
rotation]. The pilot then applies fu l l  thrust t o  the props and however much rocket 
thrust as he desires. The amount depends upon how much fuel he wishes t o  use i n  
6 tradeoff for how short he wishes the ground roll. When the plane reaches 80 
2.5" and l i f t s  of f .  As soon as he leaves the ground, the 
order not t o  waste any more fuel, and the aircraft climbs up 
m/s, he rotates t o  
thrusters are cut in  
and out. 
For a convent on81 landing, the pilot f l ies i n  over the 15 m obstacle (the 
prospects of actually finding a 15 m obstacle on Mars are very poor and therefore 
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i n  doing the landing and take o f f  analysis i t  would've been more reasonable t o  use 
a height of 7.5 m o r  10 m) a t  approximately 71 m/s and flares before touchdown 
ki l l ing most of his vertical velocity. As soon as the t a i l  gear touches, the plane 
w i l l  ro ta te  down and the nose gear w i l l  touch right away, since the canard w i l l  not. 
be able t o  hold the nose up against the moment about the rear  wheel. As soon as 
the impact i s  absorbed, the pilot w i l l  bleed the nose gear down t o  a length of  .925 
m. This w i l l  cause an angle of attack of - 3.5" and lower the CL. (This amount o f  
down angle w i l l  s t i l l  leave the front thrusters 21.5 em clearance.) By spoiling as 
much of  the l i f t  as possible in  this manner (the plane has no flaps o r  other such 
high l i f t  system), the downforce on the gear i s  as large as possible allowing more 
effective breaking. The pilot must also apply a certain amount of forward thrust 
from the rear  thrusters in  order t o  stop before running o f f  the end of  the runway. 
Thrust i s  applied i n  the rear only t o  keep from stirr ing up dust around the cockpit 
and obscuring the pilot's view. Obviously, the more fuel he has l e f t  aboard, the 
more inertia he has and the more thrust he must apply. 
Take Off and Landina Performance: 
In order t o  analyze the landing and takeoff performance f o r  both VTOL and 
conventional maneuvers, four computer programs were written. A l l  four have the 
same basic structure with only the necessary changes made for which maneuwr i s  
actually being looked at. The programs take into account the following: the 
varying thrust of  the propellors, the drag of the aircraft in both the vertical and 
horizontal directions, the sweep ra te  of  the thrusters, the fuel burn r a t e  o f  the 
propellors, the fuel bum r a t e  of the thrusters wi th  varying thrust output, the 
reduction in  weight as fuel i s  burned, the vaying of  thruster output as i s  needed 
t o  support the aircraft,  and the in  fl ight variance of  the body angle o f  attack wi th 
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i t s  effect on l i f t  and drag. A l l  of the above i s  read in from the keyboard as is: 
specific impulse, maximum values of the ver t ica l  and horizontal velocities, 
obstacle height, headwind, surface area of the plane, drag polar, coefficient of 
l ift, and how small of B time increment t o  integrate over. The only thing which 
the programs does not t o  take into account are the ground effects on l i f t  and drag. 
For  take off a t  a fully loaded weight of 7502 PI, the fuel burns, round rol ls, 
to ta l  takeoff lengths over 15 m obstacle and time required for maneuverar as 
f 01 low: 
I 
171.8 N 1 
time ground roll to ta l  distance fuel burned 
Conventional: 
= 12500 19.56 s .47 km 1.1 km thrusters 
Tthnrsters = 0 
31.62 s 
318. s 
.98 km 
12.3 km 
1.6 km 
13.4 km 
160.3 N 
95.4 N 
I VTOL 15.3 s .6 km 214.2 N 
As can be seen, i f  the distance traveled in flight before clearing the 
obstacle i s  included, then, even with maximum thrust, take off cannot be achieved 
in  less than 1 km. If however, the ground r o l l  only were t o  be considered then with 
6000 N of added thrust, the 1 km goal would barely be reached for what seems a 
good compromise fuel consumption. It i s  also interesting to note that without the 
aid of the thrusters, the propellors alone would be totslly inadequate. 
I 
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Landings a t  just under fu l l  load w i l l  not be examined since there would be 
no need t o  try t o  conserve fuel and the p i l o t  could chose t o  land vertically o r  
horizontally a t  his option. 
Landing wi th  just enough fuel l e f t  t o  get or: the ground and stopped requires 
49 N when using VTOL. When landing conventionally the optimum landing 
parameters turn out t o  be using 1SO0 N of reverse thrust upon touchdown. This 
w i l l  use 32 N of fuel and have of ground ro le  of .6 16 km. I f  an approach speed o f  
70.9 m/s and sink ra te  of 5 m/s i s  used along wi th  a touchdown speed of 57 m/s 
and sink r a t e  of  .5 m/s, and the velocities are assumed t o  be linear i n  between; 
then the distance between crossing over the obstacle and touching down i s  -384 km 
fo r  a to ta l  landing length of  1.00 km. 
The fuel bum for VTOL a t  less than full load and greater than no load w i l l  be 
discussed in th8 Rescue Scenario discussion. 
Ground S u ~ ~ o r t  & Conclusions: 
The only real  diff iculty posed by the current landing gear system i s  that 
since the bottom o f  the fuselage i s  1.5 m o f f  the ground then the top of the cockpit 
i s  3 m high. How does the pilot get into something that i s  9 f t  high? When the 
craft i s  a t  a prepared bas8 wi th  refueling capability, this poses no prObl8m. The 
fueling point i s  i n  the back of the cockpit beside the rear seat. Therefore, the 
pilot can get i n  and out when they bring over the refueling equipment, which must 
obviously include a ladder. When landing a t  a remote sight the pilot w i l l  have t o  
use the backup system. This consists of a simple rope and stick ladder wi th  a 
foldable frame t o  hold i t  about .3 m away from the fuselage. Although climbing a 
rope ladder i n  a pressure suit on Earth might be diff icult, i t  should be comparable 
6- 9 
on Mars t o  doing i t  without the suit on Earth. 
In trying t o  @hat type of airf ield would be needed f o r  this aircraft 
one has t o  consider the high take off speeds and approach speeds. This i s  offset by 
the fact that with the low pressure tires i t  can operate on cleared and compacted 
Mars soil. It would be best therefore t o  construct a 2 km runway o f  compacted 
d i r t  o r  perhaps crushed rock. This length would give the pi lot room t o  shut down 
and come t o  a halt even i f  he's going 75 m/s when he makes the abort decision. 
The VTOL, assisted conventional take off and landing system looks t o  be a 
very feasible and versatile way t o  meet the design requirements. Without the dual 
capability, either the endurance goal o r  the rescue capability would have had t o  
been sacrificed. 
References: 
1) Class handout on Viking Main Engine 
2) Vertical take o f f  program 
3) Vertical landing program 
4) Class handout: Chapter 10: The undercarraige layout 
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WE I GHTS AND BALANCES PATRICIA PERKINS 
From the original sizing example, Group 3 had an estimated weight of  7000 
Newtons on Mars (Nmars). As the design process progressed, the goal weight 
changed t o  7400 Nmars. Component weights were calculated using a number of 
equations compiled by Jan Roskam (Ref 1 ). A t  the preliminary design stage, the 
gross take of f  weight was 7953 Nmars, wi th the majority of weights belng 
approximations. Presently, few component weights remain estimates. The 
majority are known. As can be seen on the detatled weight breakdown (Fig 7- 11, 
the final gross take off weight i s  7502 Nmars. The final weight iteration t o  be 
run produced the following results: 
INPUT I OUTPUT 
2893.5 I 4053.5 
4053.5 I 4349.7 
4349.7 I 4419.0 
4419.0 I 4435.0 
4435.0 I 4430.7 
4438.7 I 4439.4 
4439 lbs Earth = 7502 Nmars 
Maximum Take Off Weight 7502 Nmars 
Operattng Empty Weight 3802 Nmars 
Maxlmum Landing Weight 5002 Nmars 
Useful Load Fraction 0.493 
Maximum Fuel Fraction 0.333 
7- I 
Stabi l i ty  and Control provided a f inal center of gravity range of 9.35 to  9.8 
meters from the canard aerodynamic center. Although th is  range decreased 
cons idmbly  frtm that given a t  the preliminary design stage, no problems L v m  
encountered. All center of gravit ies fa l l  w i th in  the range as can be seen from 
figure 7-2 except that for  the " 1  passenger, zero fuel" situation. This does not 
present a problem, however, because  the ai rcraf t  would not be f lowfl  in such a 
situatfon. The center o f  gravity does fa l l  between the landing gear, so the 
a i rc ra f t  will sit steady on the ground. 
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WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
GrOUD Indication 
Airframe Structures 
Wing 
Canard 
Tal 1 
Fusel age 
Landing Gear 
Nacelles 
Struts 
Propulsion Group 
Propeller Rockets 
Fuel System 
Engine System 
Propeller 
Thrusters 
Airframe Equipment 
Instruments 
H draulic Group 
Erect r i ca 1 Group 
Electronics Group 
Furnishings 
Basic Empty Weight 
Oi l ,  Residual Fuel 
2747 
1300 
795 
37 
395 
117 
49 
54 
746 
20 
118 
34 
43 1 
1 43 
292 
17 
108 
100 
17 
50 
3785 
17 
Operational Empty Weight 3802 
Fuel 2500 
Payload 1200 
Gross Take O f f  Weight 7502 
% w t  
36.6 
173 
10.6 
0.5 
5.3 
1.6 
0.6 
0.7 
10.0 
0.3 
1.6 
0.5 
5.7 
1.9 
3.9 
0.2 
1.4 
1.4 
0.2 
0.7 
50.5 
0.2 
50.7 
33.3 
16.0 
100.0 
Moment Arm 
15.300 
0.225 
15.800 
7.875 
7.8751 15.5 
16.000 
7.800 
16.000 
8.500 
5.375 
17.000 
.375/ 16.01 16.5 
5.375 
7.875/ 15.500 
8.875 
5.37s 
5.875/7 625 
1 6.000 
9.000 
s.a75/7.625 
* A l l  weights in Nmars 
X+ A l l  moment arms in meters from canard aerodynamic center 
Fig 7-1 
7-3 
Z(Nm> 
26426 0 
19890 0 
178.9 
584 6 
31 10.6 
1456 7 
783 
421 2 
10241 4 
320.0 
1003.0 
182.8 
7327.0 
1408.6 
2670 i 
91 4 
1262.3 
887.5 
91.3 
337 5 
39337.5 
272.0 
39609.5 
22500.0 
352514575 
70209 5 
W t  cg* 
F1 i aht Condition (Nmars) (m) - 
A. Gross Take Off 7502 9.359 
6. 2 Pass, Zero Fuel 5002 9.538 
C. 1 Pass, Full FuelH 6902 9.509 
D. 1 Pass, Zero FuelH 4402 9,798 
E. Operational Empty Weight 3802 10,418 
* ,411 center cf  gravities measured from canard aeroaynamlc center 
For ” 1 Passenger” flight conditlons, passenger must be in front seat 
CENTER OF GRAVITY TRAVEL DIA6RAM 
‘“I I 
I ‘  
3OOo’ 
9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 10.0 10.2 10.4 10.6 
cy (m) 
Fig 7-2 
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COST ANALYSIS 
Utilizing the 
costs to design, 
PAT MORONEY 
SA1 Planetary Cost Model, a very rough estimation of the 
engineer, test, and operate the Mars aircraft was 
determined. Shown below are the weights of various components of the 
aircraft entered under categories provided in the cost estimation software. 
The resulting costs are general amounts since the software was designed 
for spacecraft. A complexity factor of 1.0 was assumed throughout the 
analysis. The weights of the fuel and payload were not included in the 
analysis. Hard copies of the spreadsheets containing the totals follow this 
section. 
cATK;oRy Y!ada 
STRUCTURES 757 
THERMAL 110 
ATTITUDE CTRL 100 
REACTION CONTROL 3 7 
COMMUNICATIONS 5 
ELECTRICAL POWER 1 8 
PROPULSION 194 
If 150 kg is removed from structures ................. $567.6 
If 150 kg is removed from structures a 
As shown, the most likely solution to reducing costs would be to build the 
aircraft out of a lighter material instead of decreasing the weight of the 
JOTAL COST !rrullron.s of $1 . .  
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
$596.3 
If 50 kg is removed from propulsion .................... $586.2 
50 kg is removed from propulsion .......... $567.5 
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1 MICHAEL ENRIGHT 
As was stated in the previous structure section, the aircraft w i l l  be divided a t  
8 separate points which are shown and numbered In figure 5.10. The f i r s t  three 
points w i l l  be along the main wing. Point 1 , just  as point 3, w i l l  divide the wing 
into two sections. Point 2 i s  where the two wings w i l l  meet and be attached to 
the fuselage. This w i l l  break the wing into four sectlons, A, 8, C, and D. Sections 
A and D w i l l  have lengths of 8.75 meters, and sections B and C w i l l  have lengths of 
10 meters. The engines w i l l  be easily disassembled and the propellers w i l l  also 
come o f f  the engines. Points 4 and 5 act the same as points 1 and 3 , and point 5 
acts as point 2. By this design the canard is  also broken into four sectlons C, D, E, 
and F. Sections C and F w i l l  be 5.5 meters i n  length, and sections D and E w i l l  be 7 
meters i n  length. The next part of the aircraft to disassemble i s  the pod, It w l l l  7 
disattach from the fuselage. The fuselage w i l l  consfst of two bars, which w i l l  be 
connected by cross stiffeners and have a Mylar fabric covering. These bars w i l l  
break up at points 7 and 8. They w i l l  attach by screwing into each other and then 
locking into place, then the cross fasteners would be connected and the covering 
put back in place. The fuselage length w i l l  be approximately 13 meters, therefore 
there w i l l  be two pieces of 6.5 meter length, and two of 7 meter length ( there Is 
an extra have meter since the pipes w i l l  have to screw onto each other. These 
pipes or tubes w i l l  made out of Boron/Epoxy (as stated i n  structures) of which the 
dimensions are given in stabi l i ty and control. We were given by the spacecraft 
b 
I 
I 
1 1 - 1  
group a tube in which the materials w i l l  be stored the dimensions of  the tube are a 
4 meter diameter by a 14 meter length. This w i l l  be more than enough since our 
largest length is  10 meters and our largest diameter Is a 2 meter chord for the 
w lng. 
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Rescue Scenario: Hick Jasper 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Gue t o  the VTOL capabilities of this aircraft, i t  i s  ideally suited for rescue 
missions. In the event that i t  becomes necessary t o  perform a rescue, the mission 
w i l l  consist o f  a conventional take off, a ve r t i ca l  landing, a vertical take off, and 
finally, a conventional landing again. The mission w i l l  be performed wi th  oniy one 
man aboard and in  the second seat an expendable 600 N fuel tank w i l l  be strapped. 
Since hydrazine i s  much denser than a man in  a pressure suit, i t  w i l l  f i t  i n  easily. 
This tank w i l l  attach directly into the main fuel supply v ia  the refueling point in  
the back of the cockpit. It was for this purpose that the refueling point was 
placed there. Upon reaching the downed man the plane would have t o  execute a 
vertical landing, and then a vertical take off again. The fl ight out t o  the downed 
airman could consume a large amount of  fuel, i f  the downed airman had been 
operating near the radius of  operations when he went down. A sample fuel burn for 
a vertical landing a t  a weight of  6252 N (half 8 normal fuel load burned o f f )  would 
require 62 N. To execute a vertical take off a t  a weight of 6790 N (6252 N minus 
the fuel burned landing plus the 600N man) would require approximately 190 N. 
Notice that while i t  takes only 252 N f o r  the VTOL cycle, the plane originally took 
on 600N more fuel than i t  usually f lys dual seat missions with. The difference o f  
348 N means that i n  the rescue scenario, i t  can f ly well beyond i t s  normal two 
man operating radius. It can exceed i t s  normal range by almost 300 km. It i s  
theref ore an ideal rescue vehicle. 
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AIRCRAFT DESIGN 
sElaw2M 
BY 
Michael Brody - Surface Operations 
Timothy Ehmke - Smctures 
Kurt Heier - Aerodynamics 
Daniel Ramshaw - Performance 
Kentaro Sugiyama - Power and Propulsion 
John Walter - Weights and Balances 
Arlene Zander - Stability and Control 
. .  . - ' . .  
The task of designing a manned alrcrdt for use In the Mattian atmosphere has 
proved to be a v81y challenging octMty.  However. the success of this praect appears 
to have been reoched. The main god ofthe project b to be oble to fly an aircraft safely 
over the surface of Mars while gathering geological data mainly from the use of 
photoorapy ond radar. S p e c m c ~ ,  the aircraft must dccomodate the equivalent of a 
12000 N paylood On MOB and 6;6?&fOrem houri. 
. ( r  
To accomplish this gool, the biggest obstacle to overcome h the preliminary 
d e a n  configumth hod to be a t t a c k e d  directly. Tne extr8mW kw density (1.42 x l(r2 
kg//m3 on IUWS, or a& 1 percent d ~ 0 ~ s )  was a w factor in ttm drcrcdt to 
a rother large wingspan of 50 meten. Since keep lno  the &craft's overall W h t  to a 
mWmm was a b o  major concern, It naturdyfpllawed r i b  that a sultobb byout forthe uuff 
would resemble a YIyin~ wing'. It wo) thk dean ph#osoghy d low weight and brge 
wingspan that bod tothe conflguratlon shwn In detol InthoThree Vrew Drawing. A 
canard, whkh Is nearly 0 '8cOIed down' vWSlOn Of the w ~ Q ,  wos added for incteosed 
* L  
t 
stability and control. . -  
The intial analysis d the objecth/es and speclficm of thb project led to the use 
of sdar energy as a means to propel the aircraft. The decrased gravity, colder 
temperatures, ond thinner a t m m  d Mars 08 corn- to E m ,  combine to give 
the sdar power effecthness of the former's W e  as gr0d 0) the latt&s. AIso Include 
'unlimited' endurance, constant welgM, flexibl8 choices In the ms of crulse, the 
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ever-lncreaslng improvements In the use of solar power. and one can see how this 
choke appears optlmal. However, tt was determined that the use of sdar power would 
give better performance resuits V tt was compllmerrted with the addition of fuel cells. 
Due to the cedbw weight and hlgh power output chamctefkks, the rate of climb of the 
aircraft, for Instance. would increose obout 50 percent. The combination of these power 
sources has been optimized wfth gross weight to *Id the best performance possible, 
atthough a power sled must be used to get the croft airbourne due to a l a c k  of large 
excess power. 
L\WC 
Nonetheless, the design criterla for this okcraft3BJ been met and the goal of 
Mortlan alr travel quite reanstic. In this light. the detah concerning the aspects involved in 
the Major Technlcol Areas will now be presented. 
I i i  
Grrwe Weight : 6118N 
wircg L d h l  : 2!5.18Nln? 
Maximum Fuel WdgM : 391.9 N 
UsefulLoadFnction : 0.258 
Geametnr 
AR = 10 
h E  
A = 0.30 
t i c  = 0.1s 
Ref. wing k.. = 243m2 
= 19.87d.g. 
eerfannance 
= 7.84E4 c fuhFt  
Cruiseh 1.skm 
Cruise M = 0.327 
cruise v = 81mh 
Take-offFieldLength = 400m 
LandJnaspeed = 45.3mh 
Mut WingWdgM = 6118N 
OElClimbGrad&nt(%) = 0.0 
Maximum Taka4 Pomr : 26.4 kW . - -  
k c :Y hi *, N;r;w POWUladiIlQ 
Fuel Fndkn 
Akfdl 
Hlgh Lilt System 
- 15kg 
= 0.063 
= 0*0191 
= 0.75 
= 0.57 
Sea Level (RIG) = 1.53mlr W)maX - 17.3 
T.keon; % = 0.71 
StatiCMarginFhg8 = QlOtoa30 %mu - 1.32 
ActualC.G.Rango = 3.97b5.617m Wing; CL = 1.04 
%mw I 1.64 
AcceptableC.G.Range = 3.93b5.653rn 
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Gross Weight: 6559 N mars 
Wing Loading: 28.8 N/m 
Fuel Weight: No Fuel 
Useful Load Fraction: 0.16 
Geometnr 
Ref. Wing Area = 243 m3 
AR = 10 
Cruise: C b  = 0.0161 
eo = 0.75 
(UD)max = 18.6 
CL = 0.516 
M E  241 
Wno 1988 
Initial Sizing Data Summary 
Group #4 
Take-off; CL = Unknown at this time. 
Landing; 
CLmax = Unknown at this time. 
CL = Unknown at this time. 
CLmax = Unknown at this time. 
Maximum Take Off Power: 26 kw 
Power Loading: 188.1 N/kw 
Fuel Fraction: 0 - not computed yet 
E ng i ne/mo tor type : Brush Ies s 
DC,with rare earth magets 
No. of enginedmotors: 2 
Po rnaxlengine: 17.44 kw 
Cp unknown at this time 
h - 1 5 6 0 m  
V = 82 WS 
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In this section aerodynamlc data are presented, including sectlonol airfoil 
characteristics, poraslte drag data, drag m, and an anolysls of the canard. The 
alrcraft b essentlaliy a fiylng wing with a conard attached by a short fuselage boom. in 
thb analysis. some effects of the boom. such as body Induced drag, will be neglected 
because of Its small &e ( 1.2 meten h dlameter ) relotlve to the rest of the akcraft. 
Because of the low d e w  of the Martion atmosphere (approximately one 
percent of Earth denstty). an alrfdi had to be chosen whlch could operate at low 
Reynolds numbers, on the order of 2.5'1$. Recently, there hos been a renewed 
hterest In low Reynolds number alrtdl mearch. Most of this reseorch has been aimed 
at reduclng m e  of the losses due to lamlnaf teparatlon and the resulting high 
presswe drag and loss of Ilft. Low Reyndds number corrdmOrrr occur when there is a 
low air denslty, a low freestream velocfty, or small akfoil chord lengths. Some 
examples of thk flow can be seen in high omtude aircraft, low speed gllders, and small 
model drcraft. The octual Reynolds nunbers h this Martiar drcraR h c ~ b  wlll range 
f r ~ ~  1.1'1@ at t b  wing roo4 to 3.2'1@ Ot tne whg tip. No drtoib could be fovrd that 
could meet this requirement and a b  have a d 1.5 or m e r .  Wm this in mind, 
the UU03A dndl was chosen met. 1). This Moil has o maximum thickness to chord 
rotb of 15.78. a sectloml pit- moment of 4.170, a q m a  d 1.7, and on angb of 
attack for zero lift of 4.00 degrees (see Fig. 1 and Flg. 2). Using reference 2, the data 
gben for the aircraft were then used to determine and derive the necessary properties 
From inttial ddng lterotions, an aspect ratlo of 10 wos chosen. and from this a 
pianform area of 243 square meters and a wlhOspon d 50 meters was calculuted (see 
T a b b  1). Ms glves a wlng loadlng of 25.2 Newtons per square meter. A taper ra tb  of 
0.30 m d  a leodlng edge sweep angle of 10.78 degrees were chosen to meet stability 
requkements. One of the moh problem involved wtth a to#ess alrpbne k to achieve 
lift and moment equiflbrlum simultaneously. In this aircraft o canard Is used In 
ofthewing. 
L.. 
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sectional drag coefllclent M.. sectional Uft coefficient). The parasite drag, C D ~ ,  
conslsts of five separate contrlbutlorrs: the whg, canard, fuselage, vertical tali, and 
mlscelloneoub drag (Ref. 3 and Ref. 4). Because the aircroft essentially has no main 
tusebge (a flyhg wlng with a canard), the body induced drog can be considered 
negligible compared to the induced drag of the wlng. Even when the aircraft is 
cilmblng or descending, the angle of attack is less than two degrees for the fuselage. 
so induced effects can be considered negiliglble. W drag War for cruise, climb, 
and descent and the drag polar for the bndlng c o n f l g u ~  con be seen h Figure 6. 
The drog pdar far the takeaff conflgurdon Is the Same as thd of cruise because the 
aircraft k carted to takeoff speed without flaps deflected or londlng gear lowered. 
Table 4 shows Incremental parasite drag and lift coefficients for various flap 
deflectkm. The alrcraft will land with a 40 degree flap dellectlon, resuiting in an 
irrcrease of CD, f rwn 0.0191 to 0.0670. lndudhg bndhg gear drog. Figure 4 shows the Ilft 
coelficlent M angle of a t t a c k  for the akraft with fbps deflected 40 degrees. Chax k 
increased from 1.32 to 1.64. This Increase of 0.32 is two thirds of the incremental CL 
Increase of 0.474. Thb b a voild approximcrtbn. An OswoM's efficiency factor of 0.75 
was assumed when calcubting the drag pdar for the aircraft in cruise, and a decrease 
In Owaid's efilciency factor of -0.15 wos ossumed when calcubthg the drag polar for 
bndlng. 
Anather assumption made in the design is thot a laminar boundary layer k 
maintained and boundary layer transition should be prevented as long as no 
separation is present. For R e m  numbers between SOD and 5 O O D ,  It Is much 
e a d e r  to molntaln o kmhor boundary mer than to achieve o tronsmoCr for enough 
forward (Ref. 5). When calculating parasite drag coeffeclents for some of the 
surfaces, the skln friction coefncient was calculated assuming laminar flow over a fiat 
plate. 
The wing O f t  VJ. span distrlbutlon can be seen In Figure 7. A Schrenk 
approximation UKL~ used, overaging the elllptlcai Uft assumption with the linear iii of the 
tapered wing. These doto were supplied to the structures section along with the 
quarter chord pttchlng moment of -0.170. 
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Sectional Lift Coefficient vs. AOA 
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Lift Coefficient vs. Angle of Attack 
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S = 2 4 3 m 2  
AR= 10. 
PERFORMANCE 
Don Ramshaw 
h crUse-1500m 
The ondyds of the perfomonce of the Man aircraft reveob satisfactory 
results. The odginol sobr design was complknented Wm the odditlon of fuel cells 
to pIovlde the WC8SSary power fOr odequate PerfOrmOnCe. Sp9Cffically. the 
time to cllmb to the cruise attttude of 1500 m wos reduced from 26 munutes to 17 
mI*es. Hwever, the overall weight of the aircraf? dM not change significantly. 
but it was considered In the herotion process of maximizing performance 
characteristics with trade-offs between engine &e and gross weight. Due to' 
this, the aircraft will be able to meet Hs given requirements with a resonable 
amount of ease and safety considerations. The resutts of the evaluation of the 
performance chorocterirtlcs are os follows: 
a- i 
CIlmb 
ORIGINAL PAGE 93 
OF POOR QUALtTY 
Agdn, the rate of climb ha5 been Increased dgnlkmtty mahly due to 
the addition of fuel celk. Thk resutfs h an increase of power &table (26.5 kw) 
while holding the gross weight almost constant. The consequence of this can be 
seen h Graphs 1 and 2wherethe power Ovdhbk ond PowerrequLed are plotted 
ogolnstvekctty at sea level and at 750 m. The latter& Shawn because the rate of 
climb is lnearty and Inversely PropOrtiOnal to omtude,sothe cEmb rate & 750 mwill 
be the average climb rate over the entire range frm sea level to the design 
cndreomtudeafl500m 
For safety masons of ~ I f g  ObstOCles. the ciimb rate k cnoden to be 
the maxlmum possible climb rate of 1.5 m/s. The tlme. then. for the aimoft to 
climb to crutse attttude is 17 minutes. lhb climb rate is achieved by flying at 51 m/s 
which WM resutt In a ground dktance travel of 52.4 km. fhe climb speed's 
'cushion' above the stall speed of 44 m/S 4 not l arge .  but nonetheless, 
comfortable If the plane's speed I8 mltored we4 gnCe the end- of 8 
houn wos set os an hput pammeter to the sektfon of engb dze, wdght etc., 
the amaunt of fuel used will &e the froctkm of the amount of t h e  required to * 
CNbe 
The power ovoRobb and pawerrequlred asofunctbn dvelodtycan be 
seen h Graph 3. Thk graphcorresporrcls toan dmude d lSOOm as specMed by 
the d e a n  criteria. Slnce the sun Is obvlowty the energy source for the s d a r  
p ,  ' 1  
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portion of the propuWorr system, and the by product ofthe fuel cells (I. e. water) is 
collected, the weight of the plane wlll not vary in flight. Thb daws the type of 
crulse to be chosen as both constant attitude and constant veloctty. Simplicity 
and ease In the gatherhg of lnfomwtlon trOm the surface of Mors ore two main 
beneftts resulting from this choke d cndse type. Instruments used to take data 
from the surface do not have to be adjusted nearly os much tf  the attitude and 
velocity remain constant. 
Since the purpose of th9 missions of the Mors nights b to explore the 
surface, It would seem approprlute to cover as much distance os posdble. Thls is 
achieved by cruising at the moxlmum speed allowed by the propulsion 
limitatroru of 81 m/s. tt should be noted thot climb is impossibb at thls speed but 
this wlll not prove to be a problem for safety s h e  the piane b crulslng nearly a 
mile above sea level. The tlme allawed for cruise conditions wll be the remalnlng 
tlme from the,given 8 hours endurance after the climb and the descent times 
hovebeenalotted. Cocrsequentty.thecrubewBcoverobout~km(l200m8es) 
and take 6 hours 45 minutes. A design wfety factor d having 10 percent fuel 
remainlng has been built in tothb anatysb and has cut the cruise time and range 
sightly. Therefom, the cruise condltlon wll use 84.2 percent of the total fuel 
ova lloble . 
Assuming a cut-back In pawer of 85 percent and a nylng speed of 51 
m/s, the rate of descent wlll be 23 m/a The speed of 51 m/s b chosen because 
It. bychonce, oneoftheenginesshouldfo0, thiJbthespeedwhkhwlUpemttthe 
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POWER AND PROPULSION 
Kentoro Sugtyama 
The final conflguration of the power train System has been determined for the 
Martian aircraft. The prellmlnary power train system design relied completely upon 
solar power for propulsion. The final system design provides roughly 25 kw of power 
from solar photovottalc arrays while 42.4 kw-hrs (5.3 kw for 8 hours) of supplemental 
power Is provided by regenerative fuel cells and associated reactant tanks. In short, 
the system at design condttlons wlll produce approxlmotely 26.4 kw of power available 
(Po,) mer aerodynamic losses (due to propeller efnclency). Also, since the power 
output of the solor arrays k totally dependent upon the sdor Ilw lntenstty and operating 
temperature, the Pav may flucuate according to attttude,r@+sphedc. and seasonal 
conditions. 
' 4  
In selecting a candidate power train conflguratbn. several factors were 
cmldered: slmpllctty. technobglcal feasiblltty, ond techndoglcal outlook. Two power 
train configurations were examined with these factors In m M  closed combustion and 
solor power (a more detailed discussion of other conflgurotkns appear In (11, p. 48). It 
was immediately apparent that solar power was the configuratlon of choice due 
prlmary on technological outlook. It happened to also be simple (as for as 
photovdtaic collectors are concerned) and techndoglcaily feasible. with only some 
limitations. It is the author's opinion that solor k the power source of the future, and that tt 
still has much untapped potentlol. Besides, one Cannot Ignore the natural association 
of space exploration wtth solar technology. With solar power, two collection 
technologies were cmldered: Solor Thermal and W a r  Photovoltaic 0. 
1 
3- \ 
The selection of solar W arrays a a bobc for the power system is clearly 
obvious. TMS b due to the pmhlbmve weight of the sdor thermal system. os well os 
aerodynamic drag created by the awkward placement of the collecters. 
Complicated tracking and collection sirbsystem further condemn solar thermal 
technologies for the time being. (11 Oesplte the fact that solar W efflclencles are 
somewhat Wer than solor thermal, techndoglcd advances have allowed Sillcon (Si) 
W cells to increase from base emclencleb of around 14% in the late 70s to 2096 In the 
mid 80s abi4(!3 
The barriers llmlting SI PV efflciencies hove beenoidentified and suggestions 
b e  been made to improve the q&iy ot SI. & the projected emciencies could 
be as high od 25% or more de&kng on techndogtc'aibdvancernent. (2)(3)(4)(51 
cle~rly, atthe present rote, ~t would be judo- to pceact ttmt mcient si w cells 
wlil be,ovalbMe around the turn of the century, which Is neaCty wlthin the same time 
frameoftheMortkndrcmfl. 
Galnun Arsenide (GaAs) W cells presentty have higher base efficiencies 
(20-25%) than SI, but tend to be neovler than SI per unit area and are prohibitively 
expensive. (6) Stlll, they remain a reosonoble contender for W array material if cats 
t p '  - 
- - ,  
5 -1 d r c (  
- =  t 
t .  
Electdcal motor designs were W e d  over very briefly, readting f r h  the choice 
of sdor power. After &e exmbrotlon, It h& d e n  dedded that L o  Rare-Earth 
Samarium-Cobalt Permanent Magnent DC Brushless electric motors would be 
employed.'(l] Such motm have been prwcted to produce 22.4 kw of maximum 
continous power, md 11.23 k& bmal. l h 6 y  have been scofed from present designs to 
have a mas& 18 kg each andshaRspeedd loo00 RPM. (11 It is assumed that bythe 
turn of the'centuy, such motors wll be Qhter and more powerful. For this study, a motor 
mass OC 15 &*and gearbox d of 7.5 kg. '. 
J"' v s . -*,  1 * :>m& !- . 4 -% .- i' ' 3i;ti:: tM 
ORIGINAL &AGE is 
OF POOR QUALfTY 
in order to determine power train stzing requirements, a preliminary power and 
weight optimization study was conducted using a Macintosh SE computer and 
Mlcrosoft Excel spreadsheet software. The study was conducted with Power and 
Propulsion interacting exclusively with Weights and Balances and supplemental 
consuttatbn from Performance. Three spreadsheets were programmed to calculate 
the following: Power trdn mass as a function of power desired by Performance, as well 
os performance characteristics as a function of weight; Weights and associated 
Center of Grovtty values as a function of power train moss: and a propeller designer as 
a function of performance characteristics. 
Ail three were integrated in order to compute optimum weight, as well as 
regenerative fuel cell (RFC) sizing under specified conditions. With this calculated 
informatlon. a propeller was selected from the 40+ designs created by the 
spreadsheet, with careful attention given to diameter and efficiency. The interested 
reader will find the detailed equations, and sample spreadsheet outputs in the 
appendix following this section. Spreadsheet values may be slightly off from reported 
values. 
To begin the study, the desired Pov wos input as the prlmary variable, along wHh 
other secondary varlabies, into the power train mass spreadsheet. The power 
produced by the solar PV arrays was immediately calculated as a function primarily ol 
solor flux intendty, which was held constant. Thus, since Pav and endurance were 
given quuntlties, the remaining pawer an kwhrs) needed to be generated by the RFCs 
(PRFC) was found. The mosses of the RFC, reactants, and their respective tanks could 
then be calculuted. 
The RFC mass was calculated by dlvldlng the PRFC by the specfflc power rating 
of the RFC. The reactant masses then were calculated by divlding the kw-hrs required 
(PRFC times endurance) by the speciflc energy rating of the RFC. The result 
represented the total mass of the product. Working backwards, using basic chemistry. 
the respective masses of the reactants were calculated. Spherical reactant tank stzing 
using Kevlar W h  a safety factor of 2 and 15% attachments was considered and 
3-3 
calculoted. 
calculating tne mas5 d tne w array was s ~ m p l ~  thearea 2 the orray times the 
amy density. After considering miscellaneous items and electrlc motor masses, the 
total power train mbss wos caioculoted. TMS power train m a  wos input into the 
Weights and Balonces spreadsheet to compute the optlmum airplane weight. The 
weight was immediately input into the Power w u b d  (Prmd) equation supplied by 
Performance. The WSUMW Preqd WQS W W l  hmedlatw hput ht0 the propeller design 
spreadsheet which generated over 40 different 'sets' of Oropeller spectflcations. (Data 
from (7)) A sdtable propeller was selecied from thb so called 'shopping Ilst' with regard 
to best compromise between efAclenCy. diameter, ond Shaft speed. The selected 
propeller specificatiorr, indicated the shaft power needed, which was then hput bod< 
into the power train ma53 spreadsheet. It ir noted that the pmpetler selection process 
ThL Iterative process continued until a consistent pmpebr deslgn emerged. No 
appreciable convergence in optimum welgM occurred. but the relotlve behavior 04 
the model under dwerent given condltlons (0.0. =lor flux. temperature, velocity, 
altitude, etc.) w a  mentally noted. Finally. a weight was decided upon which woutd 
reoxMobty performance. POWW and ~ ~ u l s i o r r ,  a dW- and Balances (as 
to C.G. bcutbn). At this pOm h he $My, the Pw vduewasmced ob we1 as the mos, of 
theRFcondreactmts. 
, The three spreadsheets were then combined, modlfled. and tinally tdncated 
hto o single spreadsheet where the weight and propeller diometer were held constant. 
Rne adjustments and c o f r e d ~  were made r8Suging In the Power Ond Propulsion's 
flnai version of its respective spreadsheet, thereby concluding the optimization study. 
was the only pOrtlOn d ihe study that required human JlJdQement. 
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the following conditions are met that solar flux intensity Is 0.450 kw/m2; that operating 
temperature at a given attitude is 214 OK: and that Si W array efficiency is 25% with 
thermal coefficient of 0.05 a%/a°K at 298 O K  (Si PV efficiency goes up as the 
temperature goes dawn). 
it is clear at this point to emphoske that shaft power, and thus Pa, will be directly 
affected by intensity and temperature, ossuming technology has provided us with 25% 
efficiency by me time frame of the Martian aircraft. Figure 1 gives the Pa, os a function 
of intensity, at three different operating temperatures. For this report. it is assumed that 
temperature wil vary from 200 to 228 OK. with 214 "K being the overage value. As tt can 
be seen, small vorlatbns in temperature make only a small contributions to Paw Taken 
in this light, examining Pav os a function of altitude assuming a 2 OK/km temperature 
lapse rate (4) would beor krsignlficant mutts. 
Because of the unpredictable nature of intensity and temperature, the actual 
power available may fluctuate along a range of values during the couIse of the actual 
flight. it will also surely vary according to the latitude, the time of day, and the seoson. 
Since very little useful data wos found pertaining to this facet. such affects on Pa, have 
been dismissed. However, a rough estimate of 'gooCr frying conditions os far os Power 
and Propulsion k concerned would be Ideally around noontime, at perihelion, during 
the sprlng or summer season (when dust stocms occur less frequently (4)). By inspection 
of the Power Required vs. Velocity graph In Performance (Specific Reference 
needed), a generous amount of excess power b available for operating avionics, 
poyloods, controllers, or other devices. However, this wlfl be at some sacrifice to climb 
performance and/or cruising speed. 
For most practical purposes, it Is assumed that no more than 0.5 to 1 kw will be 
needed on a continual basis. ThIs Is partly due tQ the decision by Weights and 
Balances to actuate a majortty of control surfaces with wires and pulleys in order to 
save weight. In the worst case up to roughly 8 kw of power can be available (again 
varylng wHh intensity) to meet any contlgency, bin at almost total degradation of all 
performance specificatkms. In this manner, payloods wtth higher p e r  requirements 
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moy be flown infrequentty, waMng for Sunable clws where SufWent Jntenslty and cdd 
weather are available. Another soknbn moy be to 'pulse' the avdlable power to dl the 
devlces that need It. Thk would be In a sense dlstributm the power, but such a 
conflgurotlon b beyond the scope ofthis report. 
As far os fuel consumption b concerned, the one slgnhkont advantage of uslng 
solar PV anoys as a foundotlon of tne power tmln b constant webht. The supplemental 
power delivered by the RFCs WYI also hove constant welgM. The water produced by 
the reaction of Hp and 02 was to be dumped into the athmosphere to reduce weight, 
but it has been deckled that the wuter w i U  be Stored on board In a closed cycle 
system, This will benefit Weights & Balances with'c&ant C.G. and Performance 
wtth constant P r m  (no weight lees) resuith~ In eoder ~lcubtlons. Also, such water 
can be used for drinking. coolhg. or refueiing purposes. The closed cycle system was 
deslgned to pump the water to on electrolyzer where water would be broken down, 
wing surplur, Pav. into Its respective reactants for future use. This would, dep&dlng on 
electrdyzer efficiency and production rate, effectively Increase the range and 
endurance of the plane (not counting the endurance of the pasts). It was decided 
though, that the beneftts ofthe electrdyzer-moy not prove to be siQnificant wtth regard 
to additional weight. Retuellng therefore. wlll be occompltsned with an external land 
based electrw.  All that b required k forthe aircrolt to 'sit h the sun' for a day or two 
to bred< down the onboard water hto useful fuel. 
I' . 
The regeneratbe RFCs have a specilk energy rating of 0.4 kw-hrshg using the 
2H2 + 0 2  = 2H20 reaction at 66% efnciency. (8) This b the hi~hest energy density 
ovdlable. The production of 42.4 kw-hrs, using H2 and 02 os reactants in the RFCs. wlll 
resutt In 106 kg ofwater product. Thls m e o ~  Consmuent masses af 11.8 k~ H2 and 94.2 kg 
9, and tonk masses of 5.4 and 43 kg respectively. Water wifl take up 10.6 m3, while the 
reactants occupy 0.168 and 0.063 m3 respectively. The RFQ also have a speclfic 
pow'er &ing of0.217 W/kg resuttlng In a RK= mass ot 24.4 kg. 0 Miscellaneous moss~s 
are listed in the sample output of the POWER-WEIGHTS FINAL spreadsheet In the 
i 
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appendix. 
As stated before, the final propeller design was selected as the best 
compromise between efficiency, dbmeter. and shaft speed, from a list of propeller 
designs generated by the optimkation study (a sample page is in the appendix). It was 
decided In the preilminary design report that two engines with counter-rotating 
propellers would be wed. it wos deslred to keep the diameter within an acceptable 
range of values, for the study showed that single engine propeller deslgns had very 
large diameters. The final physical parameters for the propeller are as follows: 
Dlameter at 49 m 
Pttch Blode A n ~ l e  of 25" 
Advance Ratio of 0.9 
Performance Parameters are os follows: 
Efficiency at 84% 
Shuft Power Requirement of 15.52 kw/engine at cruise 
Shatt speed of 782.6 RPM at cruise 
Cpof6.30~ ~ ( T ~ o ~ w I w  
StotlcThrustd 1177N 
cpof1.44x10datcimb 
A higher efficiency of 86% could be used, but only at a significant increase in diameter. 
Finally, the engine inoperatlve drag of the propeller design is roughly 45.6 
N/englne or 91.2 N total, ossuming that pitch bbde ongle b 17.5" at 70% blade span. that 
the blade planform Is 1.1218 rn2 per Mode, and velodty at 81 m/s. 
In conclusion, the fino1 power train system wlU consist of a mixture of two power 
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xx)rces. Approximutely 25 kw of power will be provided by the solar photovoltaic 
mays covering 85% of the &. while the remaining 5.2 kw will be sustained for 8 hours 
by a regenerative fuel cell system with cissoclated reactant tonks. As promised by 
powec and Propulsion to Performance, 26.4 kw for 8 hours endurmce will be available to 
for consumption In the manner Perfmance sees nt. lhk ovallablltty b subject to 
flucuutions due to voriatiorrs of temperature, sdar llux htemtty. attitude. latltude, time of 
day, time of year, weother. and other imponderables, not to mention unscheduled 
miscellaneous power consumption. What Performance gets in return for lock of 
predictability ls constant weight, and therfore consistant range, which means no 
variation of C.G. locations for Weights and Balances. Also, Wr power Is free. lnltial 
cost will probably give better returns than other comparable systems, plus the 
possrbUity for better perfomonce alwoyb exists. 
APPENDIX 
Power available and Power produced by W array equations for pRK: SbJng: 
1) 
a 
where: Effm - Repeller elllclency 
int - sotar nux intensity ~ / m 2 )  
% =  rea otwirq (m3 
&nd = Area ot m d  (m2) 
A% = Percent- of wing and cmmd area used for Warray 
E f f ~  = W array efflclency at 25°C Ab Mass Zero 
T = Absolute Tempercrture. ('K) 
a%/a"K = Thermal CoeMcent of efficiency 
3 4 -  ' E  
E f f p c ~  = Power condltloner efficiency 
Reactant Tank Wng equation for Kevlar wtth safety factor 2 and 15% attachments (1) :  
Equation as suppfled by Performance for Power requfred: 
where: rho = Alr denstty at specifled attttude (kg/m% 
V = Velocity (m/s) at cllmb or crulse 
CD, = Aircraft class 
W = Akcraft total weight 
eo = OswaM's efficiency factor 
AR = wkrg aspect rotb 
' 
Propeller Wng Equations os used for Propeller Design Spreadsheet: 
where: n = shaft revolutions per second 
Cs = Speed Power Coeftlclent 
J - Advance Ratio 
N = shaft r e v d u t h  per mhute 
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Power TrainMlelghts and Balances Spreadshed 
c p  ct 
StatiCThnrg-N 
ThNSt-N 
p ReqdlEnOW 
N-RPM 
Given Condtions 
I-kwlm 21 0.45d 
0.144 
0.134 
1177.319 
1401.621 
10.888 
8.535 
I 1  2.077 
I t- KI 214.00q 
r ARI 10.00ol 
wing Charactefistics 
1 EngW 15.000 
FC Weight 24.379 
H20 106.000 
H2 Weight 11.770 
0 2  weight 94.222 
H2 Tnk W 5.369 
02TnkW 42.948 
H20 Tnk W 48.317 
Misc Pumps 20.000 
Power corrd 10.5s 
HXR 10.000 
power Dist 5.000 
prop (a) 40.000 
15.000 
15.000 
Mlsc Total 11 5.565 
Total W:fC 227.013 
Total W:PV 89.668 
P&P Total 462.246, 
prop shaft (x2) 
ConvGrbOx (x2) 
I H n n o s - ~ l  243.0001 
1.832 
10.60C 
0.16e 
0.088 
I CanardS-rn2l 11 .el01 
Conectorlmotor Characteristics 
I PVRhokdm21 0.41 41 
Pwr Cond Eff- 
26.183 
5.300 
after aeradynamic bsses 
I SpP-kw/kOl 0.211 
3el10tnwnce Sedion 
Endrnco-hrd 8.000l 
Alt It udo-km) 0.oool 
P R  
Ra n g e-km 
Range-miles 
53.0001 
0.01 6 
0.01 8 
0.900 
1.720 
61 18.000 
43.320 
8.154 
18.292 
1526.400  948.446 
25.000 
0.840 
0.900 
Dlameterm 6.900 
Shaft Power-kwl 21.7761 
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1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Power TrainlWeights and Balances Spreadsheet 
- 
Cdo 
00 
chlax 
Welg ht-N 
VstrrlkrJs 
Excesspmkw 
P Reqdkw 
Range-km 
Range-mller 
Given Conditions 
I-kw/m21 0.4SOl 
CP ct 
Static Th~st-N 
ThNSt-N 
P Reqd/Eng-kw 
"-W 
N-RPM 
I 1 - K I  2 14.0001 
Wing Characteristics 
ARI lO.OO0l 
0.063 
0.059 
1177.319 
2142.1 00 
15.520 
13.043 
782.609 
wing s-m2 243.000 
Canard S-m2 11.810 
PV Rho k@m2 0.414 
AtrayIS 0.850 
0.250 
Pwr Cond Eff-% 0.920 
TC-aO/daK 0.050 
P PV-kw 26.183 
P FC G o W  5.300 
Collector/motor Characteristics 
FC Weight 
H20 
H2 Weight 
02 Wdght 
HZTnkW 
MTnl<W 
H20 Tnk W 
Misc Pumps 
Power Cond 
HXR 
Power Dist 
PIOP (x2) 
Prop Shaft (x2) 
CoWGrbox (x2) 
Fuel Cel Characteristics 
SpE-kwhkgI 0.4001 ~ 4 6 6 %  df 
24.379 
106.000 
11.778 
94.222 
5.369 
42.948 
48.31 7 
20.000 
10.565 
10.000 
5.000 
40.000 
15.000 
15.000 
Power Train WeiQhtS-kQ volume-m: 
1 EnQWI 15.000l 
1.83: 
10.60( 
0.164 
0.08: 
Total W:PV 89.668 
P8P Total 462.246- 
Misc Totall 115.565l 
Total W:FCI 227.0131 
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Petformance Section 
Alt It ude-km 1 .so0 
Characteristics 
Rhokdm31 0.01 41 
0.01 8 
0.900 
1.720 
6 1  18.000 
45.405 
0.372 
26.073 
2332.800 
1449.51 1 
Clmb -ratomlrl 0.0611 
Propeller Specifications 
CSl 1 .SO01 
Beta-Deg 25.000 
EffiieflCy-%l 
0.8401 90  Advance Ratio 
Diameter-ml 6.9001 
Charaderlstlcs 
Shaft Power-kwl 31.0401 
.. 
Pav-l ,T Chart 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Power Available vs. Solar Flux Intensity . 
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4- 228OK 
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STABIUTY AND COMROL 
Arlene Zander 
The orlginal design of The Spirit of Champaign consisted strictly of a flying wing 
configuration. But 05 examination of the stability and control problems began, the flying wing 
configuration was found to have insufficient control power. Consequently. a canard was 
introduced for bngttudlnai control and a vertical tail was added for directional stability. 
Additional control surfaces Include elevators on the canard, a rudder on the vertical tail and 
naps and spoilers on the wing. The wing also has sweep, dihedral, and twist contributions. 
Each of these control surfaces and contributions will be addressed indMduaily in greater detail 
later in this report. 
The first deslgn problem confronted was the sung of the canard. By examining the 
Interdependence of center of gravtty kcotb. canard s&e, ond canard location. graphs were 
obtained that showed canard sizes and k c a t h  for dtfferent center of gravity values. Due to 
the constraints of the weights and bolonces dlvislon, a most aft center of gravity range was 
desirable. Hence, the optimum choke for a canard hod an area d 11 .81m2 and a span of 
10.87m ut a dlstance of 2.6316m from the canard aerodynomlc center to the leading edge of 
the wing. This size and kcotlorr provided the mo6t reaword c.0. possble while still allowing a 
canard krge enough to kngitudinaiy Mm. For Mher verMcatbn of these results, the groph in 
Figure 1 presents these doto in dlmmslodes ratios for the desired center of gravHy locotion. 
The optimum choke is Indicated with an a m .  Other canord choracteristlcs Include a taper 
rutlo of .3, on ospect ratio of 10, a quorter chord sweep angle d 17 degrees. a dihedral angle of 
0 degrees, a zero itft angle of -6.0 degrees' and it is mounted at on angle of attack of 4.4 
degrees. 
At first appearance, the canard ske appeared to be qutte small so closer scrutlny and 
further Investigation was necessary. Mer additonat calculations, the canard ske wus verified 
os satisfying requirements because with the virtual flying wing configuration. only a small 
amount of longttudlnal control power is necessary. Thus the aforementioned canard was 
maintained us the truly optlmum choke. 
Similar coruideratbns to those in the siztng of the coMlrrd brought about the *e of the 
vertical tail. The opthum chdce is a tal af area 20.22m2 and a height of 1Om wtth the leading 
edge located at the bock of the wing. Although thk tail hos a remely small moment arm and 
area, tt still satisfies the directional stability requlrements and needs only a small rudder 
~ 
, 
dflectkm to continue an engine-out takeoff. This high capadfy for dkectiond stablUty wfth a 
small toir (8.32% of wing area) Is due in port to the toper orrole of the wing and tts contribution to 
directional stability. This tOplC be addressed h mOre detail loter h the report. The vertical 
toil location ais0 satisfies the addmonal COnstralntS of the power and propulsion division that 
the vertlcal tall not cast shadaws on the sdar Paneis and thus reduce the power available. 1 
Another advantage to the wnol vertlcol tail sbe is that tt mhlmbs tts contribution to the gross 
1 weight. me next topic addressed b the sizing and placement of the ather contrd surfaces. 
 levators on the canard spon most of the lemh of the conord. except for where the pod 
maches, and they have a chord thot gives them an area that b 27.6% of the canard area 
ttwwf.  he rudder spans the upper 7m of the vertical tail and has a chord that gives tt an area 
that IS 27.296 of the tail area. Akron8 ore la~ated just beyond the e- at 12m from the 
aircraft centerline. They are 3m long ond hove 0 chord that gh/ea them an brea that is 1.71% of 
the wing area. Spoilers are employed on the alrcmff, but only durlnq rondlng ground rdl to 
partially destroy lift and brlng th6 aircroft to 0 stop in bs''he. Original&, spofters were 
considered for use duiw actuol flbht. but after flndlftg that they &Id destroy mole 8ft than 
was desired, they were used SOkh for londing groynd rbrl purposes. An additlonal 
conslderutlon k that the spolk naVe n0flne control mechanha they ore Imned to a spring 
loaded release mechanism in order to minimbe the structure and weight necessary to 
cztivate them. Thus, for these reasom. SWh win not be further addressed because they are 
not precision controlled ond 
mrther design consid** h k~atlng the kt&-&nt d ttw &. ~ased on 
the data used forthe optknqn C m O d  size and loc point'blpcated 2.- 
mind the leading edge-d h e  '& dMng & &s h mutrot point 
location for takeoff and && os deflned by su are dbiw small. On I 
landing, the descent and opmoch angle b very mall Orrp on takeoff, only elevator 
In order to achieve a certah degree d Stablllty. a static margin of 10% was chosen. This 
stotic margin nut onty keeps the center of grovfty a safe dktonce lrwn the neutml polnt, but it 
a b  glves a center OfgICnRty rarrge that k 1.6736m long. beglnnhg from .6602m behind the wing 1 
leodlng edge and extending to 2.3838m behind the leading edge (Figwe 2). This center of 
gravity range has a subtantkj l ewh and In a climb at maxhlum Mt coefficient, It abws for a 
trimmed and stoble condition at o mlnknum elevator defktion -le of 30 degrees while the 
elevator dell0dbfi I, -12.9 d e g ~  (Flow 9). Thfs range 
proves to be excellent h that R not Orrty 
provides'an excellent range for we@ts and bob&" 
to the stabiltty and control derivatives brrectlng longmnd. directional and"kJteral motion of 
the aircraft. First, the wing dhedml angle necessa~/ to obtah the proper variation of roling 
I 
I 
I 
beaing on stobilityond contrd. 
is usedwtJcn does not affect the neutrdht l&"L ''* 
I 
to Mm at zero mt 
ax~-requirements but It also I . r' .'. * ~ -w t ' 
The next tapic addressed is v&*ospects of the &art cahfiguration that contribute 
I 
t 
moment coefficient with sideslip and variation of yowing moment with sideslip derivative 
values to satisfy speciflcotlons of the Addendum is 3 degrees3 . Secondly, wing twist was 
found to be 0 degrees. Next, the canard angle of attack necessary to maintain controlled 
flight at cruise k 4.4 degrees. Also, a wing sweep of 19.78 degrees Is determined and wed for 
various reasorrs. One reoson being that the inttbl chdce to have a sweepback angle came 
because of the important contribution to directional stability because the asymmetric 
dynamic pressure distribution normal to the lines of aerodynamic centers of the wing panels 
produces a force that will counteract sideslip, thus helping to stabilke the aircraft’? Another 
reawn is that this angle brought the desired effect of movlng the wing aerodynamic center 
and the center of gravtty range back on the wlng os compared to a rectangular wing or a wing 
with a smaller sweep angle. The final reason being that an angle of 19.78 degrees will be quite 
effective during the sldeslip condMons deflned in the Addendum. To vem these aspects of 
the aircraft conflguratlon. please refer to Figure 4 where the control derivatives are presented 
in tabular form. The final speclflcatbns addressed are those deflned in the Addendum for 
required control performance of the aircraft during maneuvers. All these data are presented 
In tabular form in Figure 5. Note thut only smoll rudder deilections are necessary for lateral trim 
because of the contrlbution dthe wlng sweepback angle. 
in concludon, tt is evldent from the data presented In the prevlous pages, The Spidt of 
Champaign is trimmed and stable bngitudinolly, directionally and laterally during takeoff, 
crulse, landing and during manewers necessary. 
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STRUCTURES 
Timathy Ehmke 
Extensive use of compoSne motedais in all major components will help to minimize 
the weight of the Martian aircraft. The greater strength to weight ratio of composite 
materials, compared to standard a l~ lnum. will reduce the primary structure's welght by 
approximately 25 percent (Ref. 1). At this time. weight reduction is the primary concern, 
therefore, the much greater cost of COmpostteS is not being considered during material 
selection. 
To obtdn an inttbi sizing d the Wing's structural members, wing loading diagrams 
have been made for two crltlcd flight conditions. These condIti0ns are steady-level flight, 
and on the romp (Fig. la  and 1 b). For these dlagroms. weights were supplied by the weights 
specialist. The estimated wing weight that was provided has been assumed to be 
distributed as the square of the chord length. The lift k x d  has been calculuted using the 
Schrenk approximation. 
From these diagram. shear distrlbutlons (Fig. 2a and 2b) and bending moment 
distributions (Fig. 3a and 3b) have been detemtlned. The tooiOnal moment distribution, 
about the elostic axis (which has been m m e d  to coincide with the line of sectional 
aerodynamic centers), hos OQO been detmined (FIO.4. 
The wing structure has been designed to wtthstond the moximum moment acting 
on it at each location, obtained from the prementloned graphs. For the stzing of the 
structurd members, an Unknate lood factor of sbc hos been used. with a safety margin of 1.8 
due to increosed variance h compoSne mOterlal properties compared to aluminum (Ref. 
a 
The basic aircraft stnrcturol byout. to now.be dixwsed. is illustrated in Figure 5. 
SPARS- Two metal matrix composites were considered for the spar. A 
graphite/aluminum matrix compostte has been selected instead of silicon carbide 
(continuous)/ aluminum. Slnce the wings are so large, a relativety stiffer spar was desired. 
Even though the latter Is twice as strong, #s relatively low modulus made the former more 
desirable (Ref. 3). 
me spars are comprised of sk meter tubular section& due to transportotlon 
constrants imposed by the spacecraft designen. They ore located at 25 percent and 65 
percent chord (Fig. 6). Each section has a constant radlus and thickness to simplify 
fabrication. They ore also stzed so that each section stores hide the adjoining one to 
save spoce during transportation. Therefore, adapters will be required to join the unequal 
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radius WW. 
Uslw the previously dbcussed design reqdrements, on inltld spar skhg has been 
done. The results are gken In F@m 7. The thicknesses of the sections may appear small, 
hawever, the forward s#ar h a  been Independently 8ked to withstand the maximum 
-1 moment, 
Since this design should be able to withstand the maxlmum moments generated, no 
re-enforcements hove been considered for these WCwS. 
RIBS horn the center llne of the aircraft to 13 meters. the spacing of the wing rlbs will 
be 0.75 meten. Out boord of this the spochg will Increose to 1 .O meters (Ref. 4). Other ribs 
wil be as 
materbb, dependiiro on their requwents. 
' RlbQ required to wm\stand large I&. such ad control surface hinges or engine 
mntkrg, will be made of the graphitel dunlnum metd math compostte. The flve center 
dbswBI defhatelybe moIde dthk matedd.skrce they must be used to attach the body and 
tail to the *wore rib moy m a  &+W mat^, hcr~ever, the more 
dense blue foam strlpped 
with cob& md Kevlar-wrapped. This tlb hos proverr to 68 v81y 8'tfOng while being 
almost weightless (Ref. 5). The ribs are then attachdto the span using a structural 
odnebjve. This Is also the method USBd to uttach the &In t o m  rlbs (Ref. 6). 
SKIN- Tofurthvfeduce thewlng's shuchmlweigM,a skin of MyiarwBI be used on 
the bottom swfoce ofthe wing. ~ c o ~ e r h g ,  h o ~ e v e r , ~  riot be liiec~ on the top u a c e  
of ttw wing for two reosom. Fht,the dar paneb reQuhb 0 ibmewhot dg~d bclse for 
molJ&J. second, l t ~ d K ) m d n t d n t n e ~ s e c t i o n ~ t t e r t n a n ~ .  6yushg 
tt is a t t o c ~  to, a smooth uOpersufacewil be ochieved*the ci14611. TM cmodymmic 
perf& e ofthe ~ h g  wiE,therefore,be improved. T~IS more t ~ ~ ~ ~ d c i v d n g  wu OISO tx 
used for the wing's leading edge. 
Thls skh wlll be type H l  graphiteepoocy lominute. It wos Chosen instead of Kevlar 
because Its reloth/ely brge modulus wlli provlde improved sheor buckling strength (Ref. 7). 
TAIL- The tail described on the freere data sheet has proven much too tall to safely 
construct. Therefore, If dean of thb Olrplane Ir to COnthUS. 0 reductkn h the tail's hdght 
from ten met-, to seven meters b recommended. Thk w# dkw It to be transported in one 
plece, lnsteod oftwoo, is nowgkMBd. tt bthirresbed tolthot IS fepfesmt@d h Figure So. 
he canard wlll 64 constructed dmilariy lo the wing. R'will elso be o 
grapMtel0Ranknmr structwe covered W a tvpe HT gmM+eww skin Control surfaces, 
except forthe spobfs, wlll be ofhmeycomb desbn. The spoilers due tothekkrge size WR 
require a grophite/olwnhum frame. covered b~ the rlgM sldn. 
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the aft spar tws been stred to omhaw of this moment. [ 
new to 
1 "  that a p ~ ,  th6Oreijter the webht d the struchwe. - '3. 'L 
Therefore. us many ribs 08 posslbb vdll be mdde 
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SURFACE OPERATIONS 
Michael Brody 
The Mars craft will take off with a ground assiSt sled. The sled wiU bring the plane 
to its launch speed and then release tt. Then the thW for the Craft Wrll be provided by 
two propeller engines. Landing will be done by throttling down the engines and gliding 
in for a landing. During landing. simple flaps will be deployed to provide extra lift and 
spoilers will be deployed to decrease the ground roll distance. The ground based 
faciitties needed will be a hangar to store the OirCrOft. a refuelinO station, and trucks to 
push the croft around the runway area. The trucks will also pwh the croft up a ramp to 
elevate tt to the height of the launch sled grosps (Fig. 1). 
A standard takeoff conflguratlon was first considered but there was  not enough 
power available to make tt posslbie in a reasonable length of runway. Uslng the fuel 
cetl/solar panel power system, only about 3096 I of the needed power was available. 
Rocket assisted TOL (takeoff and landing) was also studied. It would consist of three 
Viklng Lander type hydrazine rocket engines to prOvide Vertical and horizontal thrust? 
W wos discarded for several reams.  It was difflcutt to flnd places on the plane where 
horizontal thrust could be Installed. There was also the extra weight of the fuel tanks. & 
the engines fired, there would be a weight decrease that would make stability and 
control diMcult. 
The ground based sled that brings the croft UP to take-off speed can be 
powered by several methods. Rockets, similar to the Viking rockets, could be 
attached to the sled and fired to bring the sled and craft to launch speed. Another 
possrblllty is to use a magnetic sled that uses very powerful superconducting magnets 
to float on top of a guideway containlng imbedded conducting cdls3(Fig. 2). initially, 
the sled will rest on wheels (Rg. 3). but when It reaches a speed of about 8 m/s, the 
sled's magnets will induce a current In the guideway conducting coils. The magnetic 
field produced by these currents will IM the sled up to 10 cm off the guideway. 
Electromagnetic forces will also propel the sled forward. Another set of guideway coils 
will be energbed in a timed sequence to produce a moving magnetic wave. This 
magnetic wave will continuously repel the sleds magnets from behind and attract 
co- I 
them fmm In front. Accelerations of up to 20 g's hove been theorbsd 03 possible ushg 
this scheme. The tmin's magnets would hove to be wpercorrducting, since ordinary 
magnets would require to much power. Wlth the advrmces h ~rconductlvtty, there 
will be magnets that are mi and strong enough to make tMs concept practical. To 
achieve the take-off speed WLO, of 46.9 m/s the sled could be accelerated at 11 
m/s2 (about 1.1 earth g'J) for about 100 meters ( SG= 100 m). (Ihe data calculated for 
TOC way derlved from equaths In the Mccormlck refwnce.) The guldewoy wfll be 
about 400 meters to abw the ded and Ih %upport owers to move ahead of 9 plane, 
out of the woy of the ascending aircraft propellers. This guideway distance WIN a b  
give the sled enough distance to decelerate to a Stop, even Wm the drcraft attached 
(as In on oborted toke-off). The wlll be held 8 meters above the ground by the 
sled enabling the propellerstotunwmKnn Wing the QfWnd. lhe sled Will W J h e  craft 
by fts two wing Wing gean. The third landing geor kcoted at the nose wll rest freely 
on a platform d the sted. When the plane reaches - Its launch speed, It will rotate its 
nose up, phrotlng on the sled's kandhg gear g-. This rototlon WiR lost three second 
(tr& WC), Thtb rotCnh distarrce, Win be clbout 141 m&WS. these grasps Will then 
release the craft. The ongle of chb, m, Wln be 3O. The transmOn or flare manuever 
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the craft Somy on the ground. Brakes will then be applied to the landing gears to slow 
the plane's ground roll. Ground spoilers (ltft dumpers) wlil also be deployed to 
decrease the ground rdl length. The flare manuever will cover 75 meters (Stransz75 m). 
which includes a 2 second delay while the pilot changes from the landing to the 
breaking conflguratlon. The bnding surface will be made of flnn, dry compacted dirt or 
sand with a ground resistance coefficient ( p of .We4 This allows the plane to have an 
average wheel braking coefficient of 30. The decelerotbn of the craft will be 1.45 m/s2 
wlng both landing gear breaks and ground spdlers. Thus the ground roll distance, SG, 
WlP be about 708 meters. 
The craft will use plain flaps on the trailing edge of the wing to obtain a higher IH 
coefficient? The length of each flap WRi be 6 meters, starting 1 meter away from the 
centertine of the plane. The percentage of the local chord that k made of flaps wli be 
2096 (Q/C = .20). Increments in wing im coeMclent (KL) are presented In Fig. 4. (The 
data calculated for the ploln flaps was derfved from equations in the Oatcom 
reference.) Also, lncrements in drag UCo) ond wing moments UCm) caused by the 
flaps are shown In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. The flaps will only be used during the 
landing procedures. Their primary purpose is to decrease the stalling speed which in 
turn decreases the approach wed WA) and ground rol dirtonce (S@. 
The piane will use three landlng gears. Two win be located under the wing, 8 
meters from the plane's centerline and 1.3 meters behind the wing's local ieadlng 
edged. The third bnding gear WRI be located on the centerline trailing edge of the 
canard. The three landing gears wlll be dmost Menticd, each welghing about 102 N. 
The dtfference between the nose and moln gem is haw they are retracted. The nose 
gear is retrocted from the front while the main gears are retracted from the side. (See 
Flg. 7 for their specitlcotions.) If the pbne is in a standard load conflgurotion, the wlng 
landing gears will each encounter a static bod of 2120 N, while the nom will encounter a 
lood d 1860 N6. Fig. 8 shows how the two dtfferent bnding gean WQ retract. 
Spoilers are wed to decrease the ground rdl distance durlng landing. The 
length of each spoiler will be 8 meters, starting 4 meters from the centerline of the piane. 
18% of the locd chord will be the wldth of the spoilers. When the spoilers are deployed, 
they effectively destroy the lift over the port of the span they cover). They also 
increase the parasite drag of the craft. Overall. the use of spoilers add .373 m/s2 of 
de~eierotl0n4, eliminating about 245 meters from the ground ra. 
(0-3 
The Jenrlchg required for the craft wlll be general mahtanence and refueling. 
The maintainence Wlft be done in a hangor to protect the Cran from outslde elements. 
Refueling will condrtof pluooing the duetlng unlt Intothe servldng palette located on 
the craft. The unit wlll use energy produced by the solar panels on the craft to break 
down d e r  Into hydrogen ond oxygen. Uectricwwil flow from the croft panels through 
the paiette to hydrolysb electrodes In the refueling unit. Water stored in the craft will 
also be pumped into the refueling unit to serve as the hydrolysis reactant. The 
produced hydrogen and oxygen will then be fed back t h w h  the palette Into storage 
tanks aboard the croft. ?he top of the hangar can ako be outfftted with solar panels to 
asslst or replace the W l o n  of the craft sdor panets during refuelng. 
Ingress and egress will have relutlve~ slmple procedures. Before the plane ls 
moved to the launch sled, Its caclopy wlll open up for entrance. The canopy wlll be 
hlnged on the right side ofthe &raft. Arestmlnhg cordwlll be Ottoched tothe left side 
of the canopy and fuselage to prevent the canopy from stressing the hinge from 
over-rotation. A ladder w i U  be hooked on the open side of the fuselage for the fully 
suited pilat to enter or exit the codplt. 
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WEIGHTS AND BAUNCES 
John Watter 
The weight analysis was performed by wing an tterotive method to determine gross 
weight. Component weights were determined from empirlcol relotions taken from the handout 
from Torenbeekl. Thew relOtlOnS require the use of Englkh units. so all component dimensions 
were converted before any calculations could take place. 
The wing weight was calculated by using the Torenbeek method. The resutt is a wing 
weight much less than that calculated In the midterm report. The ftyhg wing concept allows a 
much lighter structural weight than a conventlond fuseloge airplane because a brge part of the 
weight of the wing comes from the Joint between the wing and fuselage. The crew 
compartment in our design is not viewed as being a true fuselage because of tts mail size. The 
pod will provide approxlmately the same structural weight regardless of where it is pbced. The 
forward placement is necessary h order to produce a stable conflgurutiorr. Because of the 
structural compbxtty of the pod, tts welght b estimated to be 10% of the gross weight. This value 
also takes into account the necessary plplng and tubing used to connect the fuel system. A 
ftyhg wing can be designed in such a way thut tts contents are not all concentrated at mldspon. 
tf the payload. power system and fixed equipment are distributed dong the span, the bending 
moments on the wlng can be reduced and the structure can be made lighter. 
Current and Mure technology will allow Instruments and flight controls to be mode 
signMcantty lghter than present systems. Fiat panel displays will weigh less and provlde more 
room In the cockplt for the pilots. Thls alrcraff wlll hove a relatively low gross weight and 
undemanding performance chorocterlstlcs so that powered flight controls ore unnecessary. 
A canard is being used for stabiltly purposes and its weight has been calculated in the 
=me manner as the wlng. Because of tts ske, the corrold Is not consldered to be lightly boded. 
.I 
I colculotlon. The wrticd tall isdsokqe hsb but Itw# not be heovtykaded d u d n ~  flight. As a 
result,anormdvlertlcolequatlorrwosubedtorertimonon. 
lhe landing gear was estimated by the surface operotiorrs group to  be 5% ofthe gross I 
I 
I 
weight. The forward geor Is &&-Wthe crew pod and the aft *ear is located behind the 
empty weight center of greVtty kcotiorr to  guOfdee gIcKIIld @-. Tne poykod consists of 
the crew members, their space suits, and the occessorles they wifi use d u m  the mMon. The 
weight of the maxlmwn paylood was given to be 700 pOunds on earth which is approxlmately 
1 174 W o n 6  on Man 4z.U ~ 
. 4'5- * I  * f  
The pmptdsh group offered the power system mas fobwing research Into eiectrfcal 
motors, fuel celb and phutovOnolc cells. It was found that a combination of'fuel and 
photodtolc Gens pIovldes the most power for the bast amount of W h t  given the span of the 
1 ::- i'" J ' , L 1  
' *p';&\. 
- ,  . 3 - -  t - p b  . .  * .  
rea at the pkrre. The two electric engines are kcoted9 meters-h back ofthe ieadhg edge of 
the ccnafd and 10 meters out on the span dthe whg. 
-d 
-, \ CCr 
Reductions in gross wight can be reoltred tnKKlgh the use of komposlte muterlals for 
structuol components. The weights of the wlng, and vertlcol toll noVe been reduced by 25% 
and the landing gear by 12% to occomt tor the use &ompOdte materlak. The conard wus 
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had decreased as welght decreased, a dgnlflcantly lower gross weight could have been 
achieved. 
Table 3 gives a detailed weight breakdown of the components of the final design and 
the locations of the centers of gravity as measured from the k d h g  edge of the canard. The 
table also gives the weight of each component as a percentage of the gross weight. The 
values given are for the situation in whlch there are two pilots and ful fuel tanks. The fmulas and 
values chosen for the tteratlon seem to give reasonable results with a few exceptions. The 
weight of the vertlcd tali may be too law given its present dimensiorrs. Modifications should be 
mode to the tall to make tt shorter so that the structure need not be so heavy. If the vertical 
dimension b decreased by about 3 or 4 meters and the hortrontal dlmension is Increased 
occordlngly liohter materlok can be used In its construction. The wkgs account for roughly 23% 
of the gross weight and V the crew pod Is included the value k 339b. Total structural weight is 
neatly 50% of the gross weight. These values are all feoslble If Mwe progress can bring about 
the development of strqer alloy whlch wlll be used h critical areas of the wlng such as the 
spars. The propulsion system Is rather complex and. therefore, will probably require the Mi 28% 
whlch was calculated. Masses for propuwOn components were provlded by the propulsion 
group based on data obtalned from NASA. Slnce the plane b being designed around a 
poykod crtterlo It makes sense that the paybod weight should account for a large percentage 
of the gross weight. The value of 199b meets this requirement and yet Is not unreallstlc. A 
graphlcd display d the component percentages k given In Flgue 1. 
The weights and centen of grovtty have been calculated for seven dlfferent sttuatbns 
and ore shown in Table 2. For the sake d clattty. the hydrogen and oxygen tanks 41 cdlectbety 
be referred to os fuel tanks. As the H2 and combine they form water which k stored in tanks 
located In the wing. The flat two cases CA and B) ore for two plk6 and etther full or empty fuel 
tanks. The next two cases (C and D) are for one pbt and either M a empty fuel tanks. Coses E 
and F wlll m u r  only on the ground and they are for no plats and eltner full or empv fuel tanks. 
3-3 
The last case (G) is the case for no pllots,fuel orwater. lbbwlng the values tn the table& the 
accepted center of gravity range UB provided b~ the rtaMtty gror~p. The reference letter will 
hdicatethe kcotknforeoch case on the C6.Travd Dlogrom(Flgure 2). 1 
close to being unstable. Thk dtwtion can be g m d y  improved by placing an object of I 
1 
gravity locatkms toll well wlthh the aCC8Wabk rcmo8 aftd should PO69 K) problem d w  flbht. 1 
I 
I 
OperotkrrdEmptyWe~=4552Newtorv I 
I 
The doto seems to lnacate that the plane b unstabbforthe b s t  three cases. This is not 
true, however, because the mar landing gem will be located a coruMerable distance behind I 
the actual centers Or gmvityforthese cases. Atthough the plane Isstill stable for case D it is very 
relatlvety large mas In place of the m w  crew member. For example. the crew pod can be 
designed so that a rescue package okng wl!h a certah amount d ballost can be placed In the 
empty space. Tne package con be droppedthmQh a hatch hthe bottom ofthe pod and the I 
bouost MJI rernotn on board to provide greut8f stobMy. For the flat three cases the center of 
The opercrHonol empty webM b that found h case 0 from Table 2. The maximum 
welght for takeoff corresponds to CaW A In the table. F m  these two values the useful lood 
fraction can be determined. 
M a x k n u n l W W e l g M  = 6118Newtorrs 
U s e l c l I c Y y l ~  = 0.254 
In summary, the weight anaW lndlcotes that very Ughtweight muterials must be I 
developed in order for the PIOfect t0 Wcceed. Work needs to be done in reduchg the wing 
area so that the aircraft con become more shuctudy sound. Tne 8ke of the vertical tall Is i 
I probably the most questknoble feotwe on the alrcrcdt. Its enormoa size creates a number of 
weight problem. Mod import-. It mobt fernah very H@t h order for the aircreft to remaln 
stable. Perhops one W k m  b to hove a number of smob tali$ dtstributed along the wing. I 
These smaller tails can be made very MgM becouse they WiB not have the large bendlng 
moment that the present dedgn has. Because the purpose dthe program Is to provide abetter 
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means to study the Martian surface, the amount of instruments on board should actually 
increase os a percentage of gross weight. For the most part. however, this design of a Mars 
airplane Is not an impossibility and wtth further research and development in the areas 
mentloned above, a flight date of 2010 Is a reasonable goal. 
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GROSS WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATIONS 
FOR VARIOUS LOADING SITUATIONS 
(Distances Measured From LE. d Canard) 
I 
I 
I _  3 1 %  *-, 
REFERENCE FUEL WATER > -  GRo& C.G. 
5.070 
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WEIGHT BREAKDOWN AND CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATIONS 
Distances (X) are measured from the leading edge of the canard 
Component 
WINGS 
CANARD 
VERTICAL TAL 
LANDING GEAR 
CREW POD 
STRUCTURAL GROUP 
ENGINES 
FUEL CELLS 
PHOTOVOLTAIC CEUS 
PROPELLERS 
MISCELLANEOUS 
POWER PLANT GROUP 
FLIGHT CONTROLS 
FURNISHINGS 
AVIONICS 
PAYLOAD 
FIXED EQUIPMENT GROUP 
GROSS WEIGHT 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 
Mars Weight 
(Nd 
1416 
507 
136 
306 
612 
2977 
111 
838 
331 
148 
27v 
1707 
10 
32 
119 
1174 
1434 
61 18 
TABLE 3 
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x-locotion 
(m) 
9.045 
1.315 
13234 
5.903 
2100 
6169 
9x130 
1.747 
13.5Do 
SASD 
5228 
9 M  
2. loo 
1.750 
2100 
2.599 
a m  
- 
6070 
Percentage 
of Gross Weight 
23.14 
829 
222 
5130 
10.00 
48.65 
181 
13.7 1 
541  
2d2 
456 
27.91 
1.70 
0.52 
1.95 
19.19 
23.44 
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The atmospheric doto used by all group members to do needed colculatlons is 
presented In the table belaw for eosy refemnCe and verwlcatkrr. Slnce temperature and 
denslty both vary with hcredng aftltude. not necesSadfy one value was used for each of 
those. For density, the assumptkrr was made that it wied with altttude sa the values 
presented in the table were graphed . Subsequent vokres needed for calculatlocrs at 
various attttudes were obtained by i n t e m  Or e x t r m  of the graph. A similar 
technique was employed to obtain the temperature used. Ail other values used for 
calculations are the standard accepted Mars atmosphere values ond are presented In the 
table. These were assumed to be unlform throughout the Martb atmosphere. 
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AUXILIARY SYSTEMS 
Mlchael Body 
and 
Arlene Zander 
The Mars croft has many systems that need control from the cockpit. To keep 
lnstallatlon and malntanence of these controls simple, the use of hydraullc devices 
was discarded. flaps and control surfaces wlll be monlpulated by wlres that run from 
the control device to the cockpit. For Instance, the pllerons wlll be connect to the 
control stick and deflected by pwhlng the stick left or right. The elevators on the 
canard wlll be connected to the control stlck In the same manner except a deflection 
of the stkk up or down will c o w  on elevator deflectton. The Ndder on the vertical tail 
will controlled by wlres that ore hooked to lloor pedals In the cockpit. 
Flaps on the wlngs Wgl also be controlled Wm wires. A wire w l  be looped around 
a hinge sprocket on each flap. This We wll be brought to the cockpit and hoo&ed up 
to a tum-wheel. As the wheel Is turned. the flaps will be moved. There wlll be a direct 
Uneor relationship between the amount of degrees the wheel turns and the amount d 
degrees the tlaps are deployed. 
Spoilers wlll not have any Incremental control. Since spdlers are used only 
dudng ground roll, there b no need to be able to trlm them. The spdlers  will be spr ing 
loaded. The spring will be octlvated by a wlre-connected switch In the cockptt. Since 
deployment of the spoilers during flight would be catastrophic, each spoiler will also 
have a wlrsactivated latch thats connected to the llap itself. After landing, the spoiler 
springs can be reloaded. 
The cockpit wlll contain several miscellaneous pieces of equipment. A radlo WRI 
be onboord to communlcate data and volce to the ground bose. Thls radio will either 
transmit directly to the base, or it wlll reby Its signal vi0 a communlcatlons satellite 
orbtttlng the planet. Navigatlorrol equipment w l  dso be needed onboard. Some of 
these k\strwnents will need hfonnatbn abaut terrain from the satellite, while others, llke 
the artklal horhon, will functlon Independently. Power to operate the radios and other 
9-1 
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equipment wlll be mall compared to the avaDaMe power supplied by the sdor ceb. 
The retroctlng and de- of the landing gears wlU be powered. Electrlc 
motors on each gear wHI control the lengf'h0ning and tMnklng d the piston control strut. 
Enough power (up to 8 Kw) WR be present at TOL to operate the motors. If for some 
reason the power b not avaiable or the elect* motors fail. an emergency geor latch 
can be released causing the gears to unfoki v b  gravfty. slnce the kmdhg gears open 
up into the wlnd, the drag force on the gears will lock them Into a fully deployed 
position. 
During the rescue SCeMriO, supplies will have to be released from the empty 
passenger area. The supplles wlll fall through a trap door controlled by a 
wire-octtvuted latch. This latch wlll only be Installed during a rescue mission. When the 
tropdoocknotln use.ttwll bebottedshut. 
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cosTANMvsls 
John Watter 
The cost anoiysls was performed by wing a planetary cost model proQram on Lotus. 
The program was developed to use for spacecraft cost estlmatlon so several of the inputs 
required different lnterpretatlm. Included h the mas of the structure are the canard, wing, 
vertlcal tail, landing gear and propellen. The mass of the thermal portion of the airplane consists 
of the photovoltaic cells and the space sults. The flight controls are consldered to be the 
attitude control system. The ovlonlcs are dMded up between the reaction control and 
cornmunlcations categories. Also Included In the communications category are the 
accessories which make up a portion of the payload. The followlng table gives the mass 
breakdown of the components used h the cod onalysls: 
TABLE 1 
1 ..$e 
The results of the costs anaW oppeors In table 2. Al vdues are h mllllons of dollars 
using 1985 mea Communlcatlons accounted for the largest cost mong the components of 
the plane. Tne task d developlng a commwriCatbn system for onather planet is much more 
Involved than tt is on Earth. Less is known obout the power maxsary to communicate long 
distances on Mars because of the very different atmOSphere and ternin. As a result, a great 
deal of research money Is needed to deVeroP such a system. shrctures are the second 
greatest component of cost. LlgthdgM’but strong matedals ore needed throu@md the plane 
in order to keep the gross webm low ond the center d grolvlty WmJn range. New alloys are 
required to occompbh this goal and extenshre testing must take ploce. It is becouse of this that 
structures make up the greatest p&bn dthe en~lneerlng cobtt. h order toftt comfortably Irr the 
crew compartment.the pilots camatweorbuW spacesuh Due tothe loclc d o  pressurked 
cabhthe paatS are forced to wear some sod d pressure SUI!. such a suit thot can handle both of 
these requlrements b not olreody in ~XistenCe. Therefore. the development the suits and 
, -. 
{ -  
-’ 
L ‘ +4‘ *z,. 1 
oxygen suppbwBi be costly. The power system In our design b cumnlly being studied for use tn 
current appicatkrr~, a;ch as the spaca ctwme. - *  %’. 
With ai of these factors h mlnd it b deathot the projectwl requlre mcJorfundhg. The 
va luedS1 .2Mnonbnatanunre~es t imotedthe f indcor tcons lder i~ theamou\ td  
high salaried workers required for the program to be successful. In addition, testing and 
assembly os well as softwore development are very c&ly procedum. The program WA be 
successful W codts can be kept to a minimum. 
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ESTIMATED COST OF MARS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
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MERNAL CONFIGURATION 
I 
John Watter 
Michael Brody 
The task of locating internal structures and components of thk aircraft was complex due 
to the center of gravtty llmits. Most at the vdume of the plane fdk behind the C.G. Ilmtt. As a 
resutt, many of the heavler components had to be located In or near the canard. The fuel tanks, 
whlch have conslderable mas but small vdume were pkxe as far forward In the canard as 
posJlble. In order for the plone to be stable about Its als of symmetry, the liquid hydrogen has 
to be separated Into two tanks on elther slde of one IIquM oxygen tank. The fuel cell Is too large 
to ftt Into the canard or the crew pod bo it b located In leodhg edge of the wing at midspan. 
Water tanks of equal vdume are loculed on either side of the fuel cells. The exact vdwne of 
the tanks ls not known but they are expected to be over 7m3. The water will be heated be 
excess heat from the fuel cells so that freezing does not occur. Several pumps and plpes are 
located throughout the fuel system h order to transport fuel between tanks. The engines are 
located 10 meters out on the span and 9 meters behind the leodlng edge of the canord. A long 
shaft will be used to attach the propellen tothe -he 
The plots wRl be seoted back-teback as shown on the hboord protlle. Each plot WHI 
hove o smoii terminal to mol n@M status. Me support systems wlll be ploced w and 
between the seats. lhe hstnmentotlon WlB moldy be of the nat-pcmd display type in order to 
glve pilots more room. The fllght control system wll be unpowered and corrskts of a series of 
cables and pulleys. For the case of one pilat, the plane can be configured so that a paykod 
storage bay will be located at or In front of the aft center of gravity locotion. The payload can 
be as heovyosthe welghtof thepllotondequlpment tt Is reploclng, but Vtt  any heavierthe rote 
af climb and uther performonce charocteristkswill be ocjversely affected. The forword bndhg 
gear is located under the crew pod and 1.7 meters behind the leodhg edge of the canard. The 
main gear are eoch 8 meters out on the span ond 5.78 meters behind the forward gear. 
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Kurt Heier 
Dan Ramshaw 
The basic packaglng assembly will consist of three cylinders. The first will 
contain the canard, vertical tail, and the fuselage; the other will stow only the wing 
parts. Each cyllnder has a dbmeter of 4.5 meten and b 7.5 meters In length. It should 
be noted that a shume can accommodate only one cyllnder. Packages of spare parts 
win be shipped h remdnlng spoce h all three cylinders. 
The first cylinder will hold three boxes. The conard will be shipped In two hokes 
and placed in a box of dimensions 0.33m x 1.67111 x 5.44m. Next to this box will be the 
vertical tail which will be separated h half and placed h a box of dimensions 0.48m x 
3.OOm x 5.OOm. Tne fuselage WB remaln Intact and stowed h box of dimensions 1.40m x 
1.40m x 1.Bom.- Any extm space In ihe cyhdet will be utilked by spore pa* packages. 
The remolnhg two cylinders will contain the wing. It wlll be totally disassembled Into 
wing spars, ribs, and sheets of sldn. Landing gear. engines, and propeller blades Wm 
dso be shtpped In these cylkrden. 
The assembly dthe dmoft on Marswlll beghwlththe coMtNctkn dthe wing. 
Wing partswlll be shipped IM h orderto mtlme forbcorrstructkrr. After the wing k 
ossembled the attachment d the conad, fuselage. and the vertkal tall Will quickly 
complete the assembly. 
, 
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RESCUESCENARIO 
All Groups 
At the present time, the Oircroft b unable to land onywhero except on a nat runway. 
The rescue scenario, therefore conslsts of an airdrop of supplies to the victims and the 
deployment of a land roving vehicle from a m & y  base to bring them to safely. In essence, 
the aircraft does not have the capabltty to do actual rescue due to the rough, unpredictable 
terrain on the surface of Mars. Thus, deplovment of He support systems will enable the victims 
to sustain life until rescue by land Is made. It is doubtful whether provisions will be able to be 
mode for the aircraft to land h remote areas because the aircraft requires the magnetic sled in 
order to take-otf. The aircraft wlll be able to search for vlctkns and relay their posnlon to the 
land rover. This application Will p r o w  greater speed In executing a search and requlre less 
manpaweec to do so. All searches of this tvpe must be conducted during the day because of 
the use of solar powered engin- 
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